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ABSTRACT
A broad range of applications capture dynamic data at an unprecedented scale. Inde-
pendent of the application area, finding intuitive ways to understand the dynamic as-
pects of these increasingly large data sets remains an interesting and, to some extent,
unsolved research problem. Generically, dynamic data sets can be described by some,
often hierarchical, notion of feature of interest that exists at each moment in time, and
those features evolve across time. Consequently, exploring the evolution of these features
is considered to be one natural way of studying these data sets. Usually, this process entails
the ability to: 1) define and extract features from each time step in the data set; 2) find their
correspondences over time; and 3) analyze their evolution across time. However, due to
the large data sizes, visualizing the evolution of features in a comprehensible manner and
performing interactive changes are challenging. Furthermore, feature evolution details
are often unmanageably large and complex, making it difficult to identify the temporal
trends in the underlying data. Additionally, many existing approaches develop these
components in a specialized and standalone manner, thus failing to address the general
task of understanding feature evolution across time.
This dissertation demonstrates that interactive exploration of feature evolution can be
achieved in a non-domain-specific manner so that it can be applied across a wide variety of
application domains. In particular, a novel generic visualization and analysis environment
that couples a multiresolution unified spatiotemporal representation of features with pro-
gressive layout and visualization strategies for studying the feature evolution across time
is introduced. This flexible framework enables on-the-fly changes to feature definitions,
their correspondences, and other arbitrary attributes while providing an interactive view
of the resulting feature evolution details. Furthermore, to reduce the visual complexity
within the feature evolution details, several subselection-based and localized, per-feature
parameter value-based strategies are also enabled. The utility and generality of this frame-
work is demonstrated by using several large-scale dynamic data sets.
To Lalindra for his endless love and support.
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A wide variety of data are being captured in science, engineering, medicine, and busi-
ness and in many other day-to-day activities. As the available computing power and
storage capacities increase, both the resolution and complexity of these data also grow at a
staggering rate. For example, one of the largest cosmological simulations ever produced,
the Q continuum simulation, models the evolution of the universe from just 50 million
years after the Big Bang to the present day, involving half a trillion particles [1]; about
100,000 weather sensors worldwide (with 40,000 in the United States alone) gather various
observations of atmospheric, terrestrial, and oceanic conditions in real time [2]; higher
resolution weather simulations of Hurricane Sandy, consisting of around a 500-meter reso-
lution, the equivalent of a few city blocks, are conducted by researchers at the National
Center for Atmospheric Research and the University of Illinois [3]; worldwide digital
healthcare data were estimated to be equal to 500 petabytes in 2012, and are expected to
reach 25,000 petabytes in 2020 [4]; and there are 347,222 tweets on Twitter, 701,389 logins on
Facebook, 150 million emails sent, 2.4 million search queries on Google, 2.78 million video
views on YouTube, and 28,194 new posts to Instagram appearing in a single minute of real
time on the Internet [5]. Researchers are interested in finding effective ways to understand
this ever-increasing abundance of data.
To this end, understanding the dynamic nature of data is considered to be an important
research direction. One common means of achieving this is via exploring the evolution
of features across time. Given a dynamic data set, such an analysis usually proceeds in
four steps: first, the feature of interest within the data set is defined; second, features for
each time step (i.e., a snapshot in time) within the data set are extracted; third, feature
correspondences are established across time steps (i.e., tracked); and fourth, the resulting
feature evolution details are analyzed. Although this process appears relatively straight-
3forward, it presents a number of practical challenges, especially for the existing data sets of
interest. It involves coupling the corresponding analysis both within and across time steps,
which increases the difficulty exponentially. This process also multiplies the amount of
data that must be considered simultaneously, often exceeding the available memory and
other resources. Furthermore, the resulting data potentially contain information about
thousands of features across hundreds of time steps, making it challenging to present
them in a comprehensible manner. Additionally, given the large data sizes, it is often
infeasible to make dynamic modifications to parameters that define the features and their
correspondences, especially as part of an interactive exploration and simplification. This
dissertation addresses some of these challenges by developing a general and flexible anal-
ysis environment that allows interactive exploration of feature evolution within dynamic
data sets.
1.1 Dynamic Data
Before further discussion, a description of dynamic data in the context of this disser-
tation is necessary. ‘Dynamic data’ refers to information that changes over time. Today,
many applications (e.g., combustion, cosmology, healthcare, and Twitter) capture such
dynamic data on a regular basis, see Figure 1.1. For example, recent numerical combustion
simulations model turbulence within flames for various durations of time in order to gain
insights about the impact of turbulence on the combustion process [6]; state-of-the-art
cosmological simulations model the universe over billions of years, providing scientists
the opportunity to study the evolution of the universe in great detail [1]; on a daily basis,
the US healthcare system produces hundreds of thousands of patient records detailing a
wide range of information from admission times and dates to symptoms and outcomes [7];
and on Twitter, around 6000 tweets on average are produced every second [8].
One natural way of studying these dynamic data sets is via analyzing their dynamic
nature across time. As indicated by the example above, dynamic data sets usually contain
observations that are captured over time on either real-world or simulated phenomena.
More importantly, each element in the data set is associated with a time stamp, and is
usually captured in time steps. For example, a set of tweets captured over time without
the exact times they were posted would not be a dynamic data set. Having a time stamp
4Figure 1.1: Dynamic data are captured in a wide variety of application domains.
associated with every element provides the means to perform the analysis necessary to
understand the dynamic nature of the data sets. Additionally, each dynamic data set
has some notion of a feature of interest (e.g., burning cells in combustion data, halos in
cosmology data, patient groups in healthcare data, and Twitter topics in Twitter data), and
these features evolve across time. Exploring and analyzing the behaviors of these features
with respect to changes in parameters (e.g., fuel consumption rate in combustion data,
distance in cosmology data, patient similarity in healthcare data, and textual similarity in
Twitter data) and in time is essential to effectively understand the dynamic aspects of the
underlying data.
Furthermore, dynamic data sets can be categorized based on various classifications
such as application domain (scientific or nonscientific) and data type (spatial or nonspa-
tial). The separation between science and nonscience is a widely argued topic in the
literature [9], [10]. When broadly classified, data resulting from applications in scientific
and engineering fall under scientific dynamic data, whereas data from applications in
other domains such as social media, healthcare, business, and other day-to-day activities
are considered to be nonscientific dynamic data. Additionally, the common types of spatial
dynamic data include structured or unstructured grids and point sets, whereas nonspatial
dynamic data include text-, graph-, and image-based data.
1.2 Dynamic Data Analysis via Feature Evolution
Exploration: Challenges
Over the years, many advances have been made on the topic of feature evolution
exploration within dynamic data. However, many important challenges remain for several
reasons, including the resolution and complexity of dynamic data sets, limitations in the
human capacity for processing information, and limitations of the existing approaches.
51.2.1 Challenges Due to the Large Data Sizes
As our ability to generate and gather data increases, large amounts of dynamic data
are captured on a daily basis. The sheer size of dynamic data sets available makes several
tasks involved, such as feature evolution computation, comprehensible presentation, and
interactive exploration, extremely challenging.
1.2.1.1 Feature Evolution Computation
For a given dynamic data set, computing feature evolution details usually requires
coupling data both within and across its time steps. At a particular parameter setting, first,
all features from all time steps are extracted, and then, feature correspondences across time
are established. The first step itself, extraction of features, is an expensive operation. It typ-
ically requires the entire domain, or parts of it, to be inspected for each time step in the data
set. Next, to establish feature correspondences across time, all features in each consecutive
pair of time steps have to be compared. This step typically requires multiple traversals of
the corresponding segmentation as well as construction of suitable search structures. For
both steps, there exists a wide range of solutions such as clustering [11], [12] and threshold-
based segmentation [13], [14] to define features, and region overlap-based [15], [16] and
attribute-based [17–19] techniques for computing feature correspondences.
Nevertheless, even for practical data sets, computing feature evolution entails pro-
cessing a large number of features for hundreds of time steps. As the resolution and
complexity of dynamic data sets increase, the amount of data that need to be processed
during this computation also grows exponentially. Accordingly, the memory and time
requirements also increase. For instance, for the terabyte-scale data sets common today,
computing feature evolution details for a single parameter setting often results in hours or
even days of file I/O time alone. To make matters worse, at each change in the parameter
settings, features and their correspondences need to be recomputed. Therefore, as the
data sizes increase, computing feature evolution details for a specific parameter setting, let
alone within an interactive setting, quickly becomes infeasible.
1.2.1.2 Comprehensible Presentation
Depending on the number of time steps within a data set and the amount of features
within each of its time steps, the resulting feature evolution details can become large and
6complex. Therefore, presenting these details in a comprehensible manner can be chal-
lenging. To this end, over the last few decades, visualization has become an increasingly
important component of visual analytics used to present feature evolution across time.
Traditionally, techniques such as illustration, abstraction, art, morphing, and animation
have been used for visualizing the evolution of data [20–22]. As the field of visualization
has grown, and depending on the subject area, many different techniques have been devel-
oped [23–30]. Among them, one of the most common approaches used to illustrate feature
evolution is via a timeline, a graphic representation of the passage of time as a line [31], [32].
Nevertheless, regardless of the type of visualization used to illustrate feature evolu-
tion, as the data sizes increase, maintaining the comprehensibility of the visualization
can be challenging. Consider tracking graphs, a timeline-based approach that represents
feature evolution as a collection of feature tracks that split/merge across time, see Figure 1.2.
Compared to other visualizations, these graphs are able to present global overviews of
the entire feature evolution in a simple and effective manner. Yet, for larger data sets,
even a tracking graph can easily grow beyond the limited number of nodes and edges
a human can comprehend. Therefore, computing an optimal layout for such a graph
also becomes expensive and involves large amounts of memory and time requirements.
Furthermore, for all but the smallest data sets, a tracking graph, even assuming an optimal




Figure 1.2: A tracking graph showing the evolution of features across time. Each node
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Figure 1.3: A zoomed-in view of a tracking graph for a combustion data set [33], [34]
visualized and optimized using Dot [35]. The displayed graph contains only 33 of the
324 time steps and 819 nodes, yet it is still nearly incomprehensible due to the complex
interactions.
1.2.1.3 Interactive Exploration and Analysis
Apart from constructing and presenting the feature evolution across time, interactively
exploring and analyzing the behaviors of these features is of significant interest. This
exploration and analysis includes functions such as exploring the entire parameter space
of features, simplifying feature evolution details, and isolating interesting features.
Existing approaches focus on only a few known parameter values within the entire
parameter space of features and lack the ability to evaluate those parameter choices in an
efficient manner. Therefore, exploring feature evolution across multiple parameter values
automatically and effortlessly is of great interest to researchers. It allows one to understand
how a certain feature’s behavior and attributes change as the parameter values vary, and
thus to better characterize that feature. However, as previously discussed, when dealing
with large data sizes, feature evolution construction and presentation steps often involve
high costs. Consequently, changing feature definitions (by changing the parameter values)
within an interactive setting is virtually infeasible.
Furthermore, as data sizes increase, the resulting feature evolution details also become
large and complex. Data sets often contain spatially small features (within time steps) that
are not necessarily of interest to the analysis. They also contain features that can cause
repeated merges and splits across time, thus leading to unnecessary clutter in the resulting
8feature evolution details. Due to these reasons, it is often impossible to identify temporal
trends in the underlying data, let alone follow a given feature through time. Therefore,
it is of interest to simplify feature evolution details based on various feature-based and
correspondence-based attributes (e.g., removing spatially small features, eliminating fea-
ture correspondences with small weights), and thereby isolate interesting features. Again,
due to the costs involved in feature evolution construction and presentation steps, such
interactive simplification often becomes challenging.
1.2.2 Challenges Due to the Limitations in the
Human Capacity for Processing Information
Today, an estimated 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are generated every single day [36]. In
order to make sense of this continuous flood of data, it is essential to translate this informa-
tion into something meaningful and comprehensible. To this end, data visualization helps
to meet this need in a significant way. Humans respond to and process visual data better
than any other type of data. In fact, our brain processes images 60,000 times faster than
text [37]. Consequently, compared to other techniques, it is more advantageous to utilize
data visualization techniques to understand dynamic data sets. In fact, many different
techniques have been developed to visualize the temporal evolution of features, including
illustration, abstraction, morphing, and animation [20–30].
As the saying goes, “a picture is worth a thousand words” – often more – but only when
the information is presented graphically rather than verbally and the visualization is well
designed. In the case of dynamic data, especially for the larger data sets of interest, visual-
izing feature evolution details to best convey the required information can be challenging.
Approaches such as morphing and animation, which make use of the human visual system
and the brain’s memory capacity to convey the feature evolution details, often fail when
the data sets contain thousands of time steps. Instead, techniques such as tracking graphs,
which present the entire feature evolution in one visual representation, have the potential
to be more effective. Even so, a human can perceive only a certain amount of information
at a time. Consequently, as feature evolution details become large and complex, it can be
difficult to identify trends in the underlying data even with tracking graphs.
To that end, it is essential to leverage existing visualization techniques to effectively
present the feature evolution details within dynamic data sets. Furthermore, it is beneficial
9to provide the means to highlight or grasp the insights and other important details within
the visualization itself. For example, in the case of tracking graphs, instead of just visual-
izing the feature evolution of the entire data set, it is of interest to have the flexibility to
explore the entire data set (e.g., by expanding and narrowing the focus of interest, chang-
ing the parameters to change the feature definitions), extract specific feature evolution
details, and simplify feature evolution across time within an interactive setting. All these
combined have the potential to convey the feature evolution details more effectively, and
thus identify underlying patterns and trends within data.
1.2.3 Challenges Due to the Limitations in Existing
Approaches
A broad range of application domains capture dynamic data on a daily basis. Irrespec-
tive of the application domain, studying the dynamic aspects of these increasingly large
data sets is considered to be of significant interest. As previously discussed in Section 1.1,
it is interesting to note that dynamic data from different application domains have certain
commonalities. Nevertheless, in spite of these commonalities, most existing approaches
are customtailored to their specific use cases.
To elaborate, when considering most prior work, methods used for defining and track-
ing the features of interest vary based on the underlying feature type of the data. For
example, techniques such as isosurfaces [38] and interval volumes [39] have been used
to identify threshold-based features of a scalar field. Other approaches such as cluster-
ing [11], [12], topological analysis [13], [14], region growing [40], [19], and visualization-
based techniques [41] have also been used for defining features. For computing feature
correspondences across time, again many approaches have been used. When sufficient
temporal resolution is present in the source data, region overlap-based methods have
been used to establish feature correspondences [15], [16]. Other approaches that compute
attribute-based correspondences are also found in the literature [17–19].
Additionally, this problem of exploring feature evolution across time has long been
an area of interest within the visualization community. As the field of visualization has
grown, very different visualization techniques have been developed to address this prob-
lem depending on the subject area, often with a strong separation into scientific visualiza-
tion (SciVis) and information visualization (InfoVis) categories. In SciVis research, tech-
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niques such as illustration, morphing, and animation have been used to visualize feature
evolution in scientific data sets [20–22]. In InfoVis, a variety of visualization techniques,
such as ThemeRiver [42], StoryFlow [29], EventFlow [43], and OutFlow [44], are used to
visualize feature evolution in very different data sets (e.g., social media, financial, video,
and source code data). Furthermore, in contrast to the related InfoVis research, the SciVis
focus is often on managing data efficiently to produce scalable solutions rather than on the
clarity or effectiveness of the visualization.
With respect to the general notion of dynamic features, this specialization aspect ob-
served in the relevant related work in the areas of feature extraction, correspondence com-
putation, and visualization seems rather arbitrary and unnecessary. Instead, an approach
for understanding feature evolution across time in a general fashion that is applicable
across a variety of application domains, rather than focusing on one specific domain, is
more appropriate.
1.3 Dissertation Statement and Contributions
The role of feature evolution exploration in dynamic data analysis is to enable an
understanding of spatiotemporal behaviors of features and to identify underlying pat-
terns and trends in data. To effectively and efficiently explore feature evolution within an
interactive setting, three important factors should be addressed: extraction, visualization,
and simplification of feature evolution across time. Also, in order to ensure such a feature
exploration process is applicable across a variety of application domains, a generic design
should be maintained across all components involved.
Specifically, the contributions of this dissertation are divided into three main parts fol-
lowing the introductory part: Part II develops a novel multiresolution unified spatiotem-
poral representation of features to enable interactive extraction of feature evolution across
time; with a focus on tracking graphs, Part III develops a novel progressive layout and
visualization strategy to enable interactive visualization of feature evolution details, and
introduces subselection-based and localized, per-feature parameter value-based strategies
for reducing the visual complexity of feature evolution details; and Part IV develops a




Understanding the dynamic characteristics of features in data can substantially benefit
from a non-domain-specific approach to explore feature evolution across time. Current
techniques are custom tailored to their specific use cases, and thus fail to address the
general task of understanding feature evolution across time. The research done as part
of this dissertation has led to a novel generic framework that couples a multiresolution
unified spatiotemporal representation of features with progressive layout and visualiza-
tion strategies for understanding feature evolution across time in a more general fashion.
The utility and generality of this framework are demonstrated by using dynamic data sets
from a range of application domains.
1.3.2 Dissertation Contributions
The key contributions of this dissertation are itemized as follows:
• Multiresolution unified spatiotemporal representation of features for fast extrac-
tion of feature evolution details (Part II, Chapters 3, 4, 5)
As mentioned in Section 1.2.1.1, given the large data sizes, one of the major chal-
lenges in interactively exploring feature evolution is making dynamic modifications
to parameters that define features and their correspondences. As a result, this dis-
sertation develops a novel multiresolution unified spatiotemporal representation of
features that can encode either univariate or bivariate features and their correspon-
dences for their entire parameter range.
First, a feature hierarchy that encodes the clustering hierarchy of univariate features
(i.e., features defined using a single parameter) for a range of parameter values is
presented in Chapter 3. For a particular time step, instead of computing a set of
univariate features per parameter value, this feature hierarchy constructs a meta-
representation that stores all possible features and their feature-based attributes for
the entire parameter range. Therefore, once the feature hierarchy is constructed, uni-
variate features and their feature-based attributes can be quickly and easily extracted
for any parameter within its range.
Second, a novel hierarchical feature representation, called bivariate graph, that effi-
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ciently and compactly encodes the hierarchical relationships between bivariate fea-
tures (i.e., features defined using two parameters) for a range of parameter values
is introduced in Chapter 4. Specifically, a simple yet effective approach to combine
two univariate feature hierarchies into a single bivariate one is presented. Given any
value for both parameters, just as with the univariate feature hierarchy, this structure
also has the capability to quickly extract bivariate features and their feature-based
attributes for the entire parameter range. These two hierarchical feature representa-
tions remove the need for repeated feature computation in the case of univariate and
bivariate features and make interactive feature extraction possible.
Third, a novel and flexible structure, called meta graph, that encodes feature cor-
respondences for a range of parameter values is introduced in Chapter 5. Meta
graph, similar to the aforementioned feature representations, stores not only fea-
ture correspondences for one particular parameter value, but also the entire family
of feature correspondences for all possible parameter values. Together, these data
representations enable fast extraction of feature evolution details for any particular
parameter value within the entire parameter range.
• Progressive layout and visualization strategy that enables interactive visualization
of feature evolution (Part III, Chapter 6)
As discussed in Sections 1.2.1.2 and 1.2.2, techniques that convey information about
the dynamic nature of data through visual representations are becoming increasingly
important and necessary. This dissertation visualizes feature evolution details using
tracking graphs with which concise representations of feature evolution are captured
as a collection of feature tracks. Tracking graphs have the capability to present global
overviews of feature evolution in a simple and effective manner.
In Chapter 6, with a focus on tracking graphs, a novel progressive graph layout and
visualization strategy that allows interactive visualization of feature evolution across
time is introduced. Specifically, this proposed strategy always processes a tracking
graph with respect to a focus time step and a window of interest. Starting from
the focus time step, features and their correspondences are iteratively added both
forward and backward in time up to the window of interest to form the tracking
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graph. Then, a progressive two-stage graph layout algorithm that utilizes a fast
initial layout and a slower greedy layout is used to interactively visualize tracking
graphs.
• Subselection-based and localized, per-feature parameter value-based strategies
for reducing the visual complexity of feature evolution (Part III, Chapter 7)
As per the discussion in Section 1.2.1.3, due to various reasons such as data sizes,
spatially small features, artifacts, and noise within data, the resulting feature evo-
lution details can become nearly unmanageably large and difficult to understand.
Therefore, it is essential to reduce the visual complexity of feature evolution details
to fully understand the underlying trends in data sets.
Chapter 7 presents several strategies to reduce the visual complexity within tracking
graphs. Specifically, using two graph subselection approaches, filtering and feature
selecting, subgraphs are extracted from a tracking graph in terms of either space or
time. These approaches provide the flexibility to isolate interesting feature tracks
and suppress small spurious structures in tracking graphs. This chapter further
presents a novel approach that exploits the flexibility in defining temporally and
spatially varying parameters for simplifying tracking graphs to promote new scien-
tific insights. Specifically, a progressive three-pass layout algorithm that reduces the
visual complexity of tracking graphs by progressive adaptation of parameter values
is introduced.
• A novel visualization and analysis environment to explore feature evolution in a
generic manner (Part IV, Chapter 8)
Section 1.2.3 discusses various shortcomings of the existing approaches and puts
forth the need for a generic approach to understand feature evolution across time.
The research done as part of this dissertation has led to a new visualization and anal-
ysis environment that can understand feature evolution across time in a more general
fashion. Specifically, this novel framework couples the aforementioned multiresolu-
tion unified spatiotemporal representation of features with progressive layout and
visualization strategies to provide an interactive exploration of feature evolution
across time, and its in-depth details are discussed in Chapter 8. The generalization
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within this system is maintained to ensure that the framework is applicable across
a variety of application domains – rather than focusing on one specific domain –
and is achieved through abstraction. Given the appropriate abstractions for the uni-
fied spatiotemporal representation of features, this framework demonstrates that the
challenge reverts to finding good visual metaphors independent of the data type or
the community providing the solution, which then leads to more general approaches
instead of more specialized ones.
1.4 Dissertation Structure
The structure of the remaining chapters in this dissertation is outlined below:
• Chapter 2 discusses a subset of the relevant related work in the areas of feature
extraction, feature correspondence, graph layouts, and dynamic data visualization.
• Chapter 3 presents a hierarchical data representation that encodes the clustering
hierarchy of univariate features for a range of parameter values.
• Chapter 4 introduces bivariate graph, a novel compact data representation for en-
coding the clustering hierarchy of bivariate features for a range of parameter values.
• Chapter 5 introduces meta graph, a novel and flexible structure that encodes feature
correspondences for a range of parameter values.
• Chapter 6 introduces a novel progressive graph layout and visualization strategy to
allow interactive visualization of feature evolution across time.
• Chapter 7 discusses subselection-based and localized, per-feature parameter value-
based strategies to reduce the visual complexity of feature evolution across time.
• Chapter 8 presents a novel visualization and analysis environment for exploring
feature evolution across time in a generic manner.
• Chapter 9 presents comprehensible details about several case studies to demonstrate
the applicability and generality of the approaches and techniques presented in this
dissertation.
• Chapter 10 concludes the dissertation and discusses potential future directions.
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1.5 Fundamentals and Definitions
In this section, some important definitions that provide foundations for understanding
the rest of the dissertation are presented.
• Time is the the dimension in which the states of a system can change.
• Time Step is a snapshot in time.
• Timeline is a graphic representation of the passage of time as a line.
• Dynamic Data refers to data that vary over time.
• Change is the instance of becoming something different.
• Continuous Change is a change, C, that occurs at time tc such that the limit of f of t
as t approaches tc is equal to C (i.e., limt→tc f (t) = C).
• Discontinuous Change is a change, C, that occurs at time tc such that the limit of f
of t as t approaches tc is not equal to C (i.e., limt→tc f (t) 6= C).
• Event is the time at which a discontinuous change occurs.
• Evolution is a process of change along time.
• Feature is a distinctive attribute.
• Nested Feature is a feature that resides within another feature.
• Univariate Feature is a feature that is defined based on a single parameter value.
• Bivariate Feature is a feature that is defined based on two parameter values.
• Feature Lifetime is the parameter range within which a feature exists.
• Feature Correspondence is a close equivalence across features.
• Feature Tracking is following features that are corresponding in different time steps.
• Feature Evolution is a gradual change of a feature across time.
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• Feature Hierarchy is a set of features that are grouped according to a scale parameter
such that the features are represented as being above, below, or at the same level as
one another.
• Nested Feature Hierarchy is a feature hierarchy where each feature in the hierarchy
is contained in all its ancestors and contains all its descendants.
• Disjoint Feature Hierarchy is a feature hierarchy where each feature in the hierarchy
has only one parent.
• Disjoint Nested Feature Hierarchy is a disjoint feature hierarchy that is nested.
• Overlapping Feature Hierarchy is a feature hierarchy where at least one feature in
the hierarchy contains multiple parents.
• Overlapping Nested Feature Hierarchy is an overlapping feature hierarchy that is
nested.
• Partitioning Feature Hierarchy is a disjoint nested feature hierarchy where the union
of all features at any parameter value partitions the entire data.
• Subsetting Feature Hierarchy is a disjoint nested feature hierarchy where the union
of all features covers only a subset of the data.
• Graph is a set of nodes and edges.
• Bivariate Graph is a graph where each node represents a bivariate feature at a spe-
cific parameter combination in a time step, and the edges represent connections to
bivariate features at neighboring parameter values.
• Tracking Graph is a graph where nodes represent features at a specific parameter
(either fixed or varying over time) within a set of time steps, and the edges represent
the feature correspondences in successive time steps.
• Meta Graph is the union of the tracking graphs constructed for the full range of
parameter values within all time steps of a data set.
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• W. Widanagamaachchi, P.-T. Bremer, and V. Pascucci, “Combining nested feature
hierarchies for bivariate feature exploration,” in Proceedings of the 2017 Conference on
Visualization, 2017.
1.6.3 Presentations
• W. N. Widanagamaachchi and V. Pascucci, “Understanding feature evolution over
time for large-scale time-varying data sets,” Doctoral Colloquium, VisWeek, 2015.
• W. N. Widanagamaachchi, Y. Livnat, P.-T. Bremer, S. Duvall, and V. Pascucci, “In-
teractive visualization and exploration of patient progression in a hospital setting,”
Workshop on Visual Analytics in Healthcare, 2016.
CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
Over the past decades, numerous techniques have been proposed in the areas of feature
extraction, feature correspondence, graph layouts, and dynamic data visualization. Here,
a subset of the relevant related work is discussed to provide context and background for
the dissertation.
2.1 Defining and Extracting Feature Hierarchies
Feature extraction has become an apparent need for many areas of research, including
machine learning, image processing, computer vision, data mining, pattern recognition,
and data science. As a result, a large variety of feature definitions are found in the literature
for the purpose of using feature-based approaches for the analysis of data [45–50]. Due to
the diverse variety of feature-based approaches available, performing a comparative study
or even a cursory glance of techniques is a very difficult task.
In any event, many of these feature-based techniques require re-processing of the entire
data set for every change to the parameters associated with features, so they are too costly
to apply, especially within an interactive setting. Instead, techniques that are able to
extract feature information for all or a large range of parameter values in a single pass
are of significant interest. Such techniques often combine a set of initial features according
to a scale parameter, and thus result in hierarchical representations [51]. As the focus
of this dissertation is the exploration of such feature hierarchies, this section limits the
focus to the subset of the feature-based approaches involving a hierarchy of features. In
this context, a number of topological techniques, clustering methods, and other types of
feature-based techniques that provide threshold-dependent feature definitions have been
used to effectively capture flexible feature hierarchies.
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2.1.1 Univariate Feature Hierarchies
A number of popular feature extraction techniques, such as topological abstractions
and clustering, naturally give rise to univariate feature hierarchies. In these hierarchies,
one first extracts features at some smallest scale of interest (e.g., clusters, sublevel sets), and
then iteratively combines these according to some importance metric, typically a similarity
or error threshold. This section provides details on relevant related work in which such
univariate feature hierarchies are explored.
2.1.1.1 Topology-Based Hierarchies
Recent advances in topological analysis have resulted in techniques that are able to
efficiently extract and encode entire feature families in a single analysis pass. In most
cases, concepts of Morse theory [52], [53] have been used to identify similar sets of features
where the well-developed notion of simplification provided by Morse theory makes the
resulting feature definitions hierarchical. Specifically, topological techniques such as Reeb
graphs [34], contour trees [13], merge trees [14], and Morse-Smale complexes [34] have
been used to capture hierarchical representations of features.
For a smooth simply connected manifold M and a function f : M→ R, the level set of f
at the isovalue s, L(s) is defined as the collection of all points in M with the function value
s : L(s) = {p ∈ M| f (p) = s}. Its superlevel set is of the form L+(s) = {p ∈ M| f (p) ≥ s}
and sublevel set L−(s) = {p ∈ M| f (p) ≤ s}. A contour is defined as a connected component
of a level set.
2.1.1.1.1 Reeb graphs. Reeb graphs represent the topological structure of a mani-
fold based on a scalar-valued, sufficiently smooth function f , defined on it. Specifically,
the Reeb graph of f stores information about the level sets of f and is constructed by
contracting the contours of f into points, see Figure 2.1. As it describes the structure
of neighboring disjoint features, the Reeb graph results in a disjoint non-nested feature
hierarchy. Each node in a Reeb graph represents a contour passing through a critical point
of f , and its edges the remaining contours. The Reeb graph is considered to be a very
useful data structure to accelerate the extraction of level sets, and many algorithms for
computing Reeb graphs can be found in the literature [54], [55].
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Figure 2.1: Reeb graph of the height function on a torus.
2.1.1.1.2 Contour trees. This is a graph-based representation illustrating the topo-
logical changes of level sets over the scalar value range, see Figure 2.2b. In particular,
a contour tree is considered as a special case of the Reeb graph defined over a simply
connected domain. As such, it also results in a disjoint non-nested feature hierarchy.
To elaborate, each cut through the contour tree represents a level set, yet two level sets
at different isovalues are not the union of other level sets but rather disjoint features.
Initially, contour trees were used to study terrain maps [56], [57]. Today, they have been
successfully used in the analysis of many other application areas, including fluid mix-
ing, ocean science, and combustion simulations [58], [59]. Carr’s thesis [60] provides a
valuable resource for understanding contour tree definitions and algorithms while also
demonstrating a wide range of applications of contour trees for data visualization. Again,
(a) (b) Contour tree (c) Merge tree (d) Split tree
Figure 2.2: For the surface in (a), its corresponding (b) contour tree, (c) merge tree, and (d)
split tree.
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just as with Reeb graphs, many approaches for computing contour trees can be found in
the literature [59], [61].
2.1.1.1.3 Merge trees and split trees. The merge tree is a substructure of the contour
tree that encodes the hierarchy of connected components of superlevel sets. Each node in
the merge tree is a node in the contour tree, and each of its edges represents a union of com-
ponents from the contour tree, see Figure 2.2c. In other words, the merging of contours as
the isovalue s is swept from top-to-bottom through the full range of f is represented by the
merge tree. This representation is ideally suited to encode threshold-based features and to
quantize the space of features to those involving function values of critical points [62], [14].
The split tree, the other substructure of the contour tree, stores the splitting of contours
through the full value range, see Figure 2.2d. Here, as they encode the superlevel sets that
are nested, in contrast to the Reeb graph and contour tree, the merge tree and split tree
result in disjoint nested feature hierarchies.
2.1.1.1.4 Morse-Smale complexes. Instead of looking at the behavior of level sets as
in the aforementioned representations, the Morse-Smale complex describes the topology
of a function by clustering the points in the domain into regions of uniform gradient
flow. Each node in the Morse-Smale complex is a saddle or a minima of f , and the
edges represent the integral lines connecting saddles to minimas. This structure is able
to present a map of the feature space defined by the gradient flow properties and is orders
of magnitude smaller than the original data. Consequently, it is considered to be very
useful in many applications [63], [64], [34].
2.1.1.2 Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering partitions data into homogeneous groups based on a measure
of similarity through the use of clustering. Over the years, these techniques have received
increasing attention in many different areas of research [65–69]. Consequently, a wide
variety of clustering methods can be found [70]. Many sequential and parallel algorithms
for hierarchical clustering can also be found in the literature. Several important results
on sequential algorithms are presented in [71], [72], and details on previous parallel algo-
rithms for hierarchical clustering are summarized in [73].
Existing hierarchical clustering techniques can be categorized into two strategies: ag-
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glomerative and divisive [74]. The former strategy, agglomerative hierarchical clustering,
consists of a bottom-up approach. It starts with each feature in its own cluster and merges
the most similar pairs of clusters to build up a hierarchy. In the second strategy, divisive
hierarchical clustering, all features are considered to be in one cluster at the beginning, and
it is then split recursively to build the hierarchy in a top-down fashion.
One of the main advantages of hierarchical clustering is that any valid measurement
of similarity can be used to determine the cluster similarity. Furthermore, given a valid
similarity measurement between two features, many choices are available to define the in-
tergroup similarity. The three most popular methods are single linkage (single-nearest dis-
tance), complete linkage (complete-farthest distance), and group average (average-average
distance). Here, it is important to note that, even with the same cluster similarity choice,
the results can lead to very different feature hierarchies depending on the group simi-
larity choice selected. Hierarchical clustering techniques tend to impose a hierarchical
structure on the underlying data irrespective of whether such a structure is appropri-
ate. Therefore, to maintain effectiveness, it is important to make sure such a hierarchical
structure is applicable to a particular data set. All in all, due to its simplicity, many
applications [75], [11], [12], [76] have used this method to explore the clustering hierarchy
of features.
2.1.2 Multivariate Feature Hierarchies
As we gain the ability to both produce and simulate complex phenomena with ever-
increasing resolution, multivariate data sets are becoming increasingly common. Under-
standing such multivariate data is an integral part of science and engineering as well as
many real-world phenomena. Such understanding requires investigating complex inter-
actions and relationships associated with different variables in the data set and is usually
achieved through simultaneous exploration of several variables. However, as multivariate
data analysis involves the exploration of a number of variables, techniques intended for
univariate features are not sufficient to effectively analyze such multivariate data sets.
Therefore, new alternatives to existing univariate feature-based approaches are needed.
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2.1.2.1 Topology-Based Hierarchies
Multivariate topological feature analysis is a fairly new research field. Among the few
related works found on this topic, Reeb spaces [77], multidimensional Reeb graphs [78],
layered Reeb graphs [79], and joint contour nets [80] can be considered as extensions of
topology-based hierarchical structures for multivariate analysis.
2.1.2.1.1 Reeb spaces. The notion of Reeb space, the generalization of the concept
of the Reeb graph, was first introduced by Edelsbrunner et al. [77]. Reeb space represents
the topological structure of a 3-manifold M based on two scalar-valued functions, f and
g, defined on it. Just as with the Reeb graph, the Reeb space of M with respect to f and g
is obtained by contracting every contour to a point, maintaining adjacency between level
sets. Therefore, similar to its univariate counter part, Reeb space does not describe nested
features but rather the structure of neighboring disjoint features. The Reeb space con-
struction algorithm presented by Edelsbrunner et al. [77] is complex and mathematically
formalized and also lacks implementation and asymptotic analysis. Furthermore, their
algorithm is confirmed to work for only four or fewer variables. Recently, Tierny and
Carr presented the first practical, output-sensitive algorithm for computing the exact Reeb
space for the bivariate case [81]. Conceptually, this is the equivalent of the Reeb graph
for bivariate functions and encodes how the intersection of level set of two functions –
called fibers – are related. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of efficient data-structure
and an algorithm for computing Reeb spaces in practical applications. Other approaches
such as multidimensional Reeb graphs [78] and layered Reeb graphs [79] have also been
introduced for extending the Reeb graph for multivariate analysis.
2.1.2.1.2 Joint contour nets. Recent work by Carr and Duke [80] introduced a gen-
eralization for the contour tree, named joint contour nets. This generalization is also
considered as an approximate representation of the Reeb space. Their work makes use
of a range-based quantization approach. Specifically, contour lines are used to discretize
the domain into slabs with constant scalar values, and then a graph is constructed to
encode the adjacency information of these slabs. However, their construction algorithm
is an approximation and not parameter free.
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2.1.2.2 Hierarchical Clustering
Over the years, various multivariate clustering algorithms have been introduced that
extend the existing univariate clustering techniques to multivariate data analysis [82–84].
typically based upon various multivariate distance metrics [85–88]. Although these ap-
proaches are able to cluster multivariate data, many define a joint metric that combines all
parameters into a single indicator function. This joint value is often unintuitive to use, and
the metrics are chosen ad hoc. More importantly, the metric’s feature representation lacks
the ability to independently explore each parameter space.
2.2 Feature Correspondence in Computer
Vision and Visualization
Feature correspondence is one of the fundamental problems in computer vision and vi-
sualization and is a key ingredient in a wide range of applications, including object recog-
nition, three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction, mosaicking, motion segmentation, and im-
age morphing. Methods used for corresponding features within the computer vision and
visualization literature can be broadly classified into two categories: region overlap- and
attribute-based correspondences.
2.2.1 Region Overlap-Based Correspondences
The region overlap-based approach by Silver and Wang [15], [16] is considered to be
the first approach of this kind. For a data set with sufficient temporal resolution, they
observed that features in neighboring time steps of that data set usually overlap in space.
In consequence of this observation, their approach identifies and stores the features using
appropriate data structures, and then computes the correspondences using a two-stage
process: an overlap test and a best matching test. In the overlap test, the corresponding
features and their amount of overlap are computed. Here, oct-trees and other linked
list data structures are used to accelerate the computation. Next, the best matching test
compares the ratio of the region overlap amount versus the average volume among all
combinations of overlapped features, and considers the combination of the maximum ratio
as the corresponding features.
Later, Chen et al. [89] extended the work of Silver and Wang for tracking features in
distributed adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) data sets within a distributed computing en-
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vironment. Using a region overlap matching similar to that used by Silver and Wang, Sohn
and Bajaj [13] also introduced a hybrid approach for defining correspondences between
contour trees. Furthermore, in determining the region-based correspondences, apart from
overlap matching, minimization of an affine transformation matrix has also been used [90].
2.2.2 Attribute-Based Correspondences
With attribute-based correspondences, features are represented by their attributes such
as centroid, mass, and volume. These attributes are used as a simplified model to charac-
terize the features and to identify their correspondences across time. Many approaches
in the computer vision and visualization literature make use of attribute-based corre-
spondences to explore and track features. For example, by establishing trajectories in
the attribute space to determine path coherence, Sethi et al. [91] introduced a method for
tracking line and region tokens. Samtaney et al. [17] applied methods from object tracking
in image processing for feature tracking. In doing so, they made use of feature attributes
such as centroid, mass, volume, and moment between time.
By combining these two above-mentioned studies, Reinders et al. [18] introduced an
attribute-based tracking algorithm using a prediction scheme. They compute a set of
attributes such as centroid, volume, mass, best fitting ellipsoid, and the skeleton of a
feature. In the prediction step, a set of candidate features is computed for each feature
after testing their attribute values with a number of correspondence criteria. For flexibility,
each correspondence criteria is associated with a user-defined tolerance and a weight.
2.2.3 Other Types of Feature Correspondences
In the computer vision and visualization community, motion tracking has also been
used to efficiently track two-dimensional (2D) objects from videos [92–96]. One initial
motion tracking-based approach is the method presented by Horn and Schunck [92], [95].
Here, optical flow has been used to track 2D image features over video sequences. Since
its introduction, many other techniques have been produced for calculating optical flows
and tracking 2D image features.
Computing feature correspondences via graph matching is another area of research
that has been explored over the years [97–100]. These approaches usually formulate the
feature correspondence problem as an attributed graph-matching problem, where nodes
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of the graph correspond to local features and edges to relational aspects between features,
and compute the correspondences between nodes of the two graphs.
2.3 Graph Drawing for Dynamic Data
Visualizing large sets of nodes and edges is a growing need in many areas, such as bi-
ology, information retrieval, social networks, and telecommunication. As an independent
field, graph drawing plays an increasingly important role in understanding such data and
their underlying trends. One of the major challenges within the graph drawing community
is the efficient and effective computation of graph layouts. In this context, various graph
drawing methods such as planar, arc, circular, spectral, layered, orthogonal, and force
directed layouts have been proposed [101]. However, these graph drawing methods are
limited to static graphs.
Today, many applications require the ability to handle dynamic graph layouts where
the structure of the nodes and edges as well as their attributes are changing over time.
Such dynamic graph layout methods require the ability to represent the evolution of rela-
tionships between nodes using readable, scalable, and effective diagrams [102–104]. Here,
the use of layered graph layouts is one interesting research direction found within the
dynamic graph drawing literature. As presented by Beck et al. [103], overall, methods used
to visualize dynamic graphs can be broadly categorized into three types of approaches:
animation-based, timeline-based, and hybrid.
2.3.1 Layered Graph Drawing
Layered graph layouts, also called ‘hierarchic layouts’, are mostly suited for drawing
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). First, the graph is partitioned into several layers of inde-
pendent node sets, and then the interlayer edge connections and ordering of the nodes are
determined according to the layout algorithm, see Figure 2.3. Many of these layered graph
layout algorithms try to minimize the number of edge crossings within the layout while
still maintaining the hierarchy structure. As a result, they do not guarantee a solution with
an absolute minimum number of crossings, but only a local minimum [105], [106]. The
main advantages of this layout are its simplicity and scalability; however, it presents a




























































Figure 2.3: An example of a layered graph drawing. For the graph in (a), one of its possible
layered graph drawings is shown in (b). Here, the graph is partitioned into several layers
of independent node sets. The graph after minimizing the edge crossings with median
heuristic is shown in (c).
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In 1977, Warfield [107] introduced this idea of layered drawings, and since then many
other approaches [108], [109] have been introduced on this topic, often with slight varia-
tions in the edge crossing minimization step. Of these approaches, the method proposed
by Sugiyama et al. [109] is considered to be the most popular for computing layered graph
layouts for directed graphs.
Their algorithm consists of four steps. First, by reversing the edges that cause a directed
cycle, the input graph is transformed into a DAG. Then, the nodes are partitioned into
horizontal layers. In the third step, the number of edge crossings is minimized by moving
the nodes horizontally, thus fixing their horizontal placement. Finally, the previously
reversed edges are inserted back into their original orientation, and the final graph layout
is produced. In addition to these steps, this algorithm contains a separate restriction
that makes sure long edges in the graph (i.e., edges across nodes separated by several
layers) are as straight as possible within the layout. As a testimony to its popularity,
many modifications and improvements to this algorithm can be found in the literature.
Furthermore, systems such as da Vinci [110], Dot [35], and GraphLet [111] have included
this method within their framework for drawing directed graphs.
Minimizing the number of edge crossings within a layered graph is NP-hard even for
only two layers. For this problem of two-layer crossing minimization, various heuristics
such as Barycenter [109], Median [112], Greedy-insert [113], Greedy-switch [113], and
Sifting [114] have been proposed in the literature. As the name suggests, the barycenter
heuristic reorders the nodes according to the average values of their neighbor’s order,
and the median heuristic reorders according to the median value, see Figure 2.3c. The
greedy-insert and greedy-switch heuristics either insert or switch nodes based on a greedy
approach to minimize the number of edge crossings in the layout. Although these heuris-
tics are simple to implement, suited for obtaining progressive results, and offer speedy
execution at run-time, they are inefficient in several other aspects. They often use a layer-
by-layer sweep to reduce crossings in the graph. That is, they push crossings downward
or upward in the graph until they are resolved at layer k, so the edge crossings get swept
across layers. Also, as they are restricted to a local view, they can get stuck in a local
minimum, leading to suboptimal solutions.
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2.3.2 Animation-Based Graph Drawing
As the name suggests, these types of graph drawings use animation throughout the
visualization. Specifically, using a time-to-time mapping [103], the time steps of the dy-
namic data set are mapped to a sequence of graphs in an animation. This mapping of
the time steps assigned to the sequence of graphs is used to visualize the graph results
in an animated representation. Additionally, in order to effectively convey the feature
evolution details, most animation-based approaches maintain a mental map. The graph
layout algorithm preserves this mental map while drawing the sequence of graphs.
Due to its simplicity and intuitiveness, many approaches make use of animation-based
graph drawings for dynamic data sets [115–119]. However, as animation-based graph
drawings look at the time steps of the data set one at a time, they can lead to high cognitive
load, especially for larger data sets. As a result, it can be difficult to follow a particular
feature across long periods of time, making it nearly impossible to identify underlying
trends in data.
2.3.3 Timeline-Based Graph Drawing
These types of graph drawings represent dynamic data using a timeline. In particular,
for a given dynamic data set, a graph is drawn onto a timeline using a time-to-space
mapping [103]. Here, instead of viewing one graph at a time, as in animation-based
approaches, the complete sequence of graphs is displayed in one visualization. Therefore,
these approaches have the potential to present better overviews of dynamic data sets.
However, as only a small amount of space is available for drawing each graph in the se-
quence, these approaches involve a visual scalability problem. In other words, as the data
sizes increase, maintaining the comprehensibility of the visualization becomes increasingly
difficult. Again, many approaches that make use of timeline-based approaches can be
found in the literature [120–124]. Tracking graphs also falls under this category [18], [125].
2.3.4 Hybrid Graph Drawing
Although most existing dynamic graph drawing techniques can be unambiguously
classified as animation- or timeline-based, a few approaches that combine both techniques
can be found in the literature [126], [127], [32]. Usually, these hybrid approaches combine
both time mappings, time-to-time and time-to-space, in a more closely connected manner.
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The work by Sallaberry et al. [127] presents a timeline-based, aggregated representation to
illustrate cluster evolution across time while also providing animated navigation capabili-
ties to explore each time step. Similarly, Hadlak et al. [126] embed animated graph layouts
into a timeline. In parallel edge splatting [32], long sequences of graphs are animated as a
moving timeline representation.
2.4 Dynamic Data Visualization
The increasing amount of data sets available today creates new challenges for devel-
oping effective visualization techniques, especially for dynamic data sets. Due to their
dynamic nature, general data visualizations differ considerably from dynamic data visu-
alizations. The most common means of analyzing dynamic data is through exploration of
feature evolution within data. Traditionally, snapshots of individual time steps or anima-
tions have been used for visualizing the evolution of features. As the field of visualization
has grown, depending on the subject area, very different techniques have been developed
for understanding the evolution of features within dynamic data, often with a strong
separation into SciVis and InfoVis categories. This section starts with the relevant related
work in SciVis and InfoVis before describing some ‘scientific-information’ systems that
focus on combining both viewpoints.
2.4.1 Scientific Visualization Systems
In contrast to related InfoVis research, the SciVis focus is often on managing data
efficiently to produce scalable solutions [26], [128], [14], [129] rather than on the clarity
or effectiveness of the visualization. This data efficiency is usually achieved through
optimized data structures [130], compression techniques [24], or advanced hardware [25].
Past techniques such as illustration, abstraction, art, morphing, and animation have
been used for effective and expressive visualization of feature evolution [20–22], [131]. Un-
fortunately, these techniques often do not scale to larger data sets and tend to be highly spe-
cialized to particular use cases. For example, [21] presents a set of illustrative visualizations
for 3D flows by consolidating multiple time steps into one visualization. Although this
approach produces interesting visualizations, similar to hand-crafted illustrations, those
visualizations quickly become cluttered as the numbers of features increase. Likewise,
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morphing-based tracking by Muelder and Ma [20] allows interactive feature selection,
visualization, and refinement at low computational costs, but it is useful only for tracking
individual features and cannot explicitly handle different feature events such as births,
splits, and merges.
In addition to these techniques, many other diverse techniques have also been in-
troduced for visualizing feature evolution across time [132–135]. Particularly, tracking
graphs [18], [125], with which feature evolution is displayed as a collection of feature
tracks, are considered to be one of the effective visualization methods for feature evolution
exploration. Using a timeline-based approach, these graphs provide global overviews of
the entire dynamic data set in an efficient manner. Nevertheless, tracking graphs can also
become complex for larger data sets, but they lend themselves more easily to filtering, and
thus produce high-level overviews.
2.4.2 Information Visualization Systems
InfoVis has a similarly long history of research depicting feature evolution but is aimed
at very different data sets, such as social media, financial, video, web, financial, healthcare,
and source code data. Identifying and tracking events [27], [136], [137], exploring topic
trends [28], and analyzing topic competitions [30] data are several research directions
found in InfoVis.
One of the early examples of these studies is the ThemeRiver [42]; its more recent de-
scendant is TextFlow [27]. ThemeRiver and TextFlow present thematic changes for textual
data in the context of a timeline allowing one to discern patterns in individual/multiple
themes relative to time. However, these studies are not scalable in terms of both data min-
ing and visualization. Moreover, meaningful topic themes are not easily distinguishable
from the visualization.
Besides textual data, a variety of dynamic data sets appear in InfoVis applications.
For instance, StoryFlow [29] presents a novel way to illustrate dynamic relationships be-
tween entities in stories and movies. It presents aesthetically appealing visualizations and
handles hierarchical relationships between entities over time. WireVis [138] implements a
multiview approach to visualize categorical, dynamic data from financial transactions and
depicts relationships among keywords and accounts. Moreover, visual analysis and sim-
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plification of temporal event sequences in healthcare data are presented in EventFlow [43].
Unlike others, EventFlow has been extended to other applications such as cybersecurity,
sports analytics, and incident management, yet it remains firmly routed in the InfoVis
data domain. A similar example is OutFlow [44], which visualizes event progression
pathways in electronic medical records and sports events. TrailExplorer2 [139] visualizes
web sessions’ data to reveal temporal patterns and enables data exploration at different
levels of detail.
2.4.3 Systems Integrating Scientific and Information
Visualization
For many years the visualization community has discussed ways of bridging the gap
between the SciVis and InfoVis domains [140–144]. In fact, many approaches exist where
various InfoVis techniques are applied to visualize scientific data and vice versa [145–
148]. Additionally, several examples of systems that attempt to integrate scientific and
information visualization can also be found in the literature [149–154].
In particular, the Titan project [153], which systematically unifies InfoVis and SciVis,
and the model-based visualization taxonomy introduced by Tory and Mo¨ller [149], are
of particular interest due to the originality of the approach. Titan [153] includes various
informatics-oriented functionalities, database access, graph algorithms, graph layouts, and
charts and even makes use of parallel processing and client/server capabilities of VTK for
data distribution. Since Titan is integrated into VTK, it inherits many qualities of that
toolkit as well. However, most of its informatics-oriented functionality is conducted in
a serial fashion, and it has limited capabilities for exploring evolution of features. The
work by Tory and Mo¨ller [149] is based on the data model rather than the data themselves.
Specifically, in order to distinguish between SciVis and InfoVis data, their visualization
algorithms are classified by whether the data model is discrete or continuous.
PART II
INTERACTIVE EXTRACTION OF FEATURE
EVOLUTION
CHAPTER 3
COMPUTING AND ENCODING UNIVARIATE
FEATURES AT MULTIPLE SCALES
The first step toward understanding a dynamic data set via exploring the evolution of
features is defining, identifying, and extracting its features. Given a dynamic data set, this
exploration requires the feature of interest to be defined and then all features from all time
steps extracted. For most data sets, the optimal parameter value for extracting features is
not known in advance, and therefore, exploring the entire parameter range is of significant
value. Such exploration has the potential to explore how a certain feature’s behavior and
attributes change as the parameter value varies, and thus better characterize that feature.
Nevertheless, feature computation is an expensive operation that typically requires
the entire domain, or parts of it, to be inspected for each time step in the data set. Fur-
thermore, traditional approaches often require features to be recomputed at each change
in the parameter settings. Therefore, given the expected data sizes, on-the-fly feature
computation is practically infeasible and requires massively parallel computing resources.
The alternative is to precompute features for a wide range of potential parameters and
store the results in an efficient look-up structure. This approach reduces the problem
of feature computation per time step to a single preprocessing step that can be easily
performed in parallel. Moreover, such an approach has the potential to enable interactive
exploration of features.
Many feature definitions exist in the literature for the purpose of using feature-based
approaches for the analysis of data. Among these definitions, the simplest and most
commonly used are univariate features, which are defined using a single parameter (e.g.,
burning cells in combustion data are defined using the fuel consumption rate, halos in
cosmology data are defined using a distance value, patient groups in healthcare data are
defined using a patient similarity value, and Twitter topics in Twitter data are defined
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using a textual similarity value). This chapter focuses on the problem of interactive feature
exploration for univariate features. Specifically, a hierarchical feature representation that
is capable of storing all possible univariate features for their entire parameter range is
discussed. Here, appropriate abstractions are maintained within the feature representation
in order to maintain its applicability across a range of application domains. This chapter
provides comprehensive details about this feature representation and presents several
application results to demonstrate its utility.
3.1 Feature Hierarchies
Precomputing all possible features and encoding them in an efficient feature represen-
tation ensure interactive exploration of features. Particularly, for a specific time step in a
dynamic data set, extracting univariate features for all possible parameter values and then
grouping them results in such a feature representation. By maintaining a notion of scale,
this feature grouping naturally approximates a meaningful feature hierarchy (i.e., a set of
features combined according to a scale parameter). Here, by convention, the top of the
hierarchy is considered to be the direction toward the leaves and the bottom the direction
toward the root of the feature hierarchy.
The naive approach to create this feature hierarchy is by exhaustively precomputing all
possible univariate features at all possible scales. Nevertheless, many popular grouping
algorithms also produce univariate features for varying scales, which can in turn create
this hierarchy. In theory, a feature hierarchy created in this manner can be either disjoint or
overlapping. A disjoint feature hierarchy is a hierarchy in which every feature has only one
parent, whereas in an overlapping feature hierarchy at least one feature has multiple parents.
Both of these hierarchies, whether disjoint or overlapping, can be either in nested (i.e., one
object resides within another object) or non-nested form. In practice, nested disjoint feature
hierarchies are most commonly found. For example, clustering techniques progressively
merge elements [11], [12], and threshold-based segmentation creates increasingly larger
regions [13], [14], generating nested disjoint feature hierarchies. It is important to note that
disjoint hierarchies can be represented as trees, whereas overlapping hierarchies result in a
graph. This proposed hierarchical feature representation is able to maintain both hierarchy
forms, but certain aspects of the feature representation change depending on whether
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the hierarchy is disjoint or overlapping. Therefore, for clarity, disjoint and overlapping
hierarchy details within this section are discussed separately.
Furthermore, in order to utilize this type of a hierarchical feature representation across
a wide range of application domains, it is important to nurture a generic representation.
In this dissertation, the generic nature of the feature hierarchy is achieved through abstrac-
tion. Specifically, depending on the underlying data type of a dynamic data set, domain
scientists are allowed to define a feature of interest (e.g., burning cells in combustion
data and halos in cosmology data) and specify a meaningful method of grouping (e.g.,
threshold-based segmentation in combustion data and connectivity-based clustering in
cosmology data). Maintaining abstraction for these two aspects within the feature hier-
archy ensures its applicability across a wide range of application domains. Here, it is
important to note that this feature of interest is univariate (e.g., burning cells based on the
fuel consumption rate, halos based on a distance value).
3.1.1 Hierarchy Construction
As per the above discussion, in order to create this type of a hierarchical feature rep-
resentation, first, the abstract aspects should be defined. Specifically, depending on the
underlying data type of a dynamic data set, the feature of interest and feature grouping
method can be specified. Once these two aspects are defined, univariate features are
extracted for each time step of the data set and then grouped to form the feature hierarchy.
In cases where visualizing this feature hierarchy is necessary, a hierarchical graph layout
(in horizontal or vertical form) can be computed for both of its forms (i.e., tree or graph)
by following the depth-first ordering of its features.
3.1.1.1 Disjoint Feature Hierarchy
Figure 3.1a presents an example of a disjoint feature hierarchy. It shows Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs [155], which groups different types of needs based on their fundamental
level of necessity to result in a simple non-nested feature hierarchy. Figure 3.1b shows
another example in which the structure of an organizational is represented using a disjoint
feature hierarchy.
Each branch within the disjoint feature hierarchy represents a feature (i.e., a set of





























(b) Hierarchical organizational structure
Figure 3.1: Two examples of disjoint feature hierarchies. (a) Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs [155] showing how different types of needs are grouped based on their fundamental
level of necessity. (b) A hierarchical structure showing how different people are grouped
together based on their level of power within an organization.
the data set. In other words, a feature is considered born at the parameter value of the top
node, and it is active until it merges with its parent past the parameter value of its bottom
node. However, a merged feature is still considered alive even after merging. Furthermore,
as indicated by the colors in Figure 3.1a, there exists a natural correspondence of branches
in the disjoint feature hierarchy to its original elements (e.g., words, points, mesh vertices).
Storing the segmentation information in each branch of the feature hierarchy allows one to
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easily extract the geometry of a feature. Additionally, when the hierarchy is constructed,
feature-based attributes such as first-order statistical moments and shape characteristics
can also be computed and stored on a per-branch basis. In this fashion, this proposed
feature hierarchy can encode an entire disjoint feature family alongside its geometry and
feature-based attributes in a compact and efficient manner.
The nested disjoint feature hierarchy is a special case of the disjoint hierarchy. As
previously mentioned, nested disjoint feature hierarchies are most commonly found in
practice. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a nested disjoint feature hierarchy constructed
using a connectivity-based clustering algorithm. Here, the clustering algorithm considers
distance, and therefore, individual points within the domain are progressively merged,
with the closest ones clustered first. Another example of a nested disjoint feature hierar-
chy constructed using a threshold-based segmentation is shown in Figure 3.3. Here, the
merging of contours as the parameter value is swept from top to bottom through the full
range is stored.
Figure 3.2: Construction of a nested disjoint feature hierarchy using a distance-based
clustering algorithm: (a)-(e) A set of points is merged as the parameter value (i.e., distance)
is swept top to bottom through the full value range. (f) The augmented disjoint feature
hierarchy obtained by removing branches that are shorter than a certain desired interval.
(a)          (b)            (c)                 (d)                 (e)                 (f)
Tem
perature
Figure 3.3: Another example of a nested disjoint feature hierarchy created with the use
of threshold-based segmentation: (a)-(e) The merging of contours is recorded as the pa-
rameter value (e.g., temperature) is swept top to bottom through the full value range. (f)
The augmented disjoint feature hierarchy obtained by introducing additional valence two
nodes to split the branches that are longer than the desired interval.
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Given a nested disjoint feature hierarchy, instead of maintaining the full segmentation
of a feature on a per-branch basis, for efficiency, only its exclusive elements (i.e., those not
part of its descendants) can be stored. In other words, an element can be stored only with
the first feature that contains it, which reduces the data duplication within the hierarchy.
However, instead of extracting the geometry of a feature from its corresponding branch as
in the non-nested case, now its geometry needs to be constructed as a union of branch seg-
mentation within that feature’s entire subtree. As the nested hierarchy is constructed, the
corresponding exclusive elements are stored, starting from the leaf nodes. Simultaneously,
the feature-based attributes are also computed based on a feature’s exclusive elements,
and then accumulated along the hierarchy.
In general, disjoint feature hierarchies, whether nested or not, quantize the space of
features depending on the parameter values involved. This implicit quantization is often
too coarse or too fine to be practical. In such cases, an augmented disjoint feature hierarchy
can be constructed. When the quantization is too fine, this augmented disjoint feature
hierarchy can be created by removing branches that are shorter than a certain desired
interval, see Figure 3.2f, and when the quantization is too coarse, it can be created by
introducing additional valence-two nodes to split the branches that are longer than the
desired interval, see Figure 3.3f.
3.1.1.2 Overlapping Feature Hierarchy
An example of an overlapping feature hierarchy that captures the level of generaliza-
tion across a set of theories is shown in Figure 3.4. Due to the overlapping property, a fea-
ture within this hierarchy can have multiple parents (e.g., in Figure 3.4 node ‘Linearorder’
has ‘Trees’ and ‘Lattices’ as parents). Therefore, in contrast to the disjoint hierarchy, each
feature within the overlapping hierarchy cannot always be represented by a single branch.
As a result, instead of associating a branch with a feature as in disjoint hierarchies, in over-
lapping hierarchies a feature is associated with a node within the hierarchy. Specifically,
for each feature within the overlapping hierarchy, its complete segmentation and other
feature-based attributes are stored on a per-node basis.
For a nested overlapping hierarchy, just as in the nested disjoint case, storing only










Figure 3.4: An example of an overlapping feature hierarchy. Here, a set of theories is
grouped together based on their level of generalization. Each theory within the hierarchy
is a specialization of the ones below it and a generalization of the ones above it.
lapping property, computing the feature-based attributes based on the exclusive elements
and naively accumulating them along the hierarchy results in incorrect attribute values.
Consider the same example in Figure 3.4. If this hierarchy is nested, then attributes at the
‘Partialorder’ node are computed by accumulating attributes of its children (i.e., ‘Trees’
and ‘Lattices’ nodes). Then, the attributes at the ‘Linearorder’ node would be consid-
ered twice, and thus the accumulated value at ‘Partialorder’ node would be incorrect.
Therefore, when the hierarchy is created, instead of accumulating attributes along the
hierarchy, attributes are computed by looking at a feature’s entire segmentation, just as
for the non-nested overlapping hierarchy.
Additionally, as overlapping feature hierarchies can also quantize the space of features
depending on the parameter values involved, augmented overlapping feature hierarchies
can be utilized as necessary.
3.1.2 Feature Extraction
Once a feature hierarchy is computed, its features can be quickly and easily extracted
for any parameter value within the full parameter range. Given a parameter value f1
within the full range of f , the corresponding features can be found by cutting the hierarchy
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of f at f1. Here, it is important to note that this cut should not necessarily be a horizontal
line (i.e., a fixed parameter value). The feature hierarchy permits arbitrary cuts to be made
for representing localized, per-feature parameter values. Consequently, feature hierarchies
facilitate a more flexible feature extraction.
3.1.2.1 Disjoint Feature Hierarchy
For the disjoint hierarchy, Figure 3.5b shows an example of features extracted by cut-
ting the disjoint feature hierarchy of f at a fixed parameter value. This cut creates a
forest, where each of its connected components (i.e., a subtree) is a feature existing at
that parameter value. Furthermore, due to the hierarchy’s tree structure, each subtree
can be represented by its bottom, active branch. In other words, each feature existing
at the selected parameter value can be represented by the active branch at the cut, and
therefore, those features can be quickly extracted by looking at the branches. Further-
more, as relevant feature details are stored within the hierarchy on a per-branch-basis, in
addition to the features, their attributes and geometry information can also be extracted
from the hierarchy without any additional computation. For the nested case, as only its
exclusive features are stored within the hierarchy, its geometry needs to be constructed as
a union of branch segmentation for each feature existing at the selected parameter value.
Also, as shown in Figure 3.5c, for a disjoint feature hierarchy, whether nested or not, any
arbitrary cut that intersects each path from a leaf to the root at most once results in a valid
segmentation.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.5: Extracting features from a disjoint feature hierarchy. Features for a fixed
parameter value can be extracted by cutting the hierarchy of f at that value and ignoring
all pieces below, shown (a) before and (b) after extraction. Each connected component
in the forest (i.e., a subtree) represents a feature existing at the selected parameter value.
Similarly, using an arbitrary cut that defines per-feature, localized parameter values, more
flexible features can also be extracted, as shown in (c).
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3.1.2.2 Overlapping Feature Hierarchy
An example of an overlapping feature hierarchy cut at a fixed parameter value is shown
in Figure 3.6. This cut results in a subgraph with multiple roots, whereas the disjoint
hierarchy results in a forest. Every connected component in the subgraph, which is also
a subgraph, is a feature existing at the selected parameter value. For disjoint hierarchies,
the connected component details are directly encoded within the subtrees. In overlapping
hierarchies, even though each connected component in the subgraph represents a feature
existing at the cut, that subgraph no longer directly encodes the connected component
details. Therefore, at a particular cut, a graph traversal within the resulting subgraph
(toward its leafs) is needed to identify its active features (i.e., those features existing at the
cut), as shown in Figure 3.6. In particular, for a cut, its resulting subgraph is traversed ‘up-
wards’ to extract all alive features. During the graph traversal, the connected components
within the resulting subgraph are computed, each representing a feature existing at the
cut. Along with the features, their attributes and geometry details can also be computed
on a per-connected component basis. In the non-nested case, this information is computed




























Figure 3.6: Extracting features from an overlapping feature hierarchy. Just as in the disjoint
hierarchy, features for a fixed parameter value are extracted by cutting the hierarchy of
f at that parameter value and ignoring all pieces below, shown (a) before and (b) after
extraction. Here, each connected component (indicated in a dashed line) in the resulting
subgraph is considered as a single feature.
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exclusive elements are stored within a feature, a connected component’s attributes and
geometry details should be computed for the nested case by combining details of all its
alive features.
3.1.3 Implementation Details
Given a dynamic data set, an offline preprocessing step is used to compute feature
hierarchies. Specifically, a feature hierarchy is created for each time step of the data set,
and then those results are stored in multiple files (i.e., one file per time step). For each
feature in the hierarchy, pointers to its parents and descendants, corresponding parameter
values (for all its parent branches), elements (exclusive or otherwise), and feature-based
attributes are stored.
3.1.3.1 Disjoint Feature Hierarchy
When exploring features within a disjoint feature hierarchy, first, its corresponding
hierarchy file is read. Then, this hierarchy information is stored within an interval tree
data structure [156]. The interval tree is a tree-based data structure that can hold intervals.
The interval tree can quickly extract all intervals that overlap with a given interval or
point. In order to store the disjoint hierarchy information within the interval tree, all
feature lifetimes (i.e., parameter ranges of branches) within the hierarchy are considered,
and then those intervals are stored within the interval tree data structure. An additional
look-up structure is also maintained to store the hierarchical structure of the disjoint fea-
ture hierarchy. For each feature in the hierarchy, its parameter values, parent details, and
segmentation details are stored within this look-up structure. Together, these two data
structures allow interactive exploration of features for their entire parameter range.
When a certain query is made, the interval tree is traversed to return all active features
(i.e., all features within the query’s parameter range). Each active feature represents a
connected component (i.e., a feature) existing at the query parameter. As the hierarchy
file stores the geometry details and feature-based attributes of each feature within the
hierarchy, when extracting the active features for a particular query, these details can be
extracted without any additional computation. However, for a nested disjoint hierarchy,
as only the exclusive elements of a feature are stored, the entire subtree of an active feature
needs to be traversed in order to obtain the complete segmentation details.
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3.1.3.2 Overlapping Feature Hierarchy
In overlapping hierarchies, a feature can have multiple parents, and thus determining
its lifetime is not straightforward. Therefore, instead of looking at the lifetime of a feature
as in disjoint hierarchies, the birth time of each feature is considered. To explore features
within an overlapping hierarchy, its details are read from the corresponding hierarchy
file, and then stored in a range tree data structure [156]. A range tree is an ordered
tree data structure that stores a set of points and allows quick retrieval of points within
a given range. All features are stored according to their birth time in a 2D range tree
to quickly extract all features that are alive at a given parameter. Just as in the disjoint
case, an additional look-up structure is maintained to store the hierarchical structure of
the overlapping hierarchy.
For a given parameter f , the query (−∞, f ] is considered, and the range query is
processed to obtain all features that are alive. In a subsequent step, these set nodes that are
alive are traversed using the graph to extract their connected components. Here, each
connected component represents a feature existing at parameter f . During this graph
traversal, the feature-based attributes and segmentation details of each feature are com-
puted on a per-connected component basis, either by combining the connected compo-
nent’s features at the cut (in the non-nested case) or combining all features (in the nested
case).
3.1.4 Advantages and Limitations
These proposed feature hierarchies are significantly smaller than the original data sets,
and yet retain enough information to perform the desired feature-based analysis. There-
fore, with the ever-increasing data sizes, utilizing this feature representation has distinct
advantages over other approaches. One main advantage is its generic nature. It can
be used across a wide range of application domains. The only requirement is that the
appropriate details need to be specified for the abstract aspects (i.e., the feature of interest
and the feature grouping method) within the feature structure. Once these details are
specified, feature hierarchies are able to encode the entire feature family for all time steps
of the data set.
As the parameter value is varied, these feature hierarchies have the capability to extract
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features quickly and efficiently without any feature recomputation. Once the hierarchy is
computed, only a traversal within the hierarchy is needed, which takes very little time
relative to the construction time, to obtain feature information for multiple parameter
values, whereas with the other approaches a full re-run of the algorithm is needed for
every parameter change. Therefore, when interactive exploration of the parameter range is
needed, it becomes more efficient to use a feature hierarchy. Also, at the feature extraction
time, both fixed and localized, per-feature parameter values can be specified, allowing for a
more flexible feature definition. Furthermore, as all the necessary details are stored within
the hierarchy, in addition to the features, their geometry and feature-based attributes can
also be extracted or computed quickly at run time.
One limitation of this feature representation is that it is applicable for only univariate
features. As only one parameter value is considered when creating the feature hierarchy,
it is not sufficient to analyze multivariate features. Another limitation is that the rep-
resentation tends to quantize the space of features depending on the parameter values
involved. As a result, the implicit quantization can often be too coarse or too fine to be
practical. However, creating an augmented feature hierarchy avoids this issue to a certain
degree. Additionally, the complexity of the hierarchy construction step depends on the
feature of interest and the feature grouping methods involved, and thus varies according
to the underlying data type. From the research conducted as part of this dissertation, it
was found that in most cases creating this hierarchical feature representation is simple
and relatively straightforward. Another limitation is that due to their hierarchical nature,
feature hierarchies impose a hierarchical structure on the underlying data irrespective
of whether such a structure is appropriate. Therefore, it is important to ensure such a
hierarchical structure is appropriate for a particular data set before any data analysis is
performed using this feature representation.
3.2 Application Results
In this section, several real-word data sets are presented to demonstrate the effective-




Here, a cosmology data set containing 16.7 million particles from a 2563 cosmological
simulation is considered. This data set contains 241 time steps totaling about 119GB of
raw data. As the data sizes increase, analyzing these cosmology data sets is becoming
increasingly challenging and requires substantial computational resources. In particular,
some of the baseline analyses, such as halo finding, require new scalable and flexible
alternatives to existing techniques.
A ‘halo’ [157], [158] is defined as an over-dense region of dark matter particles and rep-
resents one of the common features of interest within cosmology data. The most common
definition of a halo is based on a friends-of-friends (FOF) clustering [159]. It combines
all particles that are reachable through links shorter than a predefined distance (i.e., the
linking length) to be in one halo. However, although there exists a default linking length, it
is well known that the halo structure can change substantially for different linking lengths,
and as the structure formation in FOF halo finding is hierarchical, it results in ‘halos-
within-halos’ (i.e., subhalos). Consequently, analyzing halos for different parameters is
of significant interest [160], [161].
To that end, constructing a feature hierarchy that computes the entire halo family by
hierarchically encoding halos at different linking lengths is of much value to the collaborat-
ing scientists. Such a hierarchy enables analyzing a range of linking lengths interactively,
significantly increasing the flexibility overall. Here, the data-parallel FOF halo-finding
algorithm introduced by Widanagamaachchi et al. [162] that is implemented using PIS-
TON [163], a cross-platform library of data parallel visualization and analysis operators, is
used to create this feature hierarchy. This halo-finding algorithm results in nested disjoint
feature hierarchies. Along with the hierarchy, feature-based attributes such as halo id,
size, position, and velocity information are computed and stored for each halo within the
hierarchy.
According to the collaborating scientists, they are rarely interested in exploring the
entire linking length range but more so the linking values around a default linking length
value. Therefore, instead of creating the full clustering hierarchy of the input particles,
computing the halo hierarchy for a certain linking length range is more appropriate. The
aforementioned halo hierarchy creation algorithm by Widanagamaachchi et al. [162] al-
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lows such flexible hierarchies to be created. For this particular data set, the default linking
length value is 0.2, and thus a linking length range around this value is selected at the
hierarchy construction time.
Furthermore, for this data set, the quantization of the linking length within the hierar-
chy was found to be too fine. For instance, even for a small subset of this data set (about
24000 particles), when considering a linking length range of 0.19 to 0.2, some particles
in the final feature hierarchy contained ≈15000 parent nodes whereas others contained
fewer than 10 parent nodes. Therefore, an augmented hierarchy was created by removing
branches that are shorter than a certain desired interval (e.g., 0.001). Such an augmented
hierarchy reduced the granularity of the clustering found within the final hierarchy and
made interactive halo extraction possible.
Due to the large data sizes within the original data set (around 119GB), the preprocess-
ing steps to compute the relevant augmented feature hierarchies were run on a single node
of the Maverick system at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC). Here, when
creating the augmented feature hierarchies, branches shorter than 0.001 were removed.
Once the augmented feature hierarchies are computed for a linking length range of 0.1 -
0.2, the data sizes are reduced to 470MB. These data sizes include the hierarchy details,
feature-based attributes, and geometry information. It is important to note that most of
that data size is used for storing the necessary segmentation information.
Figure 3.7 compares timing results for this feature hierarchy against the Paraview’s
halo-finding implementation [164] run serially and with multiple MPI processes. Here, the
timing results for the feature hierarchy include both the hierarchy construction time and
halo-finding time. Specifically, for comparison purposes, instead of a preprocessing step,
the hierarchy is constructed during the first query. As multiple queries are performed,
only a traversal within the already constructed hierarchy is needed to find halos. For a
comprehensive comparison, the timing results for several feature hierarchies with different
linking length ranges are presented here. As illustrated in the Figure 3.7, the performance
and scaling of the hierarchy algorithm constructed for a single linking length (i.e., linking
length range 0.2 - 0.2) are better than the Paraview implementation run serially and com-
parable when run with multiple MPI processes. As the linking length range is increased,
the total hierarchy construction time increases since it requires more work, as indicated by
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Figure 3.7: Comparing timing results of PISTON-based hybrid halo-finding algorithm, for
a single query, against the Paraview implementation run serially and with multiple MPI
processes.
the increased run-times for longer linking length ranges in Figure 3.7.
Nevertheless, when performing multiple linking length queries, the proposed feature
hierarchy clearly has an advantage over the Paraview halo finder even when run with
multiple MPI processes, see Figure 3.8. The feature hierarchy needs to be computed once,
and then only a traversal within the hierarchy is needed, which takes very little time
relative to the construction time, to obtain halo information for multiple linking lengths
queries. For the Paraview implementation, a full re-run of the algorithm is needed for
every linking length change. Therefore, depending on the number of cores, it becomes
more efficient to use the feature hierarchy when more than a minimum of two to five
queries are performed.
Furthermore, a typical FOF halo-finding algorithm constructs halos by making use
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Figure 3.8: Comparing timing results of the PISTON-based hybrid halo-finding algorithm,
for subsequent queries, against the Paraview implementation run serially and with multi-
ple MPI processes. At each query, Paraview implementation always computes halo details
for just one linking length, whereas the algorithm used in this dissertation produces a
hierarchy with 100 discretized linking length values for the range from 0.1 to 0.2. The
hierarchy is created during the first query and is used throughout the rest of the queries.
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of two parameters: linking length and halo size. First, an extended neighbor search is
performed based on the linking length parameter specified. After connecting all pairs of
particles that lie closer than the specified linking length, the FOF halo-finding algorithm
results in a network of linked particles. Each connected component found in this network
is considered as a single FOF halo. Finally, the discovered halos are filtered based on the
halo size parameter, where all the halos with fewer particles than the specified value are
ignored. In this setting, whereas the feature hierarchy enables interactive exploration of
halos for a range of linking lengths, the feature-based attributes stored within the hierar-
chy, particularly the halo size parameter, provide the additional flexibility to interactively
filter the extracted halos by their size. For this particular cosmology data set, Figure 3.9
shows an example of a set of halos extracted from one of the halo hierarchies created.
More results related to this application example can be found in [162].
3.2.2 Combustion Data - Hydrogen Flame with No
Turbulence
Here, a combustion data set from an AMR simulation of an idealized premixed hy-
drogen flame with no turbulence is considered [165]. It contains 100 time steps at an
effective resolution of 256× 256× 768 and totals around 400GB. In this data set, the feature
of interest is a burning cell defined as a region of high fuel consumption. According to the
collaborating scientists, as there exists no unique fuel consumption value, exploring the
burning cells under varying fuel consumption values is of significant interest. As a result,
a nested disjoint feature hierarchy is used to encode the feature families for burning cells.
Figure 3.9: Halos found on a set of particles from a cosmological simulation: (a) Data set
contains 16.7 million dark matter particles. (b) Halos with linking length 0.2 and halo size
11. (c) Halos after increasing the linking length to 0.4141. Each set of particles in the same
color in (b) and (c) represents a single halo.
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In order to obtain the necessary feature hierarchies, a set of one-time preprocessing
steps is performed offline for each time step in the data set in an embarrassingly parallel
fashion. Again, due to the large data sizes within the original data set (400GB), these
preprocessing steps have been performed at NERSC on the Carver cluster with 16, 2.67
GHz Intel Xeon processors per node [166]. Here, the clustering hierarchy of these burning
cells is computed using threshold-based segmentation, and the resulting data consist of the
feature hierarchies as well as the corresponding segmentation and feature-based attribute
information. In this case, various feature-based attributes such as feature volume, average
temperature, average H2 consumption rate, and position are computed and stored within
the hierarchy. After the preprocessing steps to create the feature hierarchies, the data size
is reduced to ≈760MB.
For one time step of this data set, Figure 3.10 shows the resulting features for varying
fuel consumption rates. The results show that as the fuel consumption rate increases,
burning cells decrease in both number and size, with only stable burning cells remaining.
Furthermore, an example in which localized, per-feature parameter values are defined
with the use of arbitrary cuts is shown in Figure 3.11. According to the collaborating
scientists, having this type of flexibility to define and extract features using fixed and
arbitrary cuts and also the ability to explore the entire feature space is extremely useful
in understanding combustion data. More results related to this particular application
example can be found in [125], [167].
3.2.3 Image Data
Finally, the Berkeley Segmentation Data Set 500 (BSDS500) is considered [168]. This
data set provides an empirical basis for research on image segmentation and boundary
detection. It consists of 500 natural images that have been manually segmented and total
about 36MB. As per the feedback from the collaborating scientists, use of a nested disjoint
feature hierarchy that represents the hierarchy of region merging provides much needed
flexibility to explore the image segmentation details, and in turn assist in extracting better
image segmentation results. For this data set, the supervised hierarchical approach by Liu
et al. [169], [170] is used to compute the clustering hierarchy of image regions for a range
of region saliency values. The resulting feature hierarchies total about 12MB. Figure 3.12
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(a) Fuel consumption rate = 10
(b) Fuel consumption rate = 15
(c) Fuel consumption rate = 17
Figure 3.10: Effects of varying the fuel consumption rate to explore the entire feature
space. Here, for a particular time step, the resulting burning cells (in left) and their feature
hierarchy (in right) are shown at (a) 10, (b) 15, and (c) 17 fuel consumption rates. In each
case, the horizontal graph layout of the feature hierarchy is displayed, and the cut within
the feature hierarchy is indicated with a red vertical line.
Figure 3.11: An arbitrary cut (indicated with a red line within the feature hierarchy) that




(b) Region saliency value = - 0.16
(c) Region saliency value = - 0.09
(d) Region saliency value = 0
Figure 3.12: Effects of varying the region saliency value to explore the entire feature space.
For the original image shown in (a), its results are shown at (b) - 0.16, (c) - 0.09, and (d) 0
region saliency values. In each result, the image segmentation result (left), the horizontal
graph layout of the feature hierarchy (right), and the cut within the feature hierarchy
(indicated with a red vertical line) are displayed.
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shows the effects of varying the region saliency value to explore the entire feature space.
For this type of image data, the capability within the feature hierarchy to define local-
ized, per-feature parameter values is particularly useful. In fact, it enables flexible image
segmentation within an interactive setting. Figure 3.13 presents an example of localized,
per-feature parameter values used to extract more intuitive image segmentation results.
3.3 Summary
This chapter discusses how interactive feature exploration can be achieved for univari-
ate features via a hierarchical feature representation. Specifically, a feature hierarchy that
encodes the clustering hierarchy of features for a range of parameter values is presented.
Depending on the type of hierarchy, in addition to the feature hierarchy details, feature
segmentation details and various feature-based attribute details are also stored within this
feature representation. As a result, once the hierarchy is created, it has the capability
to interactively explore features, along with their segmentation, and other feature-based
attributes for their entire parameter range in a more flexible manner. Furthermore, the
abstract nature within the feature hierarchy enables it to be used across a wide variety
of application domains. This chapter presents hierarchy construction, feature extraction,
and other implementation details related to this feature representation and also discusses
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.13: Two examples where arbitrary cuts are used to obtain more flexible and
intuitive image segmentation results. In each example, the original image (left), image
segmentation result (middle), the horizontal graph layout of the feature hierarchy (right),
and the arbitrary cut within the feature hierarchy (indicated with a red vertical line) are
displayed.
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its advantages and limitations. Finally, several application examples are presented to
demonstrate the utility of this hierarchical feature representation.
CHAPTER 4
COMPUTING AND ENCODING BIVARIATE
FEATURES AT MULTIPLE SCALES
With the deluge of data from experiments and simulations, multivariate dynamic data
sets are becoming increasingly common. Application of feature-based analysis to multi-
variate data requires investigating complex interactions and relationships associated with
different variables in the data set. However, as such application involves the exploration
of a number of variables, techniques intended for univariate features are not sufficient
to effectively analyze these multivariate data sets, thus calling for new alternatives to
existing univariate feature-based approaches. Consider, for example, halos in cosmology
simulations: Halos are typically defined via the distance between particles, called the
linking length. Yet, as two halos cross paths, a distance-based approach cannot distinguish
one from the other, and thus provides incorrect results. Instead, simultaneously looking at
the velocity vector of the particles would likely allow separation of such entangled halos.
This chapter focuses on addressing the problem of interactive feature exploration for
bivariate features. Specifically, with a focus on disjoint nested feature hierarchies, which
is a hierarchy in which every feature is nested and has only one parent, a simple yet
effective approach to combine two univariate feature hierarchies into a single bivariate
one is introduced. The result is a bivariate graph, a novel compact representation of all
bivariate features defined by any combination of the two parameters. This, for the first
time, allows users to freely explore two parameter feature definitions in large-scale data.
Here, in order to maintain its applicability across a range of application domains, appro-
priate abstractions are maintained within the feature representation. This chapter provides
comprehensive details about this feature representation and presents several application
results to demonstrate its utility.
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4.1 Bivariate Graphs
The ability to freely change any of the parameters provides significantly more flexibility
in the parameter exploration, especially for multivariate data sets. However, with few
exceptions as discussed in Section 2.1.2, existing feature-based approaches do not support
multiple parameters. Instead, such cases are typically tackled by defining some metric
on the joint parameter space, combining all values to a single scalar, which is then used
during the analysis. Common examples of this approach are the various distance metrics
proposed for multivariate clustering [85–88]. However, often this joint value is unintuitive
to use, and the metrics are chosen ad hoc. More importantly, such a representation no
longer allows users to explore each parameter independently.
This chapter introduces a general approach to combine two univariate families of fea-
tures into a single bivariate representation that allows a direct and interactive manipula-
tion of both input parameters. In particular, with a focus on disjoint nested feature hierar-
chies, an approach to construct a novel bivariate feature representation is presented. More
specifically, two types of disjoint nested feature hierarchies are considered: partitioning
and subsetting. Partitioning hierarchies are disjoint nested hierarchies for which the union of
all features at any parameter value partitions the entire data set, for example, a hierarchical
clustering. Subsetting hierarchies are disjoint nested hierarchies for which the union of all
features covers only a subset of the data, for example, a merge tree. Both types of feature
hierarchies can be described using a tree whose nodes represent the features in the data.
Here, new algorithms that combine two such hierarchies storing univariate features into
a single bivariate graph are introduced. Specifically, the resulting bivariate graph is in the
form of an overlapping nested feature hierarchy where features are nested and at least one
feature contains multiple parents.
This proposed approach is complementary to existing techniques for bivariate feature
exploration, and applies directly to a wide range of hierarchies, from generic cluster-
ing [70], to watersheds [171], merge trees [14], or Morse complexes [63]. Once created, a
bivariate graph enables users to interactively extract and visualize bivariate features at any
parameter combination, thereby providing a flexible exploration and analysis platform.
Due to its abstract nature, the abstract aspects should first be defined to create this type of
a hierarchical feature representation. Specifically, as the proposed algorithms combine two
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univariate feature hierarchies to form a bivariate hierarchy, the relevant abstract details for
each univariate feature hierarchy – the feature of interest and method of grouping for each
univariate hierarchy – should be specified.
4.1.1 Efficient Representation of a Bivariate Hierarchy
The goal in representing a bivariate hierarchy is twofold. First, such a representation
must be able to efficiently extract bivariate features at any arbitrary parameter combina-
tion; and second, the representation must be sufficiently compact to be practical for large-
scale simulations. Similar to the canonical trees of univariate hierarchies, bivariate features
result in a graph representation, specifically in an overlapping hierarchy. Each node in the
graph represents a (simply connected) feature at a specific parameter combination, and the
branches represent connections to features at neighboring parameter values, see Figure 4.1.
The naive approach to construct this bivariate graph is to simply precompute all bi-
variate features for all parameter combinations. However, without taking advantage of




















Figure 4.1: An example bivariate graph. Here, each node represents a feature at a specific
parameter combination, and its branches represent connections to features at neighboring
parameter values. The leaf nodes within the hierarchy are indicated in blue, and the
parameter combination at each node is also indicated.
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ably large and complex. Instead, this chapter focuses on computing a smaller and more
compact graph with a reduced set of edges while still allowing the full exploration of the
entire parameter space.
A univariate disjoint nested feature hierarchy is able to efficiently encode the clustering
hierarchy of univariate features for its entire parameter range. For the bivariate case, joint
consideration of their corresponding univariate disjoint nested feature hierarchies is ade-
quate to present the required bivariate feature information. However, such an approach
requires additional computation, both to maintain two univariate feature hierarchies and
to combine their results for obtaining the necessary bivariate features, which is not optimal.
Therefore, this dissertation focuses on combining two univariate disjoint nested feature
hierarchies into a single bivariate feature representation that can efficiently encode the
hierarchical nature within bivariate features.
Here, it is important to note that the resultant bivariate feature hierarchy differs from
univariate disjoint nested feature hierarchies in several respects. First, a node within the
bivariate hierarchy can have multiple parents instead of just one as in univariate disjoint
nested feature hierarchies. Consequently, even though both univariate disjoint nested fea-
ture hierarchies can be represented using trees, their bivariate hierarchy can be represented
only by a graph. Second, for these two cases, the feature representation at a particular cut
is different. As discussed in Section 3.1.2, univariate disjoint nested feature hierarchies
create a forest at a particular cut, where each connected component in the forest, a subtree,
represents a feature existing at that cut. Specifically, for a univariate disjoint nested feature
hierarchy, the connected component details are directly encoded within the subtree and
can be extracted by looking at that subtree’s active branch that crosses the cut. For bivariate
graphs, this cut results in a subgraph with multiple roots. Even though each connected
component in the subgraph represents a feature existing at the cut, this subgraph no longer
directly encodes those connected component details. Therefore, at a particular cut, a graph
traversal within the resulting subgraph (towards its leafs) is needed to identify the features
defined by the cut, see Figure 4.2. Finally, the lifetime of a feature in a univariate disjoint
nested feature hierarchy is slightly different from the lifetime of a bivariate feature. In the
case of a univariate disjoint nested feature hierarchy, the lifetime of a feature is indicated






















Figure 4.2: For the example bivariate graph in Figure 4.1, a cut (indicated in red) at the
parameter combination (4,8) and its resultant features (outlined in dashed lines). Here, the
cut results in a subgraph, and each connected component within the subgraph represents
a feature existing at that cut.
top node and is active until it merges with its parent at the parameter value of its bottom
node. However, as a bivariate feature has multiple parents, determining when it should
be considered merged is not straightforward. Therefore, instead of looking at the lifetime
of a feature as in univariate disjoint nested feature hierarchies, in bivariate hierarchies the
birth time of each feature is considered.
4.1.2 Graph Construction
This section presents a general and flexible approach that combines two univariate dis-
joint nested feature hierarchies into a single bivariate feature representation. In particular,
for any two partitioning or two subsetting feature hierarchies, two algorithms to construct
their equivalent bivariate feature hierarchy are discussed.
4.1.2.1 Combining Partitioning Feature Hierarchies
The algorithm to construct a bivariate feature hierarchy from two partitioning hier-
archies proceeds in three steps. Given two partitioning feature hierarchies, the first step
toward constructing their bivariate graph is computing the resulting bivariate graph’s leaf
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nodes. In the examples, it is assumed that both hierarchies start from the same leaf nodes
(as in a clustering). If this is not the case, leafs are created by pairwise intersection of the
leafs in both hierarchies. Next, the remaining structure of the bivariate graph is computed
by combining the information in the two partitioning feature hierarchies. Finally, the
resulting graph is simplified to remove redundant nodes.
Consider the halo example in Figure 4.3. Particles A− F are clustered based on their
pair-wise distance, creating hierarchy h1, as well as their similarity in velocity (for exam-
ple the dot product between their velocities) creating hierarchy h2, as shown Figure 4.3b





























































(c) Velocity similarity hierarchy
Figure 4.3: Particles shown in (a) are clustered based on their distance and velocity
similarity to produce the partitioning feature hierarchies in (b) and (c). Here, (a) shows
a particle’s velocity information in red and pair-wise distances in black.
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is created by combining h1 and h2. Specifically, all nonleaf nodes in hierarchy h1 are
considered in order of the increasing ‘height’ of the tree, in this example increasing distance
(i.e., D1, D2, D3, and D4). For each node, its least common ancestor (LCA) in the hierarchy
h2 is obtained. The LCA of a node X is defined as the first node in the hierarchy h2
that contains all elements of X. For example, the LCA nodes in the velocity hierarchy
of D1, D2, D3, and D4 are V1, V5, V4, and V5, respectively. Intuitively, the subtree rooted
at the LCA defines how the features in h1 may be further split by the second hierarchy
h2. In order to encode this information in the bivariate graph, the subtree of the LCA
is traversed in a depth-first fashion, adding nodes as necessary to the bivariate hierarchy.
During this traversal, each node in the subtree is checked against the existing nodes within
the bivariate hierarchy. If a node already exists, its corresponding subtree has already
been created, so the recursion is stopped and the next node is processed. Here, to quickly
check whether a node already exists, a checksum is maintained of all nodes in hierarchy
h2 and the bivariate hierarchy. This checksum is created from the ids of the nodes. When
traversing an LCA’s subtree, the checksum of each node in the subtree is checked against
the checksum of the current nodes within the bivariate hierarchy.
The resulting bivariate graph for each node in h1 at the end of this step is presented
in Figure 4.4. First, node D1 is considered, and the subtree of its LCA, V1, is traversed
in depth-first order to consider V1, A, and B nodes, see Figure 4.4a. When traversing the
subtree, node V1 is first considered. As V1 does not exist in the bivariate graph, a node G
at ( f = 20, g = 100) is added to the bivariate graph. Here, the function values for both
parameters are obtained by looking at the node considered in hierarchy h1 (which is D1
at f = 20) and the current node within its LCA’s subtree (which is V1 at g = 100). Then,
the next node within the subtree, node A, is considered. As A already exists within the
bivariate graph, nodes G and A within the bivariate graph are connected. Next, the final
node in the subtree, node B, is considered. As node B also exists within the bivariate graph,
nodes G and B are connected. Likewise, the rest of the nodes in hierarchy h1 are processed.
Note that, for any node X in h1, when its LCA’s subtree is traversed, only nodes that
contain descendants of X are considered. For example, consider node D2 in h1, and its
LCA V5, see Figure 4.4b. The node D2 contains D, E, and F elements. Therefore, when the
subtree of V5 is traversed, only nodes V5, V4, V2, D, V3, E, and F are considered. Node V1
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(20,100)
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(a) Considering D1 and its LCA V1








(b) Considering D2 and its LCA V5
(25,0)










(c) Considering D3 and its LCA V4
(25,0)
















(d) Considering D4 and its LCA V5
Figure 4.4: Nodes within the distance hierarchy are considered according to the increasing
order of level. For each node, its LCA in the velocity hierarchy is found and the LCA’s
subtree is traversed to create the bivariate hierarchy. The resulting bivariate graph at the
end of each step is shown in (a) – (d).
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and all its descendants are skipped as they contain no descendant of D2. Node C is also
skipped for the same reason. For this example, the resulting bivariate graph after all nodes
in h1 have been processed is shown in Figure 4.5a. In a final third step, the resulting graph
is further simplified by removing its redundant valence two nodes to result in the graph
in Figure 4.5b.
4.1.2.2 Combining Subsetting Feature Hierarchies
As discussed above, subsetting feature hierarchies define features as subsets of the
entire domain. As a result, each node within this hierarchy contains exclusive elements.
This fact is used to create a slightly different algorithm to combine two subsetting feature
hierarchies into their equivalent bivariate graph.
Given two subsetting feature hierarchies for parameters f and g, the algorithm pro-
ceeds in three steps. First, for each node in both hierarchies, its subnodes are obtained by
looking at its exclusive elements in the other hierarchy. Consider the example in Figure 4.6.
The node F2 in hierarchy f exists at parameter value f = 5. In hierarchy of g, its exclusive
(25,0)































(b) Simplified bivariate graph
Figure 4.5: For the two hierarchies in Figure 4.3, the resulting bivariate graph is displayed
in (a). This graph can be further simplified by reducing its valence two nodes to produce


































(b) Hierarchy of g
Figure 4.6: For the same data domain, the subsetting feature hierarchies for parameters f
and g are shown in (a) and (b).
elements can be subdivided into two regions with parameter values g = 0 and g = 5.
As a result, F2 can be subdivided into two subnodes, each existing at ( f = 5, g = 0) and
( f = 5, g = 5). Likewise, for every node in both hierarchies, its subnodes can be obtained.
For the example in Figure 4.6, the extracted subnodes for both hierarchies are presented in
Figure 4.7. Then, the intersection of these subnodes is added to the bivariate graph.
In a second step, for each node in both subsetting hierarchies, the edges existing across
its subnodes are obtained by considering the subnodes’ neighboring information in the
domain (as shown in Figure 4.7a). Then, those edges are added to the bivariate graph. For
the node F2 in hierarchy of f , its subnodes ( f = 5, g = 0) and ( f = 5, g = 5) contain an
edge as they are neighboring regions. For the example in Figure 4.6, the extracted edges
for both hierarchies are presented in Figure 4.8. At the end of these three steps, all the











































(c) Sub nodes for hierarchy of g
Figure 4.7: For each node in a hierarchy, its subnodes can be found by looking at its
exclusive nodes in the other hierarchy. Subnodes found for each node in both hierarchies




(10,-10) (10,-5) (10,0) (10,5) (10,10)
(15,-5)	 (15,0) (15,5) (15,10)
(20,5)(20,0)
Figure 4.8: For each node in both hierarchies, the edges across its subnodes are computed
by looking at their neighboring in the domain as shown in Figure 4.7a. The resulting edges
for hierarchy f are shown in black solid lines, and the edges for hierarchy g are shown in
black dashed lines.
the resultant bivariate graph can be further simplified by removing its valence two nodes.
Note that whereas in this simple example the final graph describes the tensor product of
the two input hierarchies, and thus contains a square number of nodes, in practice this is
unlikely to occur. Usually, feature parameters are related (rather than orthogonal as in this
example), and thus far fewer combined features are typically found.
4.1.3 Feature Extraction
Bivariate hierarchies store the entire family of bivariate features in a compact graph
structure. As a result, once constructed, this structure has the ability to easily extract
bivariate features for any parameter combination. For example, given a parameter com-
bination ( fi, gj), the corresponding features are extracted from the bivariate hierarchy by
‘cutting’ it at ( fi, gj). For the bivariate graph in Figure 4.8, its resultant features for the
cut at ( f = 10, g = 5) are shown in Figure 4.9. As previously discussed, a bivariate
hierarchy is represented using an overlapping hierarchy, and therefore, this cut results in
a subgraph with multiple roots. From this cut, the subgraph is traversed ‘upwards’ to




(10,-10) (10,-5) (10,0) (10,5) (10,10)
(15,-5)	 (15,0) (15,5) (15,10)
(20,5)(20,0)
(f=10,	g=5)
Figure 4.9: For the bivariate graph in Figure 4.8, its cut at ( f = 10, g = 5). This cut
results in a subgraph where each connected component represents a feature existing at
( f = 10, g = 5). Here, the cut is indicated in red, and its feature is outlined in a dashed
line.
the resulting subgraph are computed, each representing a feature existing at ( fi, gj). Along
with the features, the feature-based attributes and geometry details are also computed on
a per-connected component basis.
4.1.4 Implementation Details
Given a data set, an offline preprocessing step is used to compute the univariate disjoint
nested feature hierarchies of interest using any one of the existing algorithms. Both hier-
archies are encoded as trees, which are subsequently combined into a bivariate hierarchy
and stored in a file. Just as discussed in Section 3.1.3, within this file, for each feature in
a hierarchy, pointers to its parents and descendants, corresponding parameter values (for
all its parent branches), exclusive elements, and feature-based attributes are stored.
At run time, these details are read from the file and stored in a range tree data struc-
ture [156]. A range tree is an ordered tree data structure that stores a set of points and
allows quick retrieval of points within a given range. In the case of bivariate hierarchies,
all features are stored according to their birth time in a 2D range tree to quickly extract
all features that are alive at a given parameter combination. An additional look-up struc-
ture is also maintained to store the hierarchical structure of the bivariate graph. Within
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this look-up structure, the parameter values, parent details, and segmentation details are
stored for each feature. Together, these two data structures allow interactive exploration
of bivariate features for their entire parameter range.
For a given parameter combination ( fi, gj), the query ((−∞, fi], (−∞, gi]) is considered,
and the range tree is processed to return all features that are alive. In a subsequent step,
those nodes are traversed using the graph to extract their connected components. Each
connected component represents a feature existing at ( fi, gj). During this traversal, the
feature-based attributes and segmentation details of each feature are computed on a per-
connected component basis.
4.1.5 Advantages and Limitations
This chapter presents a general approach to combine two, one-parameter families of
features into a single bivariate representation that efficiently encodes the nesting relation-
ships among bivariate features. In particular, it compactly represents bivariate hierarchies
by using a reduced set of edges while still allowing full exploration of the parameter
space. As a result, unlike existing approaches, this bivariate feature representation allows
a direct and interactive manipulation of both input parameters. Once created, the bivariate
hierarchy can be interactively traversed to extract features by proper selection of connected
components. Therefore, with the use of this proposed feature representation, scientists can
freely explore two parameter feature definitions in large-scale data.
One limitation is that the proposed bivariate graph construction approach is restricted
to univariate disjoint nested feature hierarchies, more specifically to only two types of
disjoint nested feature hierarchies, partitioning and subsetting. Furthermore, in the worst
case, the resulting bivariate graph can be the tensor product of the two input hierarchies;
however, in practice that is highly unlikely to happen. Often, two correlating parameters
are used, resulting in fewer combined features within the resulting bivariate graph.
4.2 Application Results
This section presents the results of two real-word data sets: one using partitioning




Cosmology simulations involve a large set of dark matter particles to observe how
halos form. In this context, a halo is defined as an over-dense region of particles [157], [158].
The most common definition of a halo is based on a friends-of-friends (FOF) clustering [159],
where all particles that are reachable through links shorter than a predefined distance,
called the linking length, are considered to be in one halo. However, as halos can cross
paths over time, a distance-based approach, such as FOF, is not sufficient to separate
entangled halos. Instead, looking at both distance and velocity of particles enables a more
accurate identification of halos.
Here, a data set containing 16.7 million particles from a 2563 cosmological simulation
is considered (the same as considered in Section 3.2.1), and a bivariate hierarchy based on
distance and velocity similarity is constructed. To compare velocities, the cosine of their
angle multiplied by the difference in magnitude is used as a similarity metric. First, the
univariate feature hierarchies for both distance and velocity similarity are constructed for
a particular time step of the data set. Here, all hierarchies are constructed for realistic
parameter values. The longest linking length value cosmologists typically consider is
0.2, and therefore, a linking length range around this value (e.g., 0.1 - 0.21) is selected
for the distance hierarchy. When creating the velocity hierarchy, the fact that particles in
different distance clusters for linking length 0.21 will never be considered in the same halo
is exploited. Consequently, velocity hierarchies restricted to the largest distance-based
halos are constructed to avoid unnecessary computation.
Once the univariate disjoint nested feature hierarchies are constructed, they are com-
bined using the proposed algorithm for partitioning hierarchies. For one specific time step
of this data set, its raw data totals about 76GB; each of the univariate disjoint nested feature
hierarchies, distance and velocity, totals 2MB and 537MB, respectively; and the bivariate
hierarchy is about 9MB. File sizes for the other time steps of the data set exhibit a similar
pattern. These results show that it is more efficient to keep one feature representation for
bivariate feature exploration rather than maintaining two univariate feature hierarchies.
Furthermore, this proposed approach results in a bivariate feature representation that is
orders of magnitude smaller than the raw data while still allowing full exploration of the
entire parameter space.
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As the bivariate graph is created in an offline preprocessing step, scientists are able to
explore the parameter space for both distance and velocity similarity parameters and gain
an understanding of the underlying data. Figure 4.10 provides an example of halos for the
commonly used 0.2 linking length explored across velocity similarity values of 100%, 50%,
and 0%. A second example for another time step of the data set is shown in Figure 4.11. As
illustrated in the figures, it is apparent that as the velocity similarity decreases, particles
with different velocity vectors get clustered into one halo, and thus produce inaccurate
halo results. In particular, having the flexibility to define both distance and velocity sim-
ilarity of particles enables accurate halo selection by separating the halos that cross paths
over time. As parameter values are changed, halos are interactively extracted, and various
feature-based attributes such as size and mass are calculated at run time, which provides
the additional flexibility to interactively explore halos by filtering them according to their
size, as shown in Figure 4.11. More results related to this particular application example
can be found in [172].
4.2.2 Atmospheric Science Data - Thunderstorm
Complexes 08/2011
Many weather events can be characterized by variations in surface pressure from the
mean pressure value (i.e., pressure-perturbation). Accordingly, there is significant inter-
est in extracting pressure-perturbation events to better understand the various weather
events. This notion of pressure perturbation is a fairly new concept assumed to de-correlate
pressure from elevation in the definition of severe weather events. The bivariate hierar-
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.10: For a zoomed-in view, as indicated in red, of the halo particles in (a), halos for
the commonly used 0.2 linking length are explored for varying velocity similarity values:
(b) 100%, (c) 50%, and (d) 0%. Here, as the velocity similarity is decreased, the light blue
and dark blue halos in the bottom left corner in (b) are clustered together as one halo. The
color map used to color features is displayed alongside the results.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.11: Another example where halos at 0.18 linking length are explored for different
velocity similarity values: First, halos in (a) are filtered by their size ≤ 2, to result in (b).
Then, halos are explored by varying the velocity similarity: (c) 0%, (d) 50%, and (e) 100%.
Again, the flexibility to defining both distance and velocity similarity of particles enables
more accurate halo selection. Here, the color map used to color features is displayed
alongside the results.
chies are used to test this hypothesis. In particular, two hierarchies are combined, one on
pressure-perturbation and one on elevation to understand if and where the two fields are
correlated. Assuming the pressure perturbation is completely uncorrelated to elevation,
the changes in elevation values are expected to have no effect on the final features.
A atmospheric science data set generated by combining high-resolution grids of nu-
merical simulations [173] with high-frequency pressure observations [174], [175] is con-
sidered. In particular, the development and movement of several distinct thunderstorm
complexes over the Great Plains, which took place from 2100 Universal Coordinated Time
(UTC) on August 11, 2011 through 0000 UTC on August 13, 2011, is the focus of the case
study. For this data set, the pressure perturbation hierarchy for range from - 0.9 hPa to -
1.1 hPa bracketing the default parameter of - 1.0 hPa is constructed. When constructing
the elevation hierarchy, all velocity values are considered.
Figure 4.12 shows a bivariate hierarchy constructed for one time step within this data
set. Here, the complexity of the bivariate hierarchy indicates a lack of a meaningful corre-
lation between pressure-perturbation and elevation.
However, since the relevant bivariate feature hierarchies are precomputed, scientists
are able to interactively explore the entire feature space of both pressure-perturbation
and elevation values. Such exploration allows scientists to gain insights into the two
parameters. Figure 4.13 provides two examples of weather events around the - 0.25 hPa
pressure-perturbation value being explored across varying elevation values. These results
indicate that there is a small, although not meaningful, correlation between the two param-
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(a) Bivariate hierarchy
(b) Zoomed in View
Figure 4.12: For a particular time step of the atmospheric science data set, its resulting
bivariate hierarchy for pressure-perturbation and elevation parameters is shown in (a). A




Figure 4.13: Two examples in which weather events for different pressure-perturbation
and elevation values are explored. For the pressure-perturbation value - 0.25 hPa, (a) –
(c) show how weather events change as the elevation value is decreased, 3500, 500, 150,
respectively. Again, in (d) – (f) pressure-perturbation value is kept fixed at - 0.50 hPa, and
the elevation value is varied, 3000, 1000, 250, respectively. For each example, the color map
utilized to color features is displayed alongside the results.
eters. Furthermore, the results show that formulating pressure-perturbation events from
pressure observations removes elevation as a major correlative factor for weather events
but does not de-correlate them. More results related to this particular application example
can be found in [172].
4.3 Summary
Here, a novel graph structure that efficiently and compactly encodes the hierarchical
nature within bivariate features is introduced. Specifically, the hierarchical nature of the
input parameters is exploited to compute the bivariate nesting of features, and the results
are stored within a graph structure called bivaiate graph. Once computed, this bivariate
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graph allows a direct and interactive manipulation of both input parameters, providing
scientists the flexibility to explore the entire parameter space of bivariate features along
with their attributes and geometric details. Here, with a focus on disjoint nested feature
hierarchies, a simple yet effective approach to combine two univariate feature hierarchies
into their bivariate feature representation is presented. This bivariate graph allows scien-
tists, for the first time, to freely explore two parameter feature definitions in large-scale
data sets. Finally, the usability of this bivariate graph is demonstrated with examples from
cosmology and atmospheric science domains.
CHAPTER 5
COMPUTING AND ENCODING FEATURE
CORRESPONDENCES AT MULTIPLE
SCALES
Once features are identified, the next step toward understanding dynamic data via
exploring the evolution of features is extracting feature correspondences across time. The
hierarchical feature representations presented in Chapters 3 and 4 remove the need for
repeated feature computation, thus making interactive feature selection possible. How-
ever, interactively extracting feature correspondences across time to compute the feature
evolution details remains an expensive operation due to the costs involved with the corre-
spondence computation step. To establish feature correspondences across time, all features
in each consecutive pair of time steps in the dynamic data set have to be compared, which
typically requires multiple traversals of the corresponding segmentation as well as efficient
search data structures. Even for practical data sets, this usually entails processing a large
number of features for hundreds of time steps. As the data sizes increase, the amount of
data that need to be processed during this computation also grows exponentially, signif-
icantly increasing the costs as well. In such a setting, extracting feature correspondences
within an interactive setting quickly becomes challenging.
To that end, just as with features, precomputing feature correspondences for a wide
range of potential parameters and storing the results in an efficient look-up structure
have the potential to allow interactive extraction of feature correspondences. This chapter
addresses this problem of interactive extraction of feature correspondences across time.
Specifically, this chapter introduces a new generic and flexible data representation called
a meta graph that, similar to the hierarchical feature representations for features, encodes
feature correspondences and various feature correspondence-based attributes for a range
of parameter values. Here, in order to maintain its applicability across a range of applica-
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tion domains, appropriate abstractions are maintained within the data representation. This
chapter discusses construction, feature correspondence extraction, and other implementa-
tion details related to this data representation and presents several application results to
demonstrate its utility.
5.1 Meta Graphs
Just as for features, precomputing a range of feature correspondences and encoding
them in an efficient data representation ensures interactive exploration of feature evolution
across time. The purpose of the meta graph is to encode, for all possible features at time T,
their corresponding features in time steps T− 1 and T+ 1. Here, due to the abstract nature
of this data representation, domain experts are allowed to specify an appropriate feature
correspondence metric (e.g., region overlap-based [15], [16], attribute-based [17–19]) based
on the underlying data type. Maintaining this abstraction within the meta graph ensures
its applicability across a wide range of application domains. Additionally, in order to
compute feature correspondences, the relevant hierarchical feature representations that
store the clustering hierarchy of features for each time step of the dynamic data set also
need to be provided.
5.1.1 Meta Graph Construction
Once a feature correspondence metric and the relevant feature hierarchies are spec-
ified, feature correspondences can be extracted for a range of attribute values and then
stored to form a meta graph. In fact, the algorithm to construct this meta graph proceeds
in two steps. First, per-element correspondences are computed using the element ids
stored within the feature hierarchies; second, these correspondences are converted into
per-feature correspondences. Here, it is important to note that this proposed hierarchical
feature representation is able to handle both feature hierarchies, disjoint and overlapping.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the feature hierarchies store element details within the hi-
erarchy on a per-branch (for disjoint hierarchies) or per-node (for overlapping hierarchies)
basis. When computing the per-element correspondences between two time steps, the
specified feature correspondence metric is used to compare two elements. The simplest
example is a region overlap-based metric assigning a 1 to vertices (viT, vjT+1) in consecu-
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tive time steps if the regions overlap for the two vertices and a 0 otherwise. Alternatively,
in the case of Twitter data, a text-based similarity metric can be used to compare tweets
across time.
Once the per-element correspondences are computed, they need to be converted into
per-feature correspondences. For each corresponding pair of elements (eiT, ejT+1) in time
steps T and T+1, their matching features ( fiT, f jT+1) are found. Then, if there does not
yet exist a correspondence between fiT and f jT+1, one is created with the relevant metric
value (i.e., the similarity measure). If a correspondence already exists, the metric value is
accumulated. For example, in the case of a region overlap-based metric, for each successful
pair of overlapping vertices (viT, vjT+1) in time steps T and T+1, either a correspondence
is made between their matching features ( fiT, f jT+1) with the metric value 1; or if a cor-
respondence already exists, its metric value is increased by 1, maintaining the amount of
region overlap between the two features.
These resulting feature correspondences are of two types: correspondences across fea-
tures whose lifetimes overlap and correspondences across features whose lifetimes do
not overlap. As discussed in Section 3.1.1.1, the lifetime of a feature within a disjoint
feature hierarchy is defined by the parameter range of its corresponding branch. In the
case of overlapping feature hierarchies, a feature may contain multiple branches. There-
fore, a feature’s lifetime is defined by the union of the parameter ranges of its branches.
Conceptually, one only needs to keep correspondences between features whose lifetimes
overlap, since only those features can exist simultaneously. When considering localized
parameter values (refer to Figure 3.5c in Section 3.1.2), correspondences between features
whose lifetimes do not overlap are needed as well. However, considering both types of
feature correspondences increases the size of the meta graph immensely, and since only
the former type (correspondences between features whose lifetimes overlap) is commonly
used, only those correspondences are kept within the meta graph structure. When consid-
ering localized parameter values, those additional feature correspondences are computed
at the tracking graph construction time.
Consequently, in order to store only the correspondences across features whose life-
times overlap, the feature correspondences resulting from the second step of the algorithm
are processed. For each corresponding pair of features fiT and f jT+1 in time steps T and
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T+1 with metric value m( fi T , f jT+1), first, it is determined whether the lifetimes of the corre-
sponding features overlap or not. If they do not overlap, and if the feature hierarchies are
non-nested, the correspondence between features fiT and f jT+1 is removed. If they do not
overlap, and if the input feature hierarchies are either nested disjoint feature hierarchies
or nested overlapping feature hierarchies, of the two features, the feature that is lower
in the feature hierarchy is picked. Then, the ancestor/ancestors of that feature, say fk =
ancestor f j( fi), whose lifetimes do overlap are found. Next, the correspondence between
features fiT and f jT+1 is removed and a new correspondence between the feature fiT and
each ancestor feature fk
T+1 is added with metric value m( fi T , f jT+1). In this manner, once all
feature correspondences are processed, only the feature correspondences across features
whose lifetimes overlap are considered. Other feature correspondences are discarded and,
depending on the type of feature hierarchies, additional feature correspondences across
features are added.
If the input feature hierarchies are nested disjoint feature hierarchies, an additional
step is performed on the resulting feature correspondences. This step considers the re-
sulting feature correspondences (existing across features whose lifetimes overlap), and
their metric values are accumulated along the hierarchy. Since features are represented
by subtrees within the nested disjoint feature hierarchy, each feature that corresponds
with a branch also corresponds with all its parent branches. In other words, to use the
metaphor of terrain, the top of the mountain is correlated with its base. Furthermore,
as discussed in Section 3.1.1, the nested feature hierarchy stores each original element
along with the smallest feature that contains it (i.e., a feature contains only its exclusive
elements). Therefore, the resulting feature correspondences, which are computed from
the exclusive element correspondences, need to be accumulated along the hierarchy to
produce the correct feature correspondences. For example, in the case of a region overlap-
based metric, the region overlap of all the descendants of a certain feature is added to
the correspondence of that feature to get an accurate measure. This guarantees that all
ancestor features with the corresponding descendants are considered linked. For nested
overlapping feature hierarchies, due to their overlapping property instead of performing
this accumulation step at the meta graph construction time, it is performed at the tracking
graph construction time.
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Together, all these feature correspondences across the entire data set form the meta
graph. Specifically, the meta graph contains nodes corresponding to all features in the
data set, and each node contains edges to establish correspondences to features in adjacent
time steps whose lifetimes overlap, see Figure 5.1. Additionally, just as with the univariate
feature hierarchies, various feature correspondence-based attributes such as the metric
value can be computed and stored within the meta graph on a per-edge basis. Likewise,
given a feature correspondence metric and the relevant feature hierarchies, the meta graph
structure can be used to efficiently encode the feature correspondences within a data set
for a range of parameter values. More details on this meta graph construction algorithm
can be found in [125].
T=0 T=1 T=2
Figure 5.1: Feature correspondences stored within the meta graph structure. As indicated
with arrows, for all possible features at time T, their correspondences to features whose
lifetimes overlap in the next time step, T+1, are stored. For clarity, only the feature
correspondences related to the highlighted branch in time T = 0 (outlined in blue) are
displayed. Here, the lifetime of a feature is indicated by the parameter range of its
corresponding branch in the disjoint feature hierarchy.
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5.1.2 Feature Evolution Extraction
Given a meta graph and its corresponding feature hierarchies, feature evolution details
can be quickly and easily extracted for a particular parameter setting. For a parameter
value f1, first the feature hierarchies are queried to extract the features at this parameter
value, and then all edges across those features are extracted from the meta graph structure.
Together, these extracted features and edges form the feature evolution details at f1, and
can be easily visualized using a tracking graph, see Figure 5.2.
For all feature hierarchies except nested overlapping feature hierarchies, these edges
extracted from the meta graph represent the correspondences across features at parameter
value f1. As previously mentioned, the accumulation step within the meta graph construc-
tion algorithm is skipped for nested overlapping feature hierarchies. Therefore, in order
T=0 T=1 T=2
Figure 5.2: A tracking graph for a fixed parameter value f1 is obtained by first extracting
the features at f1 from the disjoint feature hierarchies and then their correspondence details
from the meta graph. Here, the extracted feature correspondences are indicated by black
arrows.
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to obtain the accurate feature correspondences, at the tracking graph construction time, all
edges across the children of those features should also be extracted in addition to the edges
extracted earlier, which are all the edges across the features at f1. Then, all these extracted
edges need to be accumulated on a per-connected component basis.
Furthermore, the meta graph structure is flexible enough to analyze feature evolution
details for localized parameter values. Consider the example in Figure 5.3. Here, the
parameter value at time T = 1 is lowered to f2, whereas the parameter values in the two
consecutive time steps are kept at f1. Just as earlier, when obtaining the feature evolution
T=0 T=1 T=2
Figure 5.3: Extraction of a tracking graph with localized parameter values. For the same
example in Figure 5.2, the parameter value at time T = 1 is lowered to f2. When obtaining
the tracking graph, features at parameter value f2 in time T = 1 are extracted, and their
correspondences with features at parameter value f1 in times T = 0 and T = 2 are
obtained. Here, the feature correspondences not stored within the meta graph (i.e., cor-
respondences across features whose lifetimes do not overlap) are computed at the tracking
graph construction time (indicated by the red arrows), and the other correspondences are
obtained from the meta graph (indicated by the black arrows).
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details, first features at each time step are extracted using the feature hierarchies. Then,
all edges across those features are extracted from the meta graph. As some features at
f1 in time T = 0 and at f2 in time T = 1 do not have overlapping lifetimes, their corre-
spondences are not stored within the meta graph. Hence, those feature correspondences
(indicated by the red arrows in Figure 5.3) are computed at the tracking graph construction
time. Specifically, the same aforementioned construction approach in [125] is followed,
and feature correspondence details are computed. Here, if the feature hierarchies are
nested, by making use of the existing feature correspondences in the meta graph, edges
for only a subset of the feature hierarchy have to be computed. Then, those edges are
accumulated with the existing edges. The same process is performed across features at f2
in time T = 1 and f1 in time T = 2. Together, these edges that are computed at the tracking
graph construction time and the earlier extracted features and edges form the final tracking
graph.
Another example is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Here, the parameter value for a selected
feature at time T = 1 is lowered to f2 whereas the parameter values at other features are
kept at f1. Again, the feature correspondences not stored within the meta graph (indicated
by the red arrows in Figure 5.4) are computed at the tracking graph construction time. For
all these cases, in addition to the feature evolution details, feature correspondence-based
attributes stored within the meta graph can also be extracted interactively.
5.1.3 Implementation Details
The meta graph encodes all possible feature correspondences across features whose
lifetimes overlap in adjacent time steps of the entire dynamic data set. Once a feature
correspondence metric and the relevant feature hierarchies are specified for a given data
set, an offline preprocessing step is used to compute this meta graph. As mentioned earlier,
various feature correspondence-based attributes are computed and stored along the meta
graph on a per-edge-basis at the construction time. Once constructed, the meta graph
details are stored in multiple files (i.e., one file per time step), each containing a set of
edges representing its feature correspondences with the next time step.
When exploring feature evolution details, individual files are read as necessary and
stored within a map data structure (i.e., one map data structure per time step). For a
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T=0 T=1 T=2
Figure 5.4: Effects of using localized parameter values on selected features. For the same
example in Figure 5.2, the parameter value for the high valence, merge-split node in time
T = 1, is lowered until it is split into individual nodes. When computing the tracking
graph, feature correspondences across those individual nodes in time T = 1 and features
in times T = 0 and T = 2 are obtained. Again, the feature correspondences not stored
within the meta graph are computed at the tracking graph construction time (indicated by
red arrows), and the rest are extracted from the meta graph (indicated by black arrows).
particular parameter setting, first, for each time step in the data set, all living features are
extracted from their feature hierarchies. Then, for each extracted feature within a time step,
its correspondences with the other extracted features in the next time step are obtained
from the meta graph. Since the necessary feature correspondences are precomputed and
can be accessed through efficient look-ups, all feature evolution details can be extracted
on the fly. When localized parameter values are used, feature correspondences not stored
within the meta graph (i.e., correspondences across features in adjacent time steps whose
lifetimes do not overlap) are computed at the tracking graph construction time. Addi-
tionally, as feature correspondence-based attributes are stored within the meta graph on a
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per-edge basis, meta graphs provide the ability to filter feature evolution details according
to various feature correspondence-based attributes, which effectively changes the feature
corresponding criterion on the fly.
5.1.4 Advantages and Limitations
The meta graph is a generic data representation that can be applied across a range of
application domains. Once an appropriate feature correspondence metric is specified for
a dynamic data set, it is able to encode feature correspondences for a range of parameter
values. Along with the feature correspondences, various feature correspondence-based
attributes can also be stored within this data representation. Consequently, when the
corresponding feature hierarchies are available, the meta graph has the capability to inter-
actively explore feature evolution across time. Here, it is important to note that, given both
types of feature hierarchies, disjoint and overlapping, the meta graph has the capability to
store feature correspondences and explore the feature evolution across time. However,
for nested overlapping feature hierarchies, additional computation at the tracking graph
construction time is needed to obtain the accurate feature correspondences.
This data representation is also flexible enough to ensure interactive extraction of fea-
ture correspondences for both fixed and adaptive parameter values. As the necessary
feature correspondences are precomputed and stored within the meta graph, feature evo-
lution details can be extracted for fixed parameter values without any additional compu-
tation. However, for adaptive parameter values, additional computation is needed to find
correspondences across features whose lifetimes do not overlap. This additional computa-
tion needed can be considered as a drawback of the meta graph structure, but if all possible
feature correspondences are stored within the meta graph, its size increases immensely.
Instead, storing the feature correspondences across only features whose lifetimes overlap
and computing the other correspondences as necessary at the time the tracking graph is
constructed result in amenable data sizes and ensures interactivity. By making use of the
existing feature correspondences in the meta graph, edges for only a subset of the feature
hierarchy have to be computed at this time.
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5.2 Application Results
In this section, application results from atmospheric science and plasma surface inter-
action domains are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the meta graph structure.
5.2.1 Atmospheric Science Data - Thunderstorm
Complexes 08/2011
Understanding how various weather systems develop and evolve across time is benefi-
cial to atmospheric scientists from both research and operational (e.g., weather forecasting)
perspectives. Several atmospheric state variables can be measured to identify high-impact
weather events, one of which is surface atmospheric pressure. Many weather systems
are characterized by variations in surface pressure from the mean pressure value (i.e.,
pressure-perturbations). Accordingly, there is significant interest in extracting and track-
ing pressure-perturbation occurrences both spatially and temporally to better understand
the evolution of weather events.
Here, the same case study considered in Section 4.2.2 is considered. This particular
case study is extracted from a pressure-perturbation data set generated by combining
high-resolution grids of numerical simulations [173] with high-frequency pressure ob-
servations [174], [175]. It involves the development and movement of several distinct
thunderstorm complexes over the Great Plains, and took place from 2100 Universal Co-
ordinated Time (UTC) on August 11, 2011 through 0000 UTC on August 13, 2011. The
original data set for this case study consists of 468 time steps and totals about 850MB.
For this data set, the relevant feature hierarchies and meta graph structures are com-
puted in an offline, preprocessing step. Once the feature hierarchies are computed to
store the clustering hierarchy of pressure-perturbation events for a range of pressure-
perturbation values, the total data size is reduced to ≈ 60MB. A threshold-based segmen-
tation is used to compute these feature hierarchies. During construction, various feature-
based attributes including centroid, area, median magnitude value, maximum/minimum
magnitude value, position of the maximum/minimum magnitude value, long-axis dis-
tance, short-axis distance, long-axis orientation, eccentricity, propagation distance, and
propagation speed are also computed and stored within the feature hierarchies. It is im-
portant to note that a vast majority of these data is used for storing the list of feature-based
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attributes required for feature extraction and spatial information needed for rendering.
For this case study, the collaborating scientists are particularly interested in exploring the
evolution pressure-perturbation events with respect to both region overlap and distance
proximity-based metrics. Therefore, to support their needs, feature correspondence details
for each metric are computed and stored within separate meta graph structures. The fea-
ture correspondence amount (i.e., the amount of region overlap or the length of Euclidean
distance between features) is stored as a feature correspondence-based attribute within
each meta graph. At the end of this step, the meta graph files total around 10MB.
Since the relevant nested feature hierarchies and meta graph structures are precom-
puted, atmospheric scientists are able to interactively explore the entire feature space by
varying the pressure-perturbation value. Such exploration allows scientists to gain in-
sights into which pressure-perturbation parameter range is reasonable for exploring a
particular pressure-perturbation event. Figure 5.5 provides an example in which pressure-
perturbation events near the commonly used 1.0 hPa pressure-perturbation value are ex-
plored. Several pressure-perturbation events in the spatial domain and a portion of their
corresponding tracking graphs across pressure-perturbation values of 0.75 hPa, 1.0 hPa,
and 1.25 hPa are displayed in this example. Here, it is apparent that as the pressure-
perturbation value increases, pressure-perturbation events decrease in both number and
size (with only stable pressure-perturbation events remaining), and the resulting tracking
graph reduces its complexity.
The use of tracking graphs allows scientists to gain a global, concise view of the case
study. These graphs provide insights into the underlying structure of a particular pressure-
(a) 0.75 hPa (b) 1.0 hPa (c) 1.25 hPa
Figure 5.5: Effects of varying the pressure-perturbation value to explore the entire feature
space. The pressure-perturbation events and a portion of their corresponding tracking
graphs are shown at (a) 0.75 hPa, (b) 1.0 hPa, and (c) 1.25 hPa pressure-perturbation values.
In each case, the focus time step of the tracking graph is indicated with a black arrow.
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perturbation event (e.g., its complexity, duration, and other trends). As shown in Fig-
ure 5.6, the resulting graphs indicate that several different weather systems exist in this
case study and that they evolve (for the most part) distinctly over time.
Furthermore, the flexibility in the meta graph to extract feature evolution details for
localized parameter values is of much value. It has the potential to allow atmospheric
scientists to adaptively change the pressure-perturbation value over time to produce better,
more consistent tracking results. For this case study, scientists are particularly interested
in analyzing the evolution of the feature with a bow-like structure (the selected feature
in Figure 5.6). A portion of the global tracking graph for this case study is shown in
Figure 5.7a, and the feature with a bow-like structure is indicated in yellow. According
to the tracking graph in Figure 5.7a, this feature exists for a long period of time, from
T = 100 to T = 145 to T = 165, and then disappears suddenly at T = 165 (i.e., T = 100
to T = 165 is 325min or 5.4hr ). It then appears again at T = 170 and evolves from that
point on. Further investigation reveals that this sudden disappearance and reappearance
of the feature is due to variations in the pressure-perturbation value between T = 165 and
T = 170 and the chosen pressure-perturbation value.
Here, slightly reducing the pressure-perturbation value for all time steps 166 ≤ T ≤
169 (e.g., 0.88 hPa at T = 168) allows scientists to obtain an easily comprehensible track-
ing graph, where this bow-like feature appears consistently across consecutive time steps
between 165 ≤ T ≤ 170, see Figure 5.7b. In particular, for each particular time step
T ∈ (165, 170), an arbitrary cut within the nested feature hierarchy is obtained. The
arbitrary cut obtained for T = 168 is indicated by the black vertical curve in Figure 5.8.
This flexibility in defining localized, per-feature parameter values can provide scientists
insights into features of interest, in this case the bow-like structure. Specifically, for a small
Figure 5.6: A longer tracking graph showing the evolution of pressure-perturbation events
at 1.0 hPa. The evolution of a feature with a bow-like structure is highlighted in red.
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(a) Tracking graph at 1.0 hPa
(b) Same tracking graph using adaptive parameter values
Figure 5.7: An example showing the use of localized parameter values to extract flexible
feature evolution details. (a) A tracking graph at 1.0 hPa showing the sudden disappear-
ance and reappearance of a feature with a bow-like structure (in yellow). This feature
disappears at T = 165 and then reappears at T = 170. Exploring the feature hierarchies
reveals that this is likely due to variations in pressure-perturbation between time steps. (b)
Therefore, by locally modifying the feature parameter values for those time steps (from
T = 165 to T = 170), a much simpler tracking graph, in which this feature is stably
evolving, can be obtained. In both cases, features at several time steps are visualized.
Figure 5.8: For the same tracking graph as in Figure 5.7b, the horizontal graph layout of
the feature hierarchy at T = 168. For this particular time step, the feature hierarchy is a
forest with a pressure-perturbation range 0.9 – 1.1 hPa (increasing from left to right). The
localized, per-feature parameter values are obtained by creating an arbitrary cut (indicated
by the black vertical curve) within a user-defined parameter range (indicated by the red
square).
pressure-perturbation value range around 1.0 hPa, this particular feature exists continu-
ously for a longer period of time than at a fixed pressure-perturbation value (i.e., 1.0 hPa).
More results related to this particular application example can be found in [176].
5.2.2 Plasma-Surface Interactions Data
Here, a data set collected from an atomistic simulation of plasma-surface interactions
is considered. These simulations have shown that helium spontaneously aggregates to
form clusters and eventually bubbles, pushing out tungsten surface defects (i.e., voids
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or cavities) in the process [177–179]. Exploring the evolution of these helium bubbles
to understand the origin of fuzz-like, microscopic damage to tungsten and other metal
surfaces by helium has recently been the focus of significant research. As such, the helium
bubbles are considered to be the features of interest for this type of data. Furthermore,
the clustering hierarchy of helium bubbles is computed using a distance-based clustering
algorithm.
For this particular case, instead of exploring the helium bubble evolution for a range of
distance values, the collaborating scientists are interested in exploring the evolution details
for a specific distance value,
√
3a/2 ≈ 2.75 A˚. Therefore, the nested feature hierarchies
are created for that fixed distance value. In particular, the tightly coupled simulation–
visualization pipeline proposed by Widanagamaachchi et al. [180] is used to compute
the required nested feature hierarchies at distance value ≈ 2.75 A˚. The resulting data
set contains 326 time steps totaling about 18GB of data. Once the feature hierarchies
are obtained, the meta graph structure is computed using a region overlap-based feature
correspondence metric. The resulting data files storing the meta graph structure total about
12MB. Together, the meta graph and feature hierarchies enable interactive exploration of
helium bubble evolution across time.
One of the processes observed in this data set is a rupture of an over-pressurized
helium gas bubble that is near the tungsten surface. As shown in Figure 5.9, this process
is easily observed through visualization. However, due to the complex interactions, the
evolution of the helium bubbles around this bubble burst is not easily perceived. Using
the data stored within the meta graph structure, the evolution of those helium bubbles
can be explored via tracking graphs, as shown in Figure 5.10. More results related to this
particular application example can be found in [180].
5.3 Summary
This chapter discusses how interactive extraction of feature correspondences can be
achieved for features via a novel data representation named meta graph. Specifically, the
meta graph encodes all possible feature correspondences across features whose lifetimes
overlap in adjacent time steps of a dynamic data set. In addition to the feature correspon-
dences, various feature correspondence-based attributes are also stored within this nested
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Figure 5.9: Snapshots around the time the tungsten surface is pushed upward by an over-
pressurized helium bubble (top), and then recoils as the bubble bursts (center, bottom). In
each snapshot, the tungsten voids are indicated in blue, helium bubbles in gray, and the
extracted statistics and bubble evaluation details are also displayed. Here, the simulation
box is ≈ 20 nm wide.
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Figure 5.10: A tracking graph (right) visualizing the evolution of helium bubbles around
the time one helium bubble bursts, the same as in Figure 5.9. The top left and bottom
left images visualize the helium bubbles (color-coded by size using a blue color map) and
tungsten voids (in beige) for two time steps. The bubble that bursts and its evolution are
highlighted in red. For simplicity, only bubbles with size≥500 atoms are visualized.
feature representation. As a result, once the meta graph and its corresponding nested
feature hierarchies are provided, they have the capability to interactively explore feature
evolution over time for a range of parameter values in a general and flexible manner. The
abstract nature of the meta graph enables it to be used across a wide variety of application
domains. This chapter presents the construction, feature evolution extraction, and other
implementation details related to the meta graph structure and also discusses its advan-
tages and limitations. Finally, several application examples from atmospheric science and
plasma-surface interactions domains are presented to demonstrate the utility of this data
representation.
PART III
INTERACTIVE EXPLORATION OF FEATURE
EVOLUTION
CHAPTER 6
LAYOUT AND VISUALIZATION OF FEATURE
EVOLUTION
To better understand the dynamic nature of data, it is important to make use of visual
representations that can present feature evolution details within a dynamic data set in
a comprehensible manner. Among the many visual representations in the literature for
the purpose of visualizing feature evolution, this dissertation focuses on exploring feature
evolution across time with the aid of tracking graphs. As discussed in Chapter 1, tracking
graphs capture concise representations of feature evolution as a collection of feature tracks,
see Figure 1.2. These graphs use constrained graph layouts with one spatial dimension to
indicate time and show the tracks of each feature as it evolves, merges, and/or disappears.
Due to their timeline-based approach, tracking graphs have the capability to present global
overviews of feature evolution for the entire data set in a simple and effective manner.
Additionally, as illustrated in Figure 5.2 in Section 5.1.2, the features and edges extracted
from the meta graph and its corresponding feature hierarchies can be easily visualized
with a tracking graph for a specific parameter value. Therefore, use of tracking graphs
to visualize feature evolution across time fits well with the flexible data representations
discussed in this dissertation.
Many data sets involve thousands of features for hundreds of time steps, and therefore,
tracking graphs can quickly become incomprehensibly large and complex to comprehend.
The sheer number of nodes and edges existing within the tracking graph makes the graph
drawing very challenging. In particular, computing optimal or near-optimal layouts for
a large tracking graph can be expensive, involving large amounts of memory and time
requirements, which can severely hinder the use of tracking graphs within an interactive
setting. Therefore, alternative strategies that can improve the comprehensibility and inter-
activity of tracking graphs, especially for larger data sets, are of utmost importance.
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In order to handle large tracking graphs, this chapter focuses on progressive techniques
to both lay out and visualize tracking graphs. Specifically, tracking graphs are always
processed with respect to a focus time step and a window of interest. Furthermore, a pro-
gressive two-stage layout algorithm is introduced for computing interactive graph layouts
for tracking graphs. This chapter discusses the particulars of this progressive graph layout
and visualization strategy and presents application results to demonstrate its utility.
6.1 Progressive Graph Layout and Visualization
When exploring feature evolution within a dynamic data set, one rarely needs to look at
all features across all time steps simultaneously. Accordingly, processing tracking graphs
with respect to a focus time step and a window of interest is more appropriate. Starting
from a time step of interest, tracking graphs can be progressively visualized both forward
and backward in time up to a specific time window. Such a use of a focus time step and a
window of interest limits the focus of interest to a certain subregion of the global tracking
graph, enabling one to interactively change time steps, expand and contract the window
of interest, and thus explore the entire tracking graph.
However, a progressive visualization strategy alone is not enough to maintain the
interactivity when exploring larger tracking graphs. Interactive graph layout algorithms
should also be maintained. To that end, this chapter introduces a two-stage graph layout
algorithm that employs a fast initial layout and a slower greedy one on tracking graphs. As
a result, a tracking graph is immediately visualized using an initial graph layout, and this
layout is replaced by a better one, with fewer edge intersections, as soon as it is available.
6.1.1 Initial Graph Layout
The first stage in the two-stage graph layout algorithm is visualizing the tracking graph
using an initial graph layout. As discussed in Chapter 3, the feature hierarchies that store
the clustering hierarchy of features can be represented by a tree or a graph. The layout
for the feature hierarchy is most commonly computed by a hierarchical graph layout that
follows a depth-first ordering of its features. This hierarchical graph layout usually places
the root in the middle and its subtrees recursively on either side. This fact can be exploited
to quickly create a reasonable initial graph layout for tracking graphs.
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Consider the example in Figure 6.1. Here, the horizontal graph layout of the feature
hierarchy is considered. For each time step within a tracking graph, all its features can
be placed by looking at the position of the features in the horizontal graph layout of the
feature hierarchy. This choice appears to be random and not clearly optimal, but the
resulting tracking graph layout is better than expected. The reason is that all feature
hierarchies come from a continuously evolving simulation, and are constructed by the
same code that processes the data in the same order. Therefore, these hierarchies naturally
retain some temporal coherence, making the depth-first layout a good initial choice.
The initial layout for an overlapping feature hierarchy can be constructed in a similar
T=0 T=1
T=0 T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4
Figure 6.1: The initial layout produced during the two-stage graph layout algorithm. For
each time step within the tracking graph, its features are placed by looking at the position
of those features in the hierarchical graph layout of the feature hierarchy for that time step.
Specifically, the horizontal layout of the hierarchy is considered here. In practice, the order
of the positions of these features is considered, and then the spacing among the features is
adjusted to be equal.
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manner. As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, overlapping feature hierarchies result in a graph
instead of a tree, and their layout can be computed using the graph’s hierarchical graph
layout. Then, just as earlier, for each time step within a tracking graph, all its features can
be placed by looking at the position of those features in the hierarchical graph layout of
the feature hierarchy for that time step.
6.1.2 Greedy Graph Layout
While the time steps of the tracking graph are progressively laid out and visualized
using the initial graph layout, a greedy layout with fewer edge intersections can be com-
puted in the background. Here, although it is possible to use global layout techniques
on all currently visualized time steps, the result would be in the order O(T2) as the first
three, then the first five, first seven, etc. time steps are considered. Instead, a layered
optimization scheme that moves outward from the focus time step is used to compute this
greedy graph layout. In particular, the layout of the ‘inward’ time step is assumed to be
fixed, and the median heuristic [112] is used to place the new nodes. The median heuristic
places each node in the next time step at the median of all nodes to which it is connected
in the current time step.
This optimization is aimed at minimizing edge length, and thus reduces edge crossings
within the tracking graph. However, heuristics such as this are known to work well for
shorter sequences, which typically are far less constrained than in the global tracking
graph. As such, for smaller graphs, it is quite common for the greedy graph layout to
be entirely free of intersections.
Another important aspect that is considered for the greedy layout is the placement of
newly created nodes not connected to the current time step. One method used, for example
by the popular Dot system [35], is to place such nodes on the top (or bottom) of the graphs.
However, such a node placement strategy results in graphs with extreme aspect ratios.
Therefore, with this proposed greedy graph layout, a list of ‘empty’ positions left by the
median heuristic is maintained for placing new nodes, and thus results in more compact
and visually appealing graph layouts. In practice, at the end of the algorithm, for each
time step in the tracking graph, the order of the feature positions is considered, and their
spacing is adjusted to be equal, see Figure 6.2.
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T=0 T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4
(a) Greedy layout
T=0 T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4
(b) With equal spacing
Figure 6.2: For the same graph as in Figure 6.1, the greedy layout produced during the
two-stage graph layout algorithm. (a) Starting from the focus time step, T = 0, the median
heuristic is used to place each node in the next time step at the median of all nodes to
which it is connected in the current time step. (b) Then, just as earlier, the order of these
feature positions is considered, and their spacing is adjusted to be equal for each time step.
6.1.3 Advantages and Limitations
As the data sizes increase, it becomes challenging to both lay out and visualize tracking
graphs interactively. Here, use of a focus time step and a window of interest is beneficial as
it allows one to focus on subregions of the global tracking graph. It also enables interactive
exploration of the entire tracking graph by changing the focus time step, and by expanding
and contracting the window of interest.
In addition to the focus time step and the window of interest, a two-stage layout
algorithm is used to compute graph layouts for tracking graphs. One main advantage of
this two-stage layout algorithm is its capability to produce progressive results. The initial
layout of the two-stage layout algorithm is computed based on the horizontal layout of the
feature hierarchy. It is important to note that, since the structure of the feature hierarchy
is fixed for each time step, its horizontal graph layout can be computed once in an offline
preprocessing step. Therefore, for every parameter change, the initial layout of the tracking
graph can be quickly and easily computed without any computation. Specifically, the
greedy layout uses a layered graph drawing algorithm coupled with a median heuristic.
This layered scheme fits well with the other progressive visualization techniques used
on tracking graphs, and thus allows results to be progressively integrated with the final
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tracking graph. Moreover, the median heuristic works well for shorter sequences, which
typically are far less constrained than the global tracking graph. However, as the time steps
increase, the median heuristic pushes the edge intersections outward, without resolving
them, and thus the resulting graph layout is not optimal.
6.2 Application Results
In this section, results from two combustion data sets are presented to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the progressive graph layout and visualization strategy discussed in this
chapter.
6.2.1 Combustion Data - Hydrogen Flame with
No Turbulence
First, the same hydrogen flame combustion data set in Section 3.2.2 is considered. The
features of interest for this data set are the burning cells. The clustering hierarchy of these
burning cells is computed using threshold-based segmentation. For this data set, the meta
graph structure is computed using a region overlap-based feature correspondence metric.
Figure 6.3a shows a small portion of a tracking graph in both the initial as well as
the greedy layouts. Clearly, the initial layout is inferior, creating a large number of edge
crossings, yet it still proves valuable for large tracking graphs as it provides immediate
feedback about the size and complexity of the tracking graph. In addition, even in the
initial layout there exist noticeable subgroups of nodes that behave similarly, and are laid
out in parallel as a result of the natural temporal coherency present in the data.
The median heuristic used within the greedy layout is known to work well for shorter
sequences, which typically are far less constrained than in a global tracking graph. Con-
sequently, as illustrated in Figure 6.3b, the greedy layout can return layouts of smaller
graphs entirely free of intersections. Even for larger graphs, the greedy layout is able to
minimize edge crossings. In fact, the layered scheme used by the greedy layout pushes
the edge intersections within the tracking graph outward of the focus time step, without
resolving them.
For another simpler tracking graph from this data set, Figure 6.4 compares a greedy
layout produced by the two-stage graph layout algorithm with the one produced by Dot.
For this particular example, the two graph layouts are almost the same, with the only
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(a) Initial graph layout (b) Greedy graph layout
Figure 6.3: For a small tracking graph in the hydrogen flame combustion data set, graph
layouts produced at each stage of the progressive two-stage graph layout algorithm. (a)
Initial graph layout produced by using each time step’s hierarchy layout. (b) Greedy
graph layout produced using a layered optimization scheme, with the use of the median
heuristic. In each graph, the focus time step is indicated with a black arrow.
difference being that in the greedy layout the newly created nodes are placed on the empty
positions left by the median heuristic, whereas in the Dot layout those nodes are placed on
top. More results related to this particular application example can be found in [125], [167].
6.2.2 Combustion Data - Low Swirl Flame
The second combustion data set represents a device scale, lean, premixed, low-swirl
flame computed using a low Mach number combustion code (LMC) [181]. It consists of 331
time steps of an AMR grid at an effective resolution of 1024× 1024× 1024, totaling about 4
TB of raw simulation data. Just as with the hydrogen flame data set, the feature of interest
for this data set is also the burning cells. The clustering hierarchy of these burning cells for
the fuel consumption rate is computed using threshold-based segmentation. Additionally,
various feature-based attributes such as feature volume, average temperature, average H2
consumption rate, and position are computed and stored within the hierarchy. After the
preprocessing steps to create the feature hierarchies, the data size is reduced to ≈ 22GB.
Furthermore, the feature correspondences computed using a region overlap-based feature
correspondence metric are stored in the meta graph structure. Those files total around
4.6GB.
Figure 6.5 shows a comparison between a layout computed in Dot and one produced
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(a) Greedy graph layout (b) Dot graph layout
Figure 6.4: Comparing graphs layouts for a small tracking graph in the hydrogen flame
combustion data set. (a) & (b) A comparison of the greedy layout produced by the
progressive two-stage graph layout algorithm with the one produced by Dot, respectively.
In each graph, the focus time step is indicated with a black arrow.
(a) Greedy graph layout (b) Dot graph layout
Figure 6.5: Comparing graphs layouts for a complex tracking graph in the Swirl flame
combustion data set. (a) & (b) A comparison of the greedy layout produced by the
progressive two-stage graph layout algorithm with the one produced by Dot, respectively.
In each graph, the focus time step is indicated with a black arrow.
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by the greedy layout. As illustrated, Dot seems unable to reuse the space occupied by
dying nodes, and as a result creates a graph with extreme aspect ratios that is very difficult
to explore let alone understand. The greedy layout of the proposed two-stage layout
algorithm, on the other hand, manages to create a fairly compact layout with relatively
few intersections. Overall, this greedy layout can produce more edge intersections, yet
the resulting graph is still significantly more comprehensible. More results related to this
particular application example can be found in [125].
6.3 Summary
This chapter introduces a progressive graph layout and visualization strategy that al-
lows interactive exploration of tracking graphs, providing the flexibility to change both
feature parameters and correspondence metrics on the fly. Specifically, a tracking graph
is always processed with respect to a focus time step. Starting from this time step, nodes
and edges are iteratively added both forward and backward in time up to a user-defined
time window to form the tracking graph. As computing optimal or near-optimal layouts
is expensive for larger graphs, a progressive two-stage graph layout algorithm is used
to interactively visualize tracking graphs. In particular, a tracking graph is immediately
visualized with a suboptimal layout that is replaced with a better one as soon as it is avail-
able. As fewer constraints must be considered, this proposed progressive graph layout
and visualization strategy have the capability to produce layouts that are locally superior
to a global approach. Here, several application examples from the combustion domain are
also presented to demonstrate the utility of this proposed graph layout and visualization
strategy.
CHAPTER 7
REDUCING VISUAL COMPLEXITY OF
FEATURE EVOLUTION
This dissertation focuses on understanding dynamic data sets by exploring the evo-
lution of their features with the aid of tracking graphs. To effectively understand the
dynamic nature of data, it is essential to identify the underlying patterns and trends within
data. However, for many dynamic data sets, even within a window of interest and with
optimized graph layouts, the large number of features and their complex relationships
make the resulting tracking graphs unmanageably large and difficult to understand. For
instance, data sets often contain many spatially small features that are not necessarily of
interest to the analysis. In addition, tracking graphs also contain spurious merge and split
events that convey very little information and add clutter to the tracking graph. In many
cases, such spurious merge and split events appear as a result of unavoidable instabilities
in the parameter choices. As a result, it is not only impossible to follow a given feature
through time but also difficult to identify the salient features within tracking graphs.
This chapter introduces two new strategies to reduce the visual complexity of tracking
graphs. First, the definition and extraction of subgraphs is enabled to provide the flex-
ibility to isolate interesting feature tracks and suppress small spurious structures within
tracking graphs. Second, localized parameter values are used on the tracking graphs to
remove artifacts that result from the effects of parameter instabilities. In particular, a
novel, progressive, three-pass layout algorithm that locally adapts the parameter values
within a given error bound is presented. This algorithm exploits the flexibility of defining
temporally and spatially varying parameter values to produce more temporally cohesive
and easier-to-comprehend tracking graphs. The specific details of these strategies are




For complex tracking graphs, it is often very difficult to grasp the evolution of certain
features at first glance. It can also be difficult to identify the salient features within these
graphs. In such a setting, defining and extracting subgraphs in both space and time
provide the flexibility to isolate interesting feature tracks. It also has the potential to
suppress small spurious structures in tracking graphs. In this dissertation two approaches,
filtering and feature selecting, are utilized to interactively subselect tracking graphs. In
both cases, the focus is to reduce the number of nodes and edges in the graph so that its
underlying patterns can be easily identifiable.
7.1.1 Filtering
Filtering is a simple but highly effective technique that can reduce the visual complex-
ity of tracking graphs without loosing pertinent information. As previously mentioned,
filtering has the capability to isolate feature tracks and suppress small spurious structures.
In particular, filtering can be used to subselect graphs based on various feature-based and
feature correspondence-based attributes. As discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, various
feature-based and feature correspondence-based attributes are precomputed within the
data representations; therefore, this information can be easily used to filter tracking graphs.
Even in the cases in which attribute values are not stored (e.g., the meta graph does not
store feature correspondence-based attributes among features whose lifetimes do not over-
lap), those attribute values can be quickly computed at the tracking graph construction
time.
Various feature track-based attributes such as the total amount of time of a feature’s
existence (i.e., track length), the maximum feature volume can also be computed at the
tracking graph construction time. As a result, a tracking graph can be filtered based on
its feature track-based attributes, which then subselects graphs based on the evolution of
features in time. For instance, filtering tracking graphs based on the length of a track allows
small spurious structures to be suppressed. Additionally, given a bounding box of interest,
tracking graphs can also be filtered to spatially subselect features by screening according
to the feature bounding box. Combined, these filtering options significantly reduce the
visual complexity of the tracking graph by lowering both node and edge counts.
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7.1.2 Feature Selection
Instead of filtering where the visual complexity of tracking graphs is reduced by screen-
ing nodes and edges based on various attribute values, sometimes it is more useful to con-
centrate on a particular feature and its evolution across time. For instance, dynamic data
sets may contain salient features for which understanding their evolution is particularly
interesting to domain scientists. Here, selecting a certain feature or a set of features in the
tracking graph and then extracting all feature tracks related to those features is useful. This
type of feature selection reduces the visual complexity of tracking graphs by focusing on a
subset of the global tracking graph.
7.1.3 Implementation Details
As discussed in Chapter 6, tracking graph layout and visualization is deliberately de-
signed to be conducted in a progressive fashion, and, therefore, integrating the filtering
strategy is comparatively simple. Starting from a time step of interest, as nodes and
their corresponding edges are progressively added to the tracking graph both forward
and backward in time, those nodes and edges can be filtered according to the current
filters before passing them to the layout algorithm. When integrating the feature selection
strategy, a certain feature or a set of features in the focus time step can be selected, and
then graph connectivity can be used to extract all related feature tracks both forward and
backward in time. In each of these cases, the layout of the subgraph is computed and
visualized in a progressive fashion.
7.1.4 Advantages and Limitations
Both graph subselection approaches, filtering and feature selecting, can be used to re-
duce the number of nodes and edges in a tracking graph. In consequence of this reduction
in visual complexity within tracking graphs, the underlying patterns and trends within
data can be easily identified. However, one disadvantage of these graph subselection
approaches is that they do not remove the artifacts that result from the effects of parameter
instabilities.
The first subselection approach, filtering, is particularly helpful as it can subselect
graphs based on various attributes. Based on a single attribute value or a range of at-
tribute values, tracking graphs can be filtered to isolate interesting feature tracks and to
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suppress small structures within the graph. As most of these attributes are precomputed
and stored within the flexible data representations, filtering based on various feature-based
and feature correspondence-based attributes can be easily incorporated. In addition to the
feature-based and feature correspondence-based filtering, feature track-based filtering can
also be performed. However, it involves extra computation at the tracking graph construc-
tion time. Despite this extra computation, filtering based on feature track-based attributes
has the potential to suppress small structures within the graph. Another advantage of
filtering is that it can be easily integrated into the tracking graph extraction process. It fits
well with the progressive graph layout and visualization strategy proposed in Chapter 6.
The second approach, feature selection, provides the means to reduce the visual com-
plexity of tracking graphs in a different manner than filtering. This approach subselects
graphs by focusing on a particular feature or a set of features and their evolution in time.
This ability to extract evolution details related to a particular feature and suppress the rest
of the features is one of its advantages. This approach also fits well with the progressive
graph layout and visualization strategy proposed in Chapter 6. However, this type of
graph subselection is effective only if the salient features can be identified and selected
within the tracking graph. It might not, therefore, be the optimal way of reducing the
visual complexity of tracking graphs in all dynamic data sets.
7.2 Localized Parameter Values
All feature definitions are slightly unstable (i.e., a feature may hover right at a particular
parameter value). Over time, depending on whether a slightly higher or lower parameter
value is selected, these features cause repeated merge and split events in the tracking
graph. These types of spurious merge and split events typically convey little information
of interest and clutter the view, making postprocessing of the tracking graphs unnecessar-
ily difficult. Therefore, it is advantageous to remove such events, so the tracking graphs are
more stable, easier to interpret, and better at representing the fundamental trends within
the data. Filtering and graph subselection, although very helpful in isolating feature tracks
and suppressing small spurious structures, do not help in removing these spurious merge
and split events.
It is important to realize that choosing a single global parameter value is convenient
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but by no means necessary or ideal. Additionally, it is well known that many features
benefit from localized parameter values [182], [183], [62]. For example, in [183] the authors
scale the parameter values by the standard deviation, and in [62] a scaling based on the
local extremum is used. Furthermore, in most applications, the specific choice of param-
eter value is rather arbitrary, and any parameter value within some reasonable range is
acceptable to the domain experts. As a result, this flexibility in choosing a parameter
value is exploited, and a novel method for reducing the visual complexity of tracking
graphs within a tightly controlled error bound (i.e., a reasonable range around a selected
parameter value) is presented for removing the spurious merge and split events existing
in the tracking graphs.
7.2.1 Progressive Adaptation of Parameter Values
This section introduces a new progressive three-pass layout algorithm that adjusts the
tracking graph by locally adapting the feature parameter values within a user-defined
parameter range. These local adaptations in the parameter values change the feature def-
initions and as a consequence remove the artifacts that arise from the effects of parameter
instabilities, reducing the overall visual complexity of tracking graphs. In practice, these
local changes in parameter values correspond to adjusting the cut-points within the feature
hierarchies to create an arbitrary cut rather than a horizontal one (refer to Figure 3.5c in
Section 3.1.2). The resulting tracking graphs are more stable, easier to interpret, and better
at representing the fundamental trends within the data.
The first step toward such an algorithm is to define an objective function with respect to
which the tracking graph should be optimized. In most applications, it is observed that for
both postprocess analysis and visualization, domain experts prefer tracking graphs with
long tracks of valence two nodes (i.e., features that evolve in isolation). Consequently,
when reducing the visual complexity of tracking graphs, this adaptive algorithm focuses
on reducing the total number of nonvalence two nodes. This reduction includes both splits
and merges with valences greater than two as well as births and deaths with valence one.
However, computing the optimal graph with the fewest nonvalence two nodes within a
given parameter value range is NP-hard.
Instead, this algorithm utilizes a greedy heuristic that is efficient to implement and
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has been shown to be highly effective in practice. Given a range of acceptable parameter
values or alternatively an error bound around an ideal parameter value, the tracking graph
is optimized in a greedy fashion. Once the domain experts select a parameter value range,
the tracking graph is optimized in three passes: left to right, right to left, and a final
left to right. During each pass, as the sweep through time steps in the tracking graph
is made, features in the ‘previous’ time step (depending on the direction of the pass, this
time step could be either earlier or later in time) are always considered fixed, and the
parameter values of the features in the current time step are adapted accordingly. In the
first two passes, the graph is greedily adjusted to delay any event causing a nonvalence
two node (i.e., merge, split, birth, and death). More specifically, when a split event is
encountered, those split features are merged if it is possible within the selected parameter
range. Similarly, when a merge event is encountered, if it is possible, the parameter value
is adjusted to split those features.
Consider the example in Figure 7.1. The initial tracking graph, shown in Figure 7.1a,
contains a blue feature that temporally splits before merging into the light pink one. The
corresponding feature hierarchies for this tracking graph show that this blue feature is
slowly being replaced by the light pink feature, and that the split-merge event occurs
when both features exist simultaneously in the same time step. During the first pass
(left to right), this split event is delayed by lowering the parameter value locally, which
incidentally resolved the later merge event, creating a single clean history, see Figure 7.1b.
Furthermore, the purple-red merge event is also delayed by one time step even though it is
not resolved. Finally, the yellow birth and death events are also delayed and are eventually
resolved. During the second pass (right to left), the remaining events from the previous
pass are delayed in the other direction. As shown in Figure 7.1c, at the end of the second
pass, the green split is removed, and the purple-red merge event is moved further to the
left.
The first two passes simplify the tracking graph by locally adjusting the parameter
values of the features causing a nonvalence two node. However, as a side effect, any event
that cannot be resolved within the acceptable parameter value range is first moved as far
right and then as far left as possible. Although these event changes are valid within the
parameter value range, they do not improve the tracking graph and needlessly distort
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(a) Initial tracking graph and its feature hierarchies
(b) After first pass (left to right)
(c) After second pass (right to left)
Figure 7.1: Progressive adaptation of parameter values within a tracking graph. (a) The
initial tracking graph and its corresponding feature hierarchies. (b) Result after the first
pass (left to right). Here, the blue split-merge and the yellow death-birth events have
been resolved by slightly lowering the parameter value. The purple-red merge event has
also been moved to the right by raising the parameter value, but it cannot be resolved as
the purple feature disappears. (c) Result after the second pass (right to left). Here, the
red-green split event has been resolved by slightly lowering the parameter value. The
unresolved purple-red merge event from the previous pass is now moved to the left, yet it
still cannot be resolved as the saddle necessary to affect the merge is outside the acceptable
parameter value range. The third pass (which is not shown here) moves this purple-red
merge event back to its original location so that the deviation from the original parameter
is minimized.
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the feature parameter values. Therefore, the third and final pass (left to right), rather
than further simplifying the graph, attempts to correct this problem by minimizing the
deviation in the parameter values. This pass moves the unresolved events back to their
original parameter value. In the case of the earlier example, the unresolved purple-red
merge event would be moved back to its original location in Figure 7.1a.
In practice, this parameter adaptation process is driven by the domain expert selecting
a focus time step and a parameter value range. Since the parameter value for the focus time
step is user-selected, it is reasonable to assume that those features at the focus time step are
‘correctly’ selected and can be taken as ground truths. Therefore, depending on whether
the focus time step should be modified or not, two modes of tracking graph adaptation
can be supported. For the first case, in which the focus time step should be modified, the
entire tracking graph is processed as described above. In the second case, the parameter
adaptation process proceeds simultaneously both forward and backward in time, keeping
the focus time step unmodified. Instead of three passes, only two passes are required as
any event that has not been resolved in the first pass cannot be resolved at all. In the case of
the earlier example in Figure 7.1, the red-green split would not be resolved if the first time
step were to be kept fixed. In both modes, during each pass as local, per-feature parameter
values are changed, there will be features whose lifetimes do not overlap, and therefore,
correspondences across those features are computed at tracking graph construction time.
7.2.2 Implementation Details
The proposed algorithm is dependent on the selection of a focus time step and a rea-
sonable parameter value range. Once those are selected, the algorithm is implemented
in a progressive manner. In particular, each pass in the algorithm sweeps through the
time steps in the tracking graph. During this sweep, features in the ‘previous’ time step
are considered fixed, and the parameter values of features in the current time step are
adjusted to reduce events causing a nonvalence two node. Here, results from each pass
are progressively computed, and their results are progressively visualized in the form of
tracking graphs. As the processing in each pass is computed in a sweeping fashion, the
results are presented progressively. Additionally, depending on whether the focus time
step is modified or not, the third pass of the algorithm can be skipped.
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7.2.3 Advantages and Limitations
Localized parameter values can significantly improve the tracking graphs for easier
interpretation. Specifically, the proposed algorithm locally adapts the parameter values of
features within a given error bound, and as a consequence reduces the artifacts that arise
from the effects of parameter instabilities. Due to its greedy heuristic, it is able to present
fast and effective results, and is simple and efficient to implement as well. Furthermore, the
progressive nature of the algorithm makes it easy to integrate the algorithm to the tracking
graph construction and visualization process. In practice, this algorithm requires only a
focus time step and a parameter value range to be selected, and it also has the flexibility to
fix the features within the focus time step during the parameter adaptation process.
However, approaches based on localized parameter values such as this are limited to
the feature definitions given in the feature representations. In particular, the nonvalence
two nodes can be reduced only if it is possible within the selected parameter value range.
Furthermore, although effective, this algorithm contains a clear order dependency. Due to
the greedy nature of the algorithm, each pass is optimal, but there is no guarantee that the
final graph is optimal (i.e., has the fewest nonvalence two nodes). Another limitation is
that reducing the number of nonvalence two nodes might not be a favorable metric across
all applications. In general, this metric favors fewer features that stay stable over time and
in certain cases is also prone to suppress features. As such, alternate metrics, based on
which tracking graphs are optimized to reduce the effects of parameter instabilities, can be
explored to improve the tracking graphs.
7.3 Application Results
As per the discussion in this chapter, this dissertation utilizes several strategies to
reduce the visual complexity within tracking graphs. In the following section, the effective-
ness of those strategies is demonstrated using results from several application domains.
7.3.1 Ocean Data
First, an ocean eddies data set obtained from the Los Alamos National Laboratory’s
Parallel Ocean Program (POP) [184] is considered. This data set contains data for the entire
year of 2002 (i.e., 365 time steps) at an effective resolution of 3600× 2400× 1, totaling about
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529.8GB of raw data. Although these data are originally 3D, since the z velocities in the
data are negligible, they are often ignored. In this case, the top layer of data is extracted,
and the evolution of ocean eddies is explored under varying Okubo-Weiss values. During
a preprocessing step, first, the eddy hierarchies for a range of Okubo-Weiss values are com-
puted, resulting in≈ 8.4GB data. Along with the hierarchies, feature-based attributes such
as feature volume, temperature, latitude, and longitude are stored. Then, correspondences
across eddies are computed using a region overlap-based feature correspondence metric,
and are stored in the meta graph structure. These meta graph files total around ≈ 4GB.
The resulting tracking graphs for this data set contain a relatively large number of long
and stable feature tracks (i.e., features that evolve in isolation), across a large range of
Okubo-Weiss values. Nevertheless, due to the large overall feature count, these tracking
graphs are still dense and complex. Here, the graph subselection methods discussed,
specifically filtering, are of much value to domain experts. These graph subselection
methods enable domain experts to explore certain regions of interest in the ocean, identify
prominent eddies, and track their evolution across time. Figure 7.2 shows tracking graph
results after filtering by the volume of an eddy.
7.3.2 Atmospheric Science Data - Severe Weather
Outbreak 05/2011
In this section, a second case study extracted from the same pressure-perturbation
data set as in Sections 4.2.2 and 5.2.1 is considered. This pressure-perturbation data set
is generated by combining high-resolution grids of numerical simulations [173] with high-
frequency pressure observations [174], [175]. The case study itself demonstrates a very
complex but fairly frequent meteorological situation. It took place from 0000 UTC May
24, 2011 to 0000 UTC May 26, 2011. At the beginning of this period, a discrete propagat-
ing convective system moves southeast through Oklahoma and Arkansas. Then, another
propagating system forms and moves through northern Kansas from 1000-1700 UTC May
24. Beyond 2100 UTC May 24, a large-scale low-pressure system that forms over Eastern
Colorado results in the development of several individual thunderstorms and mesoscale
gravity waves. These individual thunderstorms then begin to congeal into many linear
segments as they propagate northeast from Oklahoma and Kansas and into Missouri.
The original data for this case study contain 576 time steps and total ≈ 670MB of raw
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(a) Original tracking graph
(b) Filtered tracking graph
Figure 7.2: An example from the ocean eddies data set where the tracking graph in (a) has
been filtered to contain only features with a volume≥2000. The resulting tracking graph is
shown in (b). For each tracking graph, the focus time step is indicated with a black arrow,
and the features at the focus time step are visualized along each graph.
data. Once the feature hierarchies are computed using threshold-based segmentation to
store the clustering hierarchy of pressure-perturbation events, and the meta graphs are
computed using a region overlap-based feature correspondence metric, the total data size
is reduced to around 400MB.
Furthermore, the ability to filter tracking graphs based on various attributes is partic-
ularly helpful in reducing the visual complexity of tracking graphs for this data set. In
this case, filtering based on feature track-based attributes (which are computed at tracking
graph construction time), specifically filtering based on the total propagation distance
of a feature, reveals interesting insights about this data set. For the tracking graph in
Figure 7.3a, the total propagation distance of a feature is used to filter the tracking graph
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(a) Tracking graph for the original data set
(b) Graph in (a) filtered by total propagation distance of a feature
(c) Tracking graph for the cleaner, better preprocessed data set
Figure 7.3: For the atmospheric science case study, comparison of tracking graphs ex-
tracted for the two data sets. (a) Tracking graph constructed from the original data set.
(b) Tracking graph after filtering the graph in (a) by total propagation distance of a feature
(≥10). (c) For the same focus time window, its equivalent tracking graph for the better
preprocessed data set. In each graph, the focus time step is indicated with a black arrow,
and the features at the focus time step are visualized along each graph.
and retain those features that are nonstationary, see Figure 7.3b. Comparing these filtered
features against the radar imagery indicates the existence of noise within the data set, see
Figure 7.4. Specifically, those filtered, stationary features should be considered background
noise and need to be ignored in the analysis. This new insight regarding ‘stationary’ noise
within the data has inspired the collaborating scientists to improve their preprocessing
process to remove such background noise more effectively. Consequently, the atmospheric
scientists are able to generate a cleaner data set totaling ≈ 1.1GB for the same case study.
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(a) Original data set (b) Cleaner, better preprocessed data set
Figure 7.4: For the atmospheric science case study, features existing at 1.0 hPa for the
same time step (at T = 326) in both (a) the original data set and (b) the cleaner, better
preprocessed data set are visualized alongside their radar imagery. As indicated in the
images, the preprocessed data set (b) contains less noise than the original data set (a).
For this new data set, the total data size for the feature hierarchies and meta graphs is
around 80MB. Figure 7.3c shows an equivalent but cleaner tracking graph of Figure 7.3a
for this new data set. When exploring this new data set, the tracking graphs clearly reveal
the complexity of the case study, with large and complex graph structures, see Figure 7.5.
More results related to this particular application example can be found in [176].
7.3.3 Combustion Data - Hydrogen Flame with
No Turbulence
In this section, the same combustion data set in Sections 3.2.2 and 6.2.1 is considered.
The feature hierarchies for this data set store the clustering hierarchy of burning cells
and are computed using threshold-based segmentation, and the meta graph structure is
computed using a region overlap-based feature correspondence metric. The original data
set totals around 400GB. After the preprocessing steps to create the feature hierarchies and
meta graph, the data size is reduced to ≈800MB.
Figure 7.6 shows several examples from this data set, where graphs have been subs-
elected based on filtering and feature selection. Both of these graph subselection options
have the capability to isolate interesting feature tracks within tracking graphs. Specifi-
cally, filtering by the values of attributes or based on a bounding box of interest reduces
the visual complexity of tracking graphs by screening nodes and edges, whereas feature
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Figure 7.5: For the better preprocessed data set in the atmospheric science case study, a
longer tracking graph showing the evolution of pressure-perturbation events for 49 time
steps at 1.0 hPa. For the two selected feature tracks in red, the features existing at T = 307,
T = 315, T = 316, and T = 318 time steps are visualized. This graph clearly shows the
complexity within this case study. Several thunderstorm complexes appear to merge, split,
form, and dissipate.
(a) Subgraphs in space
(b) Subgraphs relative to a feature of interest
Figure 7.6: For the hydrogen flame combustion data set, extracting local graphs either
in (a) space or (b) relative to a feature of interest. In each case, the tracking graphs both
before (left) and after (right) the selection are shown. In each graph, the focus time step is
indicated with a black arrow. For additional details, the features at the focus time step are
displayed alongside the tracking graphs. In those features, the bounding box of interest in
(a) and the selected feature of interest and its track in (b) are indicated in red.
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selection can focus on a particular feature or a set of features and their evolution across
time.
Another example from this data set, where the visual complexity of tracking graph has
been reduced using the proposed three-pass layout algorithm, is shown in Figure 7.7. The
localized parameter values within a complex tracking graph have been modified within a
reasonable parameter range to produce cleaner, easier-to-interpret tracking graphs. Sev-
eral other results related to this application example can be found at [125], [167].
7.3.4 Combustion Data - Turbulent Counterflow Flame
As a second combustion data set, a data set from a simulation of a flame in a highly
turbulent premixed counterflow is considered. The original data for this simulation have
a resolution of 432× 640× 640 at 1048 time steps and total around 2.7TB. The extinction
regions in the flame are considered to be the feature of interest for this data set, and
understanding how these extinction regions evolve across time is of utmost importance
to the collaborating scientists. To this end, the clustering hierarchy of extinction regions
for a range of parameter values is computed using a threshold-based segmentation. The
feature-based attributes such as feature curvature, area, circumference, normal strain, and
tangential strain are computed and stored within the hierarchy.
Due to the large data sizes within the original data set (2.7TB), the preprocessing steps
to create these feature hierarchies have been performed at NERSC on the Carver cluster
with 16, 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon processors per node. The resulting data size is≈ 670MB. For
this simulation, the flame surface is rather stationary, so a simple distance-based feature
correspondence metric is used for tracking these extinction regions across time. The feature
correspondences computed are stored in the meta graph structure, and those files total
around 63MB.
This data set contains far fewer features but due to the nature of the data, analysis is
more parameter unstable. In other words, features contain unstable parameters, making
it hard to select a fixed parameter value on which to explore feature evolution. Here, the
proposed three-pass layout algorithm that removes artifacts that result from the effects of
parameter instabilities by utilizing localized parameter values is of much value. Figure 7.8
shows an example from this data set, where the localized parameter values have been
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(a) Original tracking graph
(b) Simplified tracking graph
(c) Features (left) and the user-defined parameter range (right)
Figure 7.7: An example from the hydrogen flame combustion data set where the tracking
graph in (a) has been simplified within the user-defined parameter range to produce the
simpler tracking graph in (b). In each tracking graph, the focus time step is indicated with
a black arrow. For the graph in (a), both features (left) and the user-defined parameter
range (right) at the focus time step are displayed in (c).
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Figure 7.8: A tracking graph simplification example from the counterflow combustion data
set. The features and the tracking graph both before (top) and after (bottom) the parameter
adaptation process are displayed. Most of the simplified features are too small to see at this
scale, and thus are insignificant, but without localized parameter values, those features
create a substantially more complex tracking graph.
used to extract cleaner tracking graphs for visualization and analysis. More results related
to this particular application example can be found in [167].
7.4 Summary
Data size, spatially small features, artifacts, and noise within data can cause tracking
graphs to become nearly unmanageably large and difficult to understand. This chapter
discusses novel strategies to reduce the visual complexity within tracking graphs. Specifi-
cally, using two graph subselection approaches, filtering and feature selecting, subgraphs
are defined and extracted. These approaches provide the flexibility to isolate interesting
feature tracks and suppress small spurious structures in tracking graphs. Furthermore, a
new progressive three-pass layout algorithm that can reduce the artifacts resulting from
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effects of parameter instabilities is also introduced. This chapter presents the algorithm
and other implementation details related to these proposed strategies. Finally, several
application examples from ocean science, atmospheric science, and combustion domains
are presented to demonstrate the utility of the proposed strategies.
PART IV






For understanding dynamic data sets via exploring the evolution of features, apart
from methods for encoding and extracting features and their correspondence details, it is
also essential to maintain an interactive visualization and analysis environment. As dis-
cussed in Section 1.2.3, a wide variety of approaches exist for the purpose of studying the
dynamic aspects of data sets. However, it is often the case that most of these approaches are
custom tailored to their specific use cases. With respect to the general notion of dynamic
features, this specialization aspect is rather arbitrary and unnecessary. Instead, rather than
focusing on one specific domain, a generic approach that is applicable across a variety of
application domains, is more appropriate, and has the potential for understanding feature
evolution across time in a more general fashion. This chapter discusses different aspects
of a novel generic framework intended for exploring feature evolution across time and
presents several application examples to demonstrate its generality.
8.1 Generic Framework for Exploring Feature Evolution
This section provides a comprehensive description of a generic framework for explor-
ing feature evolution across time, partitioned into several subsections dealing with design,
visualization, exploration, and implementation. Here, the generalization of this frame-
work is achieved through abstraction. Given the appropriate abstractions for feature def-
initions and their correspondences, as discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, efficient data
structures and visualization techniques are integrated to design a system for addressing
the general task of understanding feature evolution across time. If necessary, this proposed
generic framework also has leeway for including additional domain specific functionality
to better facilitate the requirements of scientists.
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8.1.1 Framework Design
This proposed generic framework consists of three views: feature hierarchy, feature
evolution, and data embedding. The first two views present general conceptual views of
the time-dependent feature hierarchies, whereas the third presents a view for the geomet-
ric embedding of features, see Figure 8.1. Combined, these views allow users to explore
features and their evolution and how different scales affect their behavior.
8.1.1.1 Graph Display for Feature Hierarchy
As the name suggests, this component is dedicated to visualizing the feature hierar-
chies of each time step. For a particular data set, as discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5,
its hierarchical feature representations can result in either a tree or a graph. In this view,
a feature hierarchy in either of these forms is visualized via a hierarchical graph layout.
For a given data set, this hierarchical graph layout of each feature hierarchy follows the
depth-first ordering of its features and is computed only once as the data are read for the
first time. Specifically, the feature hierarchy for a user-defined focus time stop is visualized
Figure 8.1: The system contains a view for (a) data embedding, (b) feature hierarchy, and
(c) feature evolution. The data embedding view consists of several subcomponents: (d)
a word cloud, (e) textual, (f) geometric embedding, and (g) geospatial views. Here, a
healthcare data set is used, and a selected feature and its track are indicated in red.
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in this view. When the focus time step is changed, the new feature hierarchy is visualized
using the computed graph layout, and as the scale changes its active features are high-
lighted. As shown in Figure 8.1b, the selected parameter value for the full parameter range
is displayed in a black vertical line, and the active features are highlighted in prominent
colors. Additionally, for flexibility, the feature hierarchy is allowed to be visualized either
horizontally or vertically. As the number of features within a time step increases, their
feature hierarchies also become complex and difficult to understand. Therefore, this view
allows visualizing certain slabs within the feature hierarchy. For example, as displayed in
Figure 8.2, when users define a fuzzy parameter region for simplifying the tracking graphs
(for the three-pass layout algorithm discussed in Section 7.2.1), the feature hierarchy slabs
for those fuzzy regions are visualized along with its range of outcomes.
8.1.1.2 Graph Display for Feature Evolution
In this view, the evolution of features is visualized with the use of tracking graphs. A
tracking graph looks similar in nature to parallel coordinates and displays a collection of
feature tracks. When visualizing tracking graphs, this view always processes a tracking
graph with respect to a focus time step. Starting from the focus time step, nodes and edges
are iteratively added to the tracking graph in both forward and backward in time up to
a user-defined time window, see Figure 8.1c. Each set of nodes in the same x coordinate
Figure 8.2: In the system, when using the three-pass layout algorithm discussed in Sec-
tion 7.2.1, the range of potential outcomes for the user-defined parameter range of the focus
time step is displayed for both feature hierarchy (middle) and data embedding views (left).
Here, a combustion data set has been used and the user-defined fuzzy region is outlined
in ‘black’. The feature hierarchy is displayed using vertical layout.
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indicates features in one time step, and edges across them indicate their correspondences.
For visual clarity, the set of nodes in the focus time step is always displayed in prominent
colors. Furthermore, progressive techniques are used to both interactively lay out and
visualize these tracking graphs. Specifically, a fast initial graph layout and a slower greedy
one are employed as discussed in Chapter 6. As a result, users are immediately presented
with an initial graph layout that is replaced by a better one (with fewer edge intersections)
as soon as it is available. This initial graph layout is computed by obtaining feature
positions within the respective feature hierarchy layouts (which are computed for the
previous component), and the greedy layout is computed by using a layered optimization
scheme, specifically, the median heuristic, which moves outward from the focus time step.
One of the main advantages of this progressive strategy is that it preserves the interactive
nature of the process – the user will always see some information very quickly – even for
large graphs and long time windows.
8.1.1.3 Display for Data Embedding
Visualization techniques from SciVis and InfoVis domains are combined here to present
a specialized view for data embedding, see Figure 8.1a. Specifically, as shown in Fig-
ure 8.1d–g, visualization techniques such as geometric embedding, geospatial, word cloud,
and textual visualizations are integrated within this view.
8.1.1.3.1 Geometric visualization. Regardless of the data type and domain, visual-
izing the geometric embedding of features can reveal interesting details and trends. This
component visualizes the geometric embedding of data in either 2D or 3D, see Figure 8.1f.
8.1.1.3.2 Geospatial visualization. When relevant information is available, feature
details are augmented with geospatial visualizations (e.g., physical location of an eddy,
geographic location of where a tweet was posted), see Figure 8.1g.
8.1.1.3.3 Word cloud visualization. This component is dedicated to providing a quick
overview of features with textual information using word clouds. For a selected feature, a
word cloud is constructed from its textual data, as shown in Figure 8.1d.
8.1.1.3.4 Textual visualization. This component visualizes textual data in their na-
tive domain (i.e., as text), see Figure 8.1e. However, this component is not limited to textual
data and can be used to display any feature-based attribute with textual information.
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8.1.2 Data Exploration
The generic framework described in this chapter makes use of progressive visualization
techniques for interactivity. Given a dynamic data set, data are always presented with
respect to a focus time step that is processed first. Subsequently, data are extracted and
presented for neighboring time steps in the order of increasing distance. Furthermore, all
views designed for only a single time step (i.e., feature hierarchy view and data embedding
view) use the focus time step to determine their time step. The feature evolution view,
starting from the focus time step, iteratively adds nodes and edges to the tracking graph
both forward and backward in time up to a user-defined time window.
Parameters, such as feature definition, correspondence, and filtering, are coordinated
across all three views to provide a fully linked analysis environment. Through this linked-
view interface, users are allowed to explore each data set by changing the focus time
step and time window. To help users maintain context across multiple views, correlated
color maps are utilized, and features are allowed to be colored using various feature-based
attributes such as volume, area, and curvature. Additionally, parameters that define the
feature hierarchy, correspondence, and other feature-based attribute values (e.g., volume,
position, area, and temperature) can all be explored. In addition to these parameters,
which are common across all views, several view-specific parameters are also included
within the system. For example, the tracking graphs can be filtered by various feature
track-based attributes, and the feature hierarchies can be filtered by the persistence of a
certain feature defined to be the length from the branch that represents that feature to its
leafs (i.e., absolute function value difference). Furthermore, to prevent visual clutter within
the tracking graph, valence two and zero nodes can be hidden, nodes can be scaled based
on their volume, and important events such as feature births, deaths, splits, and merges
can be highlighted.
8.1.3 Implementation Details
The interactive visualization and analysis environment outlined in this chapter is im-
plemented using the ViSUS framework [185], [186], which provides the basic building
blocks for designing a streaming, asynchronous data flow. As shown in Figure 8.3, this
proposed generic framework’s data flow consists of several modules.
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Figure 8.3: The core data flow of the proposed generic framework. Data Reader reads
data and pass them to the Filter where relevant nodes and edges are extracted according
to the current parameters. Then, the resultant data are simultaneously sent to the Layout
and View modules. The Layout modules compute the relevant graph layouts and send
them to the View modules for rendering.
The Data Reader module loads requested data and passes the corresponding node and
edge information (i.e., features and their correspondences) to the Filter module. The
Filter module filters received information to extract the nodes and edges for the current
parameter and attributes values (e.g., volume, area, feature correspondence metric, and
track length) and simultaneously sends the results to the layout and view modules.
The two layout modules compute the corresponding tracking graph layouts and send
them to the relevant view modules for rendering. Given a data set, the Hierarchy Graph
Layout module computes the graph layouts for the feature hierarchies (these are computed
once as the data are first read into the system), and then sends those details to the Feature
Hierarchy View and Feature Tracking View modules. The Greedy Graph Layout mod-
ule computes the greedy layout for the tracking graph each time its parameters change
and passes that layout to the Feature Tracking View module.
As the name suggests, the Feature Hierarchy View module visualizes the focus time
step’s feature hierarchy. The Feature Tracking View module first renders the tracking
graph using the initial graph layout computed based on their feature hierarchies. Once
the greedy layout becomes available, it is integrated with the current graph. Finally, the
third view module, Feature Embedding View, displays features embedded in the domain.
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Each time a user changes parameters and/or selections, current processing within the data
flow is interrupted and restarted. However, rendering in the views maintains its current
state for visual continuity. Furthermore, each parameter change is communicated across
all modules through the linked-view interface for consistency.
Most parts of the system (all except word cloud and geospatial visualizations) are
implemented in C++ and use OpenGL rendering. The word cloud and geospatial vi-
sualizations make use of JavaScript libraries and functions. Specifically, d3-cloud [187],
a Wordle-inspired word cloud layout; OpenLayers [188], a library for interactive maps;
and Google maps [189] are used. Within the system, the integration between C++ and
JavaScript is achieved using the Awesomium library [190], which enables C++ code to be
seamlessly integrated with HTML UI and to maintain interactions across the two.
8.1.4 Advantages and Limitations
This generic framework has a significant advantage compared to other existing ap-
proaches, especially due to the generality of its design. First, as discussed in Chapters 3, 4,
and 5, all methods used for defining and tracking features are designed to be general. Any
of the standard clustering algorithms can be used for defining hierarchical features, and
any existing feature correspondence criteria can be used to define feature correspondences.
Second, the various layout, visualization, and simplification techniques introduced, as
discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, together with the proposed visualization and analysis en-
vironment, provide the capability to interactively explore the evolution of features within
dynamic data sets. Consequently, various large-scale scientific and nonscientific dynamic
data sets can be explored within the proposed generic framework to understand their
underlying dynamic nature. Finally, in addition to the existing functionality within the
system, it also has leeway to include additional domain-specific functionality to better
facilitate the requirements of scientists.
8.2 Application Results
As a part of the research work that has been carried out during this dissertation, a
variety of dynamic data sets have been used in this proposed visualization and analysis
environment. Specifically, combustion, ocean science, cosmology, plasma-surface interac-
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tions, and atmospheric science data sets in the scientific domain and social media, health-
care, and image data sets in the nonscientific domain have been successfully used in this
framework to explore their dynamic nature across time, see Figure 8.4. Together, these
data sets demonstrate the generality and applicability of this framework for exploring the
evolution of features across time, see Table 8.1. A list of different classifications compiled
for these data sets is presented in Table 8.2.
In this section, two real-word examples from social media and atmospheric science
domains are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and generality of the proposed
generic framework. The example from the social media domain makes use of the existing
functionality of the proposed generic framework, whereas in the example from the at-
mospheric science domain, several new functionalities are added to the system for better
facilitating the requirements of atmospheric scientists.
8.2.1 Social Media Data
In this dissertation, a Twitter data set that has been collected by the Twitter streaming
API for 5 months, beginning from February 2013 (i.e., 150 time steps), is used for exploring
Figure 8.4: A variety of dynamic data sets have been explored within the proposed generic
framework to demonstrate its generality: (a) combustion, (b) cosmology, (c) ocean science,
(d) atmospheric science, (e) plasma-surface interactions, (f) social media, (g) healthcare,
and (h) image.
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Table 8.1: Data sets explored so far within the proposed generic framework. In each
case, their feature of interest, feature hierarchy and feature correspondence details are
presented.
Data set Feature Hierarchy Feature Correspondence
Combustion Using topology-based segmenta-
tion, the hierarchy of burning cells





Ocean Science Using topology-based segmenta-
tion, the hierarchy of ocean eddies
for a range of Okubo-Weiss values
Feature intersection-based
(region overlap)
Cosmology Using distance-based clustering, the
hierarchy of halos for a range of dis-





Using distance-based clustering, the
hierarchy of helium bubbles for a






tion, the hierarchy of storm systems
for a range of pressure values
Distance-based
Social Media Using similarity-based clustering,
the hierarchy of twitter topics for a
range of textual similarity values
Feature intersection-based
(element overlap)
Healthcare Using similarity-based clustering,
the hierarchy of patient groups for
a range of patient similarity values
Feature intersection-based
(element overlap)
Image Using topology-based segmenta-
tion, the hierarchy of image regions
for a range of region saliency values
Feature intersection-based
(region overlap)
the progression of Twitter topics across time. Specifically, two sets of tweets extracted from
this Twitter data set are considered: one consisting of≈7 million tweets from organizations
(≈54,000 tweets per day, totaling about 1GB of raw data) and the second consisting of ≈5
million individual tweets (≈26,000 tweets per day, totaling about 700MB of raw data).
In addition to exploring the progression of tweets in general, the domain scientists are
particularly interested in finding the differences between these two sets of tweets.
First, an offline preprocessing step is used to compute the feature hierarchies and meta
graph for both data sets. A connectivity-based clustering algorithm that considers bi-gram
similarity is used for computing the clustering hierarchy of tweets, and the same bi-gram
metric is used for feature correspondence computation. Using these precomputed data
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Table 8.2: Several different classifications for the data sets explored within the proposed
generic framework.
By application domain Scientific - combustion, ocean science, cosmology,
plasma-surface interactions, atmospheric science
Nonscientific - social media, healthcare, image
By data type Structured grid - combustion, ocean science, atmo-
spheric science, image
Point set - cosmology, plasma-surface interactions
Text - social media, healthcare
By feature grouping
algorithm
Topology-based segmentation - combustion, ocean
science, atmospheric science, image
Clustering - cosmology, plasma-surface interactions,
social media, healthcare
By feature tracking metric Feature intersection-based - combustion, ocean sci-
ence, cosmology, plasma-surface interactions, social
media, healthcare, image
Distance-based - atmospheric science, combustion
representations and the proposed visualization and analysis framework, scientists are al-
lowed to understand how Twitter topics split, merge, and relate to other topics within a
time step, and also explore the progression of Twitter topics under varying text similar-
ities. The geometric embedding view within the system is very helpful to gain a quick
overview of the clustering relationships among Twitter topics. However, as the geometric
embedding is not so obvious for Twitter data, the GraphViz [191] ‘neato’ layout algorithm
together with bi-gram similarities is used to compute a 2D embedding for Twitter topics.
Figure 8.5f shows the geometric embedding of Tweets for a specific time step within the
organization tweets data set. Moreover, the geospatial view within the proposed generic
system is able to provide insights into the relationships between certain Twitter topics and
a geographic location, see Figure 8.5d.
For both data sets, even with the simple bi-gram similarity metric, the feature hierar-
chies and their correspondences are able to produce sensible feature tracks that connect
related tweets. For example, feature tracks regarding various incidents of the year 2013
(e.g., oil spill liability cap issue, NASA’s Curiosity rover’s activities on Mars, Paris Jack-
son’s suicide attempt) could be explored. Figure 8.5 shows a snapshot of the proposed
generic system while exploring the feature track for the oil spill liability cap issue.
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Figure 8.5: The proposed system visualizing social media data. The (a) data embedding,
(b) feature evolution, and (c) feature hierarchy views are displayed. For the data embed-
ding view, its subcomponents, (d) a geospatial, (e) word cloud, (f) geometric embedding,
and (g) textual views, are also displayed. The organization tweets data set is used, and a
selected feature regarding the 2013 oil spill liability cap event and its track are indicated in
red.
Comparing both data sets provides valuable insights. The first insight is that the types
of tweets posted by these two user groups are drastically different in their content. Specif-
ically, the organizational tweets carry substantial amounts of event information that in-
terests the public, whereas the individual tweets are mostly about day-to-day activities
of ordinary individuals, see Figure 8.6. The second insight is that for generic topics (e.g.,
spring break, birthdays, and Valentine’s Day), the individual tweets are a good source to
explore the points of views of a large number of people. Third, since individuals mostly
use hand-held device apps (e.g., Twitter for iPhone) to author their tweets, compared to
the tweets of organizations, individual tweets contain more geospatial information.
8.2.2 Atmospheric Science Data
Many weather events are characterized by variations in surface pressure from the mean
pressure value (i.e., pressure-perturbations). Atmospheric scientists are very much in-
terested in using surface pressure for characterizing a wide variety of weather events,
and then exploring those pressure-perturbations both in space and across time to better
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Figure 8.6: The tweets of organizations are suitable for exploring event progression that
interests the public (right) whereas the tweets of individuals are good for day-to-day
activities of individuals (left). For the highlighted feature tracks, the tweets that form some
of its features are displayed.
understand atmospheric phenomena. Here, the proposed generic system is enhanced
and extended to better fit the needs of atmospheric scientists, see Figure 8.7. Specifically,
several new functionalities are added to the system such as simultaneous exploration
of multiple feature hierarchies; histogram views that summarize the stability of features
within each time step; and displaying each feature’s geographic location and trajectory
information within the geospatial view. Furthermore, to better understand the global
atmospheric phenomena, pressure-perturbation events are visualized alongside other an-
cillary data sets such as radar imagery and wind observations. Figure 8.8 shows the data
embedding view of the system displaying a feature’s geographic location and trajectory
information.
In addition to the atmospheric case studies presented in Sections 4.2.2, 5.2.1, 7.3.2,
and 9.1, several other case studies have also been analyzed using the proposed generic
framework and provided to atmospheric scientists for evaluation and feedback. According
to the collaborating atmospheric scientists, the proposed generic system has been proven
to be a powerful platform for conducting retrospective analysis to better understand differ-
ent atmospheric phenomena. Specifically, the capability to explore features across multiple
pressure-perturbation parameter values and the interactive abilities to thoroughly explore
the tracking graphs are a distinct advantage over conventional techniques used in the field
of atmospheric sciences. Also, the visualizations provided by the interactive platform al-
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(a) Feature embedding view
(b) Feature hierarchy view (c) Feature tracking view
Figure 8.7: The proposed system visualizing atmospheric data. (a) Shows the data em-
bedding of features using two subcomponents: geometric embedding (left) and geospatial
view (right). The geospatial view displays geographical information of features as well as
various ancillary data such as radar and wind observations whereas the geometric embed-
ding view displays the geometric information of the embedded features. (b) Visualizes the
horizontal graph layout of the feature hierarchy along with a histogram-based view that
summarizes the stability of features. Here, a zoomed-in view of the feature hierarchy (red
box top) and histogram (red box bottom) is also displayed. Finally, (c) shows the evolution
of features using a tracking graph for a user-selected focus time step (indicated with a
black arrow) and a time window.
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Figure 8.8: For atmospheric data, the geospatial view of the feature embedding view (top)
showing a selected feature’s geographic location, shape, and trajectory information. The
feature shape is shown in green and the trajectory is in blue. The selected feature’s track
within the tracking graph is also displayed (bottom), and the focus time step within the
graph is indicated with a black arrow.
low scientists to perform sensitivity analysis and to determine what pressure-perturbation
parameter values appear valid for more accurate representations of various atmospheric
phenomena. Furthermore, interactive assessment and filtering of feature properties, such
as total feature area, feature lifetime, and feature movement (speed and direction), are
also extremely useful for assessing which features been used for retrospective analysis of
past atmospheric events. The collaborating scientists have indicated that it could also have
potential use in ‘nowcasting’, which is short-term (0-6 hrs) forecasting of potential weather
events. Specifically, the system’s interactive capabilities to extract, filter, and study certain
pressure-perturbation events are appreciated in this kind of real-time setting. More results
related to this particular application example can be found in [176].
8.3 Summary
This chapter provides comprehensive details regarding a novel generic system de-
signed to explore the evolution of features in dynamic data sets. Specifically, given the
appropriate abstractions for feature definitions and their correspondences, this proposed
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framework integrates efficient data structures and visualization techniques for address-
ing the general task of understanding feature evolution across time. This system also
has leeway for including additional domain-specific functionality to better facilitate the
requirements of scientists. As part of the research work that has been carried out during
this dissertation, a variety of dynamic data sets have been used within this proposed
visualization and analysis environment demonstrating its utility and applicability. Two






This chapter presents several comprehensive case studies from the atmospheric science,
combustion, and healthcare domains to demonstrate the applicability and generality of the
approaches and techniques presented in this dissertation.
9.1 Evolution of Pressure-Perturbation Events
in Atmospheric Data
Atmospheric sciences is the study of physical and chemical phenomena occurring in
the Earth’s atmosphere. This study entails understanding the state of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere, how it is changing across time and why. In particular, understanding how various
weather events develop and evolve is often conducted through retrospective analysis of
past atmospheric events. Atmospheric scientists can then utilize tools to better predict po-
tential hazards and provide earlier warnings for events that may impact life and property.
Several atmospheric state variables can be measured to identify high-impact events, one
of which is surface atmospheric pressure. Many weather events can be characterized by
variations in surface pressure from the mean pressure value (i.e., pressure-perturbations).
Accordingly, there is significant interest in extracting pressure-perturbations both spa-
tially and temporally to better understand the evolution of weather events. The ability to
interactively extract, explore, and characterize pressure-perturbations both in space and
across time to better understand atmospheric phenomena has the potential to greatly im-
prove the understanding of past weather events. Furthermore, it also provides forecasters
the ability to ‘nowcast’ (i.e., a short-term forecast for 0-6 hrs) future events by assessing
the pressure-perturbations with respect to other data sets such as radar imagery and wind
observations on a single interactive interface.
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Understanding these types of atmospheric phenomena requires identifying and ex-
ploring the feature of interest (i.e., pressure-perturbation event) for the entire data set.
Typically, a pressure-perturbation event is defined to be a single region in the domain
where all the pressure-perturbation values are above/below a given parameter value.
Often, such events are referred to as positive or negative pressure-perturbation events, re-
spectively. With the approaches and techniques presented in this dissertation, atmospheric
scientists are able to extract pressure-perturbation events across multiple parameter val-
ues and explore their evolution with the aid of tracking graphs. Additionally, with the
proposed visualization and analysis environment, scientists are allowed to interactively
explore pressure-perturbation data sets. As discussed in Chapter 8, to better understand
atmospheric phenomena, the proposed system provides support to leverage other conven-
tional data sets such as radar imagery and wind observations.
In this section, a third case study extracted from the same pressure-perturbation data
set as in Sections 4.2.2, 5.2.1, and 7.3.2 is considered. This pressure-perturbation data set
contains data for the March 1 - August 31, 2011 period and is provided by [192]. The case
study of interest contains discrete thunderstorm complexes, and is used to demonstrate
the utility of the proposed system for exploring short-term pressure-perturbations with
respect to other conventional atmospheric science data sets such as radar imagery and
surface wind observations to assess high-impact phenomena such as thunderstorms.
In this case study, a first complex could be seen moving east across eastern Kansas into
Missouri from 0300-0900 UTC June 18, while a second complex developed behind the first
at 0600 UTC June 18 and moved east-northeast from 0600-1200 UTC June 18. Both thun-
derstorm complexes produced reports of wind damage, but the pressure-perturbations
produced by these complexes varied in strength, highlighting the complexity of the phys-
ical processes associated with predicting and analyzing these events. Here, the most
pronounced pressure features are the negative pressure-perturbation feature known as
a “wake low” with the first complex, and the positive feature known as a “mesohigh”
with the second complex [192]. The strength and proximity of these negative and posi-
tive features result in strong surface winds, which likely contributed to additional wind
damage associated with the second complex. For this case study, Figure 9.1 displays radar
imagery along with pressure-perturbations from the USArray TA stations courtesy of web
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Figure 9.1: For the case study of interest, USArray mesoscale-filtered pressure-
perturbations (hPa) are overlaid on composite radar reflectivity for 0300, 0600, 0900, and
1200 UTC June 18, 2011.
products [193] developed as a part of research by the University of Utah Department of
Atmospheric Sciences.
The original data for this case study contain 192 time steps and total ≈350MB of raw
data. First, an offline preprocessing step is used to compute the relevant feature hierarchies
and the meta graphs. For this data set, scientists need to simultaneously explore both
positive and negative pressure-perturbations events. They also wish to compare feature
evolution results with respect to metrics based on spatial overlap and distance proximity.
Therefore, for every time step of the case study, two feature hierarchies are computed to
enable simultaneous exploration of positive and negative pressure-perturbation events,
respectively. During construction, various feature-based attributes such as centroid, area,
median magnitude value, maximum/minimum magnitude value, position of the maxi-
mum/minimum magnitude value, long-axis distance, short-axis distance, long-axis orien-
tation, eccentricity, propagation distance, and propagation speed are also computed and
stored in the feature hierarchies. Next, for exploring the feature evolution with respect
to both feature correspondence metrics, the necessary feature correspondence details for
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each metric are computed and stored in separate meta graph structures. Here, the feature
correspondence amount (i.e., the amount of spatial overlap or the length of Euclidean dis-
tance between features) is stored as a feature correspondence-based attribute in each meta
graph. Once the feature hierarchies and meta graphs are stored in the feature hierarchy
and meta graph format, the total data size is reduced to around 10MB.
With respect to the research carried out as a part of this dissertation, several of its
key aspects that assist in exploring this particular case study are described here. First,
scientists are able to explore the evolution of the pressure-perturbation events with the use
of tracking graphs. As shown in Figure 9.2a, the proposed system identifies the existing
thunderstorms and visualizes their evolution across time.
Second, the tracking graph results provide insights into the underlying structure of the
pressure-perturbation event. In this case, they indicate that the temporal evolution of one
of the complexes (the one existing over eastern Kansas) is not very consistent across time.
Further exploration reveals that this is due to the parameter choices and the complexity of
this phenomenon. At the initial time steps, the thunderstorm complex is strong enough
to be detected at the selected parameter values, but it loses its pressure magnitude across
time. Here, the ability to define localized, per-feature parameter values in the proposed
(a) Tracking graph for 1.0 hPa
(b) Same tracking graph using adaptive parameter values
Figure 9.2: Evolution of the pressure-perturbation events visualized using tracking graphs.
(a) A tracking graph showing the evolution of pressure-perturbation events for 113 time
steps at 1.0 hPa. Here, one of the thunderstorm complexes (in green) is not consistent
across time. This feature disappears at T = 136 and then reappears and dies at T = 138.
Again, it reappears at T = 140 and later at T = 146. (b) The resulting tracking graph after
per-feature, localized paramater values are used to locally modify the features (in green)
to allow continuous feature tracking.
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system is helpful in dynamically adapting the parameter choices within the tracking graph
to allow for further detection of the pressure-perturbation event, see Figure 9.2b.
Next, with the use of the proposed framework, scientists are able to perform simulta-
neous exploration of multiple pressure-perturbation events across time. This capability is
specifically included in the proposed framework to support atmospheric data sets. It en-
ables scientists to simultaneously explore both positive and negative pressure-perturbation
events and study their coupling structure, see Figure 9.3. In this case, the results provide
insights into the strength of the coupling between the positive and negative pressure-
perturbation events.
Finally, the ancillary information provided by the proposed framework is particularly
useful in gaining new insights into the atmospheric phenomena. For a specific time step,
scientists can compare pressure-perturbation events (at varying parameter values) with the
relevant radar imagery and also explore the relationships of these events with wind obser-
vations. Figure 9.4 shows an instance where the strong coupling of positive- and negative-
pressure-perturbation events appears to be collocated well with very strong recorded wind
speeds, which is to be expected physically due to the high pressure-perturbation gradients.
Upon further exploration it was found that these strong winds are not always perfectly col-
located with radar observations, but rather they are located closer to the leading edge of the
positive-pressure-perturbation event. This insight is of significant interest to scientists as
conventional meteorological tools are not be able to detect and assess such a phenomenon.
More results related to this particular application example can be found in [176].
Figure 9.3: Simultaneously exploring both positive and negative pressure-perturbation
events for multiple time steps. The graph on top shows the tracking graph at +1.0 hPa and
the bottom at -1.0 hPa. Here, positive (outlined in solid black line) and negative (outlined
in dashed black line) pressure-perturbation events existing at T = 86, 100, 120, and 150
time steps are also visualized.
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Figure 9.4: Both positive (outlined in solid black line) and negative (outlined in dashed
black line) pressure-perturbation events are visualized alongside their radar imagery and
wind observations (in black arrows). Here, the size and direction of winds are indicated
by the arrow length and orientation. The image shows a strong coupling of positive- and
negative- pressure-perturbation events. Such events are also collocated with strong winds
going from the high- to low-pressure regions.
9.2 Evolution of Extinction Regions in
Combustion Data
In this section, a large-scale, 3D direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a turbulent jet
flame undergoing extinction and reignition is considered, see Figure 9.5. The data set
contains 101 time steps at the resolution of 920× 1400× 720, which even considering only
the two scalar fields used here totals ≈1.5TB of data.
For this type of data, scientists define the flame as an isosurface of mixture fraction – the
ratio of unburnt fuel versus combustion products – as shown in Figure 9.5b. However, not
all this surface is considered burning. Instead, a second indicator, the OH concentration,
is used to classify the flame into burning regions and extinction holes. A high OH level
indicates an active chemical process, and a low concentration marks an extinct portion of
the flame. As the simulation proceeds, more extinction holes develop, grow, and ultimately
heal again and disappear. Tracking this process across time on a per-hole basis leads to
new insights into why these holes are forming and what effects contribute to their closing.
Therefore, scientists are very much interested in understanding the evolution of extinction
regions in these turbulent flames.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.5: Details of the direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a turbulent jet flame: (a)
Schematic of the DNS domain for the turbulent jet flame [194]. (b) The jet flame isosurface
of mixture fraction with interpolated OH concentration. The blue regions represent extinc-
tion regions and red regions indicate an active chemical process. The isosurface is complex
and can fold on itself, making feature tracking challenging.
However, a number of factors make this use case especially challenging for existing
techniques. First, the exact OH parameter value to use is not known, and exploring how
the evolution differs for different parameter values is of significant interest. However,
given the size of the source data (≈1.5TB in total), a repeated analysis is practically infea-
sible, especially as part of an interactive exploration. Furthermore, most existing tracking
techniques are based on spatial overlap or motion prediction [15], [125]. The former does
not apply to these data as the flame surface itself moves quite significantly, and flame
surfaces of successive time steps rarely overlap. Predictor-based approaches [17–19] work
well for sparse sets of well-separated features in which ambiguities can be accurately
resolved. Unfortunately, as shown in Figure 9.5b, the flame surfaces become highly con-
voluted, especially in later time steps, and features are quite densely present throughout
the flame. This makes predictor-based schemes unreliable and difficult to tune. Weber
et al. [195] propose to use a Reeb graph of a space-time surface to track such embedded
features. However, this technique is quite involved, as well as expensive, and is applicable
only to a fixed OH parameter value. Finally, there is a lack of temporal resolution in
the original data set. Although this could be avoided through a repeated execution with
more temporal resolution and/or in situ processing, re-running even parts of this specific
simulation is infeasible due to time and space requirements.
For this particular data set, the approach proposed by Widanagamaachchi et al. [167] is
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used to produce the equivalent feature tracking results of Weber et al. [195], but for variable
parameter values. This algorithm builds an explicit space-time isovolume of mixture frac-
tion between pairs of consecutive time steps and interpolates the corresponding OH values
at all its vertices. Given a data set, an offline preprocessing step is used to compute the
feature hierarchies and meta graph. Using the approach in [167], three feature hierarchies
are computed for every two consecutive time steps. Next, feature correspondences are
also computed in a preprocessing step to form the meta graph. This offline preprocessing
step is performed in parallel at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility on Rhea a
Linux cluster with 16, 2.0 GHx Intel Xeon processors per node. The resulting data, con-
sisting of the feature hierarchies as well as the corresponding segmentation and tracking
information, reduce the data size to about 6GB, the vast majority of which is dedicated to
the spatial information for rendering.
Once the feature hierarchies and meta graph information are computed, the evolution
of extinction regions can be explored for a range of OH parameter values. The resulting
tracking graph shows the evolution of extinction regions assuming linear interpolation in
time. However, depending on the temporal resolution of the original data, this graph may
not be correct. For example, Figure 9.6 shows the evolution of extinction regions at the
default OH concentration value of 9.77e−4, resulting in a complex, difficult to comprehend
and process tracking graph, which is partially due to artifacts from the lack of temporal
resolution and unavoidable instabilities in the parameter choices.
Consider the example shown in Figure 9.7. For a slow moving isosurface, as in t0
to t1, its interpolated OH field on the space-time isovolume displays the same structure
as on the individual surfaces. Therefore, the two extinction holes, indicated by the blue
sections on the surface, remain isolated and can be easily tracked through time. However,
for a slightly faster moving isosurface, as in t0 to t2, its temporal interpolation creates
artifacts. As shown in Figure 9.7c, the burning regions in red typically form pancake-like
structures surrounding the flame surface. When the surface moves further than the width
of the burning structures, the interpolation on the isovolume creates a single connected
extinction region. This move results in the two extinction holes erroneously merging in
the intermediate time step before splitting again. Such artificial merge-split events create
artifacts in the tracking graph.
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Figure 9.6: The tracking graph for the first 26 of the 101 time steps in the turbulent jet flame
data set. As discussed in [167], an intermediate step between each consecutive pair is also
displayed, so 51 total time steps are displayed. The graph contains only 1802 nodes, but
still it is nearly incomprehensible due to the complex interactions.
These types of artifacts result from insufficient temporal resolution in the original data
and can ideally be addressed by collecting frequent simulation snapshots. For this partic-
ular data set, it is too costly to repeat the simulation. Moreover, the temporal resolution
available for postprocessing is strictly limited by the high cost of file I/O as well as storage
space restrictions. Therefore, even if the simulation could be repeated, it is infeasible to
save significantly more data. One option is to compute the tracking information in an
in situ environment at the required temporal resolution. Unfortunately, this approach
requires keeping at least two copies of the simulation state in memory, which is also not
possible for this data set. Such processing also unduly increases the simulation time and
file I/O, making it not viable at this point.
In such a setting, this dissertation attempts to alleviate some of these temporal artifacts








(a) OH field t0 (b) OH field t1 & isovolume t0 + t1
(c) OH field t2 & isovolume t0 + t2 (d) OH field t3 & isovolume t0 + t3
Figure 9.7: Effects of decreasing temporal resolution. (a) An illustration of the neighbor-
hood around a mixture fraction isosurface. Small pockets of burning (high OH) fuel are
separated by extinction holes (low OH). (b) A slow moving mixture fraction surface – t0 to
t1 – creates easily tractable tunnels of low OH. (c) A moderately fast moving surface – t0 to t2
– artificially connects extinction holes. However, lowering the extinction parameter value
to the middle shade of blue can compensate for this artifact. (d) A fast moving surface –
t0 to t3 – can create a region of artificially low OH (dark blue) connecting extinction holes.
These artifacts cannot be split by manipulating the parameter value.
the interpolation connects otherwise separate extinction holes by a strip of relatively high,
yet still extinct, OH values. This problem can be addressed by selectively lowering the
OH parameter value of features, causing these artifacts in the intermediate time step. This
change effectively reclassifies the light blue region as burning and separates the extinction
holes across time to result in correct tracking information. This simple yet effective ap-
proach is able to alleviate many artifacts caused by the insufficient temporal resolution in
data. However, some artifacts are too severe to be corrected in this manner. For example,
when the isosurface is moving too fast, as shown in Figure 9.7d, a region of artificially low
OH values, lower than those on the surface itself, is created in the isovolume. This artificial
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connection cannot be cut by lowering the parameter value as the low valley in dark blue
always exists.
When applying the proposed method, first, the tracking graph for a single parameter
value is created. Then, all intermediate time steps of the tracking graph are searched for
high valence, merge-split nodes indicating a potential temporal artifact. Next, the local
parameter values of each merge-split node are progressively lowered until it either splits
into individual nodes (i.e., resolving the artifacts) or until a further lowering increases the
number of nonvalence two nodes in the tracking graph (i.e., disconnecting the extinction
holes entirely). In each case, the parameter value change to the tracking graph is applied
only in the first case (i.e., when lowering of the parameter value resolves the artifact and
reduces the number of nonvalence two nodes in the tracking graph). It is important to
note that use of localized parameter values does not introduce invalid features or cor-
respondences. At any point, features used in the tracking are valid extinction regions
even though they use slightly different parameter values. Moreover, as this proposed
method selectively lowers the parameter value of features causing an artifact, only the
tracking information in the intermediate time step is directly affected. Nevertheless, with
the ground truth tracking information unavailable and the linear interpolation containing
known artifacts, this approach remains a heuristic albeit a very effective one. Figure 9.8
shows an example of the first few time steps of a tracking graph for all extinction regions
both before and after applying the proposed simplification method. More results related
to this particular application example can be found in [167].
9.3 Progression of Patient Groups in Healthcare
Data
As medical organizations increasingly adopt the use of electronic health records (EHRs),
large volumes of clinical data are being captured on a daily basis. These data provide
comprehensive information about patients and have the potential to improve a wide range
of application domains in healthcare. Physicians and clinical researchers are interested in
finding effective ways to understand this abundance of data. In this context, visualizing
and exploring patient progression across time can provide valuable insights and facilitate
the decision-making of physicians and clinical researchers.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.8: Reduction of temporal artifacts. (a) Early time steps of an original tracking
graph for extinction holes. Here, a large number of artifacts exist, causing merge-split
events in the intermediate time steps. (b) The same tracking graph after removing some of
the temporal artifacts using localized parameter values.
However, several factors need to be taken into consideration when analyzing this type
of data. First, given the large number of patients, an individual, per-patient analysis is
time-consuming and does not lend itself to finding commonalities and trends. Instead,
patients should be grouped according to various criteria, such as symptoms and outcomes.
Second, to compare groups of patients who arrive at different times, their records must
be aligned, for example, by their time of admission, time of major procedures, or other
common factors. Third, patient progression across time needs to be presented in a concise
manner to allow simultaneous exploration of large numbers of patients. Finally, the anal-
ysis must be interactive, allowing users to quickly explore different hypotheses within a
hospital setting.
With the approaches and techniques presented in this dissertation, clinical researchers
are allowed to interactively explore how patients and their progression change across time.
They are able to extract patient groups across multiple patient similarities and study the
progression of patients via interactive exploration of dynamically constructed tracking
graphs.
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In this section, the effectiveness of the approaches and techniques presented in this
dissertation is demonstrated with the use of a publicly available intensive care unit (ICU)
database. The clinical database of Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive
Care (MIMIC II) databases [196] contains comprehensive EHR data collected from hospital
medical information systems (both patient bedside workstations and hospital archives).
This data set is obtained from a set of ICUs, including medical, surgical, coronary care,
and neonatal, in a single tertiary teaching hospital in the 2001 to 2008 time period. It in-
cludes patient information that falls into various categories such as general, physiological,
medications, fluid balance, notes, and reports, see Table 9.1. The entire database totals
about ≈ 27GB and contains information about tens of thousands of ICU patients.
In order to visualize MIMIC II clinical data within the proposed visualization and
analysis environment, the relevant patient hierarchies and meta graph structures need
to be computed and stored. Again, the computation and storage are done in an offline
preprocessing step. First, for each day in a patient’s hospital stay, patient details available
in the database (e.g., admission ID, age, gender, race, ICD-9 code, drug code, hospital stay
length, mean heart rate, mean temperature, and maximum urine output) are extracted,
which results in 38291 patient admissions from 32536 patients. These details are then
aligned to make sure all admissions fall on the first time step of the resultant data set.
The resulting data set, after aligning, contains 174 time steps (i.e., 174 days).
Patients in each time step are then clustered together using the metric of [197]. This
Table 9.1: An overview of the data categories in MIMIC II clinical database
General Patient demographics, hospital admissions, discharge
dates, room tracking, death dates (in or out of the hospital),
ICD-9 codes, unique code for healthcare provider, and type
(RN, MD, RT, etc).
Physiological Hourly vital sign metrics, SAPS, SOFA, ventilator settings,
etc.
Medications IV meds, provider order entry data, etc.
Lab Tests Chemistry, hematology, ABGs, imaging, etc.
Fluid Balance Intake (solutions, blood, etc), output (urine, estimated
blood loss, etc).
Notes & Reports Discharge summary, nursing progress notes, etc; cardiac
catheterization, ECG, radiology, and echo reports.
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patient similarity metric was previously applied to the same MIMIC II clinical database
to identify patient similarities on the first day of the ICU stay [197]. When applying this
metric, the required clinical, administrative, and categorical variables are extracted from
the database for each day of a patient’s hospital stay. Next, correspondences across patient
groups are computed by tracking individual patients within the groups. Once the patient
groups and their correspondence details are computed and stored, the total data size is
reduced to ≈ 680MB.
As the necessary information is precomputed and stored using efficient data structures,
researchers are provided with the flexibility to vary the patient similarity values and ex-
plore the entire parameter space interactively. Such interaction provides an understanding
of how patients group together for varying similarity values during a particular day in
their hospital stay. For example, Figure 9.9 shows several examples of patient groups and
their progression for 30, 34, 35, 36, and 38 similarity values. As the similarity values
decrease, more patients are grouped together, reducing the complexity of the tracking
graph. Here, for a specific similarity metric, exploring the full range of similarities enables
researchers to gain insights into that metric’s range of values. For the patient similarity
metric of [197], its appropriate similarity value range for this particular data set is 30-38.
Any similarity value below or above that range either grouped all patients into one group
or divided each patient to be in a separate group.
The full tracking graph showing the patient progression across time at 36 similarity
value is displayed in Figure 9.10. By observing these tracking graphs, specifically feature
track length indicating the hospital length of stay of patients, it is clear that although many
of the patient stays are less than 90 days (i.e., 3 months), this data set also contains several
longer patient stays. Specifically, of 32536 patients, 6 patients with hospital lengths of stay
greater than 90 days are found.
More importantly, various simplification options available in the proposed system al-
low researchers to further simplify these tracking graphs. For instance, filtering the track-
ing graph by correspondence amount allows removal of the least frequent patient pro-
gression paths from the tracking graph, making frequent patterns more prominent. If
an analysis is to be conducted only on longer hospital stays of patients, filtering options
available in the proposed system, specifically filtering tracking graphs by the length of a
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Figure 9.9: Effects of varying the similarity value to explore the temporal progression of
patients. Here, patient groups and a portion of their corresponding tracking graphs are
shown at 30, 34, 35, 36, and 38 similarity values. The focus time step of the tracking graphs
is indicated with a black arrow, and the nodes are scaled based on the patient group’s size.
In each graph, patient progression for 10 time steps both forward and backward in time
from the focus time step is displayed.
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Figure 9.10: The entire tracking graph showing the complete patient progression for the
MIMIC II clinical database. The graph contains 1110 nodes and 1288 edges for a total of
174 time steps. Here, the 36 similarity value is used.
feature track, are useful. Figure 9.11 illustrates several graph simplification results.
Additionally, as discussed in Chapter 8, the data embedding view of the proposed
framework is useful for obtaining an overview of patient groups. As the user selects a cer-
tain patient group, this view displays the details of its patients. As shown in Figure 8.1(d),
the word cloud visualization provides a quick visual overview of the information for a
selected patient group. The numerical attributes such as age and hospital length of stay
are converted to ranges to obtain more intuitive results. As shown in Figure 8.1(e), the
exact patient details are also presented in the textual visualization within the system. More
results related to this particular application example can be found in [198], [199].
Figure 9.11: Tracking graph simplification. (a) A tracking graph showing the patient
progression for the first 50 days within the hospital stay at the 37 similarity value. (b)
Tracking graph in (a) filtered to contain only correspondences with overlap≥2. (c) Tracking
graph in (a) filtered to contain only patient groups with size≥5.
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9.4 Summary
This chapter provides comprehensive details on several case studies to demonstrate the
utility and generality of the approaches and techniques presented in this dissertation. In
particular, case studies from the combustion, atmospheric science, and healthcare domains
are discussed. The research carried out as a part of this dissertation provides great flex-
ibility in exploring the evolution of features across time for understanding the dynamic
nature of each case study. First, the proposed multiresolution unified spatiotemporal
representation of features is able to efficiently encode features and their correspondences
for a range of parameter values. Second, the proposed layout and visualization strategies,
together with the proposed visualization and analysis framework, provide the flexibility
to interactively explore the feature evolution for a range of parameter values. In this
manner, by precomputing the feature hierarchies and meta graph structure and storing
them using optimized data structures, and then utilizing efficient visualization techniques,
this dissertation allows interactive exploration of features across time for several gigabytes
of data. Furthermore, due to the generality of their design, as demonstrated in this chapter,
the proposed approaches and techniques of this dissertation are applicable across a wide
variety of application domains.
PART V
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
CHAPTER 10
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Here, a summary and outlook on the work described in this dissertation is presented.
10.1 Summary
The increase in our ability to gather and generate data enables a wide range of applica-
tion domains to routinely capture dynamic data at an unprecedented scale. Irrespective of
the application domain, one of the most common analysis tasks is the need to understand
the dynamic aspects of these increasingly large data sets. A dynamic data set often contains
some notion of a feature of interest at each moment in time, and these features evolve
across time. As a result, exploring and analyzing the spatiotemporal behaviors of features
is considered to be one intuitive way of understanding the dynamic aspects of these data
sets. Although numerous advances have been made on the topic of feature evolution
exploration within dynamic data sets, many important challenges still remain for several
reasons, including the resolution and complexity of dynamic data sets, physical limitations
of human visual system, and limitations of the existing approaches.
To address some of these challenges, this dissertation presents a non-domain-specific
approach for exploring feature evolution across time. First, this dissertation introduces a
novel multiresolution unified spatiotemporal representation of features that enables inter-
active extraction of feature evolution across time (Part II, Chapters 3, 4, 5). This represen-
tation provides the means to efficiently encode features and their correspondences for a
range of parameter values, which can then be used to quickly and easily extract feature
evolution details for any particular parameter value within the entire parameter range.
Second, with a focus on tracking graphs, a novel progressive layout and visualization
strategy that enables interactive visualization of feature evolution details is introduced
(Part III, Chapter 6). By processing a tracking graph with respect to a focus time step and a
window of interest, and then utilizing a progressive two-stage graph layout algorithm, this
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proposed strategy provides a flexible approach to visualize and explore feature evolution
across time. Third, to better understand the underlying patterns and trends in dynamic
data sets, several progressive strategies that reduce the visual complexity of feature evo-
lution details are introduced (Part III, Chapter 7). In particular, two graph subselection-
based approaches, filtering and feature selecting, are presented for extracting subgraphs
from a tracking graph and another localized, per-feature parameter value-based approach
that exploits the flexibility in defining temporally and spatially varying parameters for
simplifying tracking graphs is also presented. Fourth, a novel visualization and analysis
environment that couples the multiresolution unified spatiotemporal representation of
features with the progressive layout and visualization strategy for understanding feature
evolution across time in a more general fashion is presented (Part IV, Chapter 8). As this
framework focuses on interactively exploring and analyzing feature evolution in a non-
domain specific manner, the necessary generalization within this system is maintained
through abstraction, and the utility and generality of this proposed framework are demon-
strated by using dynamic data sets from a range of application domains. In summary, the
research done as part of this dissertation indicates that given the appropriate abstraction
for feature definitions and their correspondences, the challenge reverts to finding good
visual metaphors independent of the data type or the community providing the solution,
which then leads to more general approaches instead of more specialized ones.
10.2 Directions for Future Research
The work described in this dissertation, in its current form, is useful for a variety of
application domains, yet it can be further improved in a number of ways to make it even
more widely applicable. First of all, the current work is limited to univariate and bivariate
features. The work presented in Part II introduces a multiresolution unified spatiotempo-
ral representation of features that is limited to univariate and bivariate features. As a result,
the proposed visualization and analysis environment for exploring feature evolution over
time is also limited to univariate and bivariate features. Nevertheless, as a concept, the
same idea can be extended to multivariate features as well. Specifically, the proposed
hierarchical feature representations can be extended to multivariate features by following
the same approach as in the bivariate case – starting from the individual univariate feature
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hierarchies, those hierarchies can be combined two at a time in a bottom-up fashion to
produce a multivariate feature hierarchy.
Second, each component of the proposed multiresolution unified spatiotemporal rep-
resentation of features can be further improved or extended. For instance, instead of
being limited to only disjoint nested feature hierarchies, the proposed bivariate graph can
be extended to handle other types of feature hierarchies. Here, as it involves handling
the overlapping property, constructing a bivariate graph by combining two overlapping
feature hierarchies will be a particularly interesting research problem. Furthermore, the
meta-graph structure can be improved such that instead of encoding only the feature cor-
respondences across features whose lifetimes overlap, all possible feature correspondences
can be computed and stored using an efficient file format. At run time, a progressive
strategy can be utilized to read in the feature correspondences as necessary. Initially, only
feature correspondences across features whose lifetimes overlap can be read; other feature
correspondences can be read as necessary.
Another research direction is exploring alternative file formats for the proposed data
representations. By preserving locality for fast spatiotemporal query searches, efficient file
formats can be designed for storing both features and their correspondence details. For
a specific spatiotemporal query, such an approach allows portions of the files to be read,
and then those portions of data can be used to compute the required feature evolution de-
tails. These aforementioned research directions require further investigation to efficiently
encode features and correspondences for the entire parameter range and to support the
necessary abstraction to maintain the generality.
Finally, numerous improvements can be made on the tracking graphs. Instead of the
progressive two-stage graph layout algorithm, alternative graph layout strategies that can
preserve the interactivity for larger tracking graphs and yet produce optimized layouts can
be explored. Also, when scaling to larger data sets, techniques that reduce the visual clutter
in tracking graphs (e.g., edge bundling) and other graph summarization approaches can
be employed to better convey the underlying trends in data. To that end, identifying the
salient time steps of a data set and constructing a summarized global tracking graph is
another interesting research direction.
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